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News In Brief
Wickliffe only place in Kentucky
with possibly contaminated milk
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) — The only place in Kentucky that
received any of the Foremost milk recalled after an anonymous
caller said it was contaminated with cyanide was Wickliffe, a
company official said today.
"There would be a little bit of Foremost milk there with code
'0' August 3 and earlier. It will be recalled," said Roy McSpadden Jr., district manager for Foremost in Little Rock, Ark.
Foremost, owned by Knudsen Foods, recalled 500,000 to 700,000
gallons of milk, in all sizes of containers and in all varieties, including chocolate, skim, low-fat and whole, according to Dub
Wood, sales manager for Foremost's Paragould plant in
Arkansas.
An anonymous caller to the dairy on Tuesday said that cyanide
waS in 200 gallons of Foremost milk.
Jerry Hill, director of the Bureau of Environmental Health Services of the Arkansas Health Department, said no cyanide has
been found in the milk.
Wood said consumers should return to stores any Foremost
milk marked with the plant code number 05-21 and dated before
Aug. 4. Milk dated Aug. 4 and afteihas not been distributed, officials said. The plant number and expiration date are found on
the twist cap of plastic cartons and near the top of paper cartons,
the health department said. Foremost markets milk under other
labels, but only Foremost milk was being recalled, Wood said.
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Kenlake Foods: no impact from changes
From staff. AP reports

No significant impact is anticipated at Kenlake Foods
manufacturing plant in Murray
as a result of cutbacks announced by the operation's parent
Kroger Co. this week, officials
said today.
"Kenlake foods is -not one of
the manufacturing facilities that
Kroger is looking at disposing
of," local plant manager Bill

Germann said.
The announcement from company headquarters in Cincinnatti revealed that the company
plans to dispose of 100 of its
retail supermarkets and some of.
its manufacturing plants. Also
part-of-the restructuring plant is
transferring ownership of its
SupeRx and Hooks drug stores
division in an effort to sharply
cut costs at the headquarters.

"The impact of the closing of
the 100 Kroger foods stores will
have a marginal impact on our
production tonnage," Germann
said. "Although we expect some
reduction in our production from
the closings, our plans are currently to expand production for
additional companies other than
Kroger."
Keffiake Foods, with a current
employment level of 135, pro-

The Murray Planning Commission-approved a rezoning
application submitted by Dan
Miller during the regular
meeting Tuesday." •
Miller's application requested the rezoning of 310
and 312 South Eighth from a
residential zone to a professional office zone.
In his remarks to the-c-45111 mission, Miller said the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital campus has experienced a great change and
growth. He said any physician wanting to build an office
would want an Eighth Street
address which is near the
hospital and other physician's
offices.
is •

WASHINGTON — President Reagan's refusal to seek sanctions against the white-ruled South African government is being
sharply criticized in Congress, with even Republicans saying
legislation to cut most American economic ties with that country
is now likely to pass.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's speech opposing South
African sanctions is raising questions even among Reagan's
strong supporters over whether he really knows what is at stake
in the current racial turmoil there.
PEKING — New York Times correspondent John F. Burns was
expelled from China today for what the government said were activities incompatible with his status as a journalist. Times executive editor A.M. Rosenthal denied the charge, saying Burns
was not a spy.
DALLAS — President Reagan, attempting to boost the
Republican campaign of one-time Texas Gov. Bill Clements, today pledged "that America will never again be captive to a
foreign oil cartel."
WASHINGTON — A new vaccine to prevent hepatitis B infections was expected to be approved by the government today.
marking the first time a vaccine produced through genetic
engineering has been cleared for human use.

(Cont'd on page 2)

President
warns of
sanctions

Today's highlight in history: One hundred years ago, on July
23, 1886, New York City saloonkeeper Steve Brodie claimed to
have dived off the Brooklyn Bridge into the East River.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers . who .hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Th. Murray Lodger 8.
Mims by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to con 753-1916 betweer). 1t30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday.' or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Sours — S a.m.-5
p.m. Monday ,thru Friday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

((ont'd on page 2)

Planners OK
Eighth Street
rezoning bid

WASHINGTON — Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., was admitted to the Walter Reed Army Medical Center early today after
complaining of abdominal pains, hospital officials said.
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duces sugar-based (Inv
and gelatin and puddn._
mixes. In addition to Er
:Ile
local operation supplies pro
ducts for eight to ten private
labels, Germania said.
Germann.also pointed out that
the Kroger plan has been under
consideration for some • two
years and came as no surprlse to

Ripping the roadway

By the Associated Press

Today's Index

T"

Kroger stock flourishes after restructuring announcement
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Tiline resident Orville Ramage uses a front-end loader
to rip through the old U.S. 641 pavement in front of
MSl-'s Roy Stewart Stadium. Traffic is being diverted
to the newly-paved portion of the road which will be
the north-bound lane when the four-laning project is
completed. Ramage is an employee of Jim Smith ('on..
struction.
Matt photo tr. thasid Tuck

Rift between McDonald, Parks reported
to be cleared following tough remarks
FRANKFURT
_Now
that he has voiced his criticisms
of State _School Superintendent
Alice McDonald. the chairman
of the Kentucky Board of Educa tion says the air has been
cleared and the criticisms
should not hurt his working rela•
tionships with her.
Dr. Clay Parks had i•riti(•ized
McDonald during a weekend
Lexington television show for.
he said, mixing the functions of

the stae education department
with her politicial aspirations.
Parks. who emphasi,:ed he
was speaking as an individual.
said Alcl )(maid could help
issuing "some sort of statement
I hat w hatever indiscretions
were made hy her. or someone
on her behalf. would be rectified
and would not happen again."
Mel hinald later_ released a
e in e n t it'fendin
s
h r
aIn:inistration

.A spokeswoman for
McDonald, who is expected to
run for lieutenant governor next
year. said there would he no further comment on Parks
remarks.
McDonald's ca.mpaign illIsni•
raising committee re( ently stnt
letters to all local school
superintendents inviting them to
reception and enclosing 20
((ont'd on page 2)

WASHINGTON (AP — President Reagan warned Congress
today that imposing sanctions
against South Africa "would
destroy America's flexibility.
discard our diplomatic leverage
and deepen the crisis". in the
white-ruled nation.
"We Must stay and work, not •
cut and-- run,"
the president
implo—
red in a
White House address prepared
for members of
Congress and
invited foreign
policy
Preelleviet Iforaga•
specialists.
Seouth
Africa's system of apartheid.
which he said makes blacks
"third-class citizens in a nation
_ they helped to build." Reagan
-nonetheless blamed both'blacks
and whites for the growing
violence there and praised the
white-minority government of .
President P.W. Botha for taking
some steps to end the country's
policy o-f rigid r a cial
segregation
(l'ont'd on page 21

•

Former governor's offer to hold off on
campaigning meets little enthusiasm
Forecast
Tonight: Warm and muggy
with late night fog developing. Low around 70. Light east
wind.
Thursday: Partly sunny.
hot- and humid with isolated
afternoon thundershowers
High in the lower 90s
Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.1
Barkley Lake
358 0

By M ARK R. CHE1.1.4atEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky.( API — There appears to be little danger that this year's
Fancy Farm picnic will have to go on
without the usual fare of barbecue and .
self-serving political rhelioric. .
Former Gov. Julian Carroll wanted lo
take the spice out of the speechmaking by
asking all of his fellow Democratic candidates to refrain from touting themselves
and concentrating, instead, on promoting
the re-election of
S Sen. Wendell Ford
The proposal was met with the same enthusiasm that would accorhpany a plan to

ban mutton sandwiches from the parish
picnic.
David Carroll, the former governor's
brother, said the proposal was made so all
Democrats could focus on Ford's race
against Republican Jackscht M. Andrews
Having-all of the prospective candidates
forego.their own campaigns to promote
Ford would show unity. David Carroll said.
We are concerned the the gubernatorial
race.will overshadow W'endell,Ford's reelection to the U.S. Senate," he said.
All of the other candidates contacted
pledged their loyalty to Ford and said they
will continue to, work on his behalf.

But they will not go along with Carroll's.
Idea.
"A call for that sort of unilateral verbal
disarmament doesn't work," said Grady
Stumbo, former Human Resources
secretary and former gubernatorial
candidate'.

•

If I had-the 'kind of record Julian Carroll has, I too would want to postpone
public debate on the governor's race as
long as possible." added Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear
((onrd on page 2)
•
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'There is no flaw
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Drug use
Hollenbach claims

On U.S. campuses

Drafters say death case exception planned
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP Prosecutors who helped draft
the state's new truth -in sentencing law say they
deliberately restricted its use in
capital murder cases because
they did not want to jeopardize
the death penalty statute..
-There is no flaw in it," said
Jefferson County Commonwealth's Attorney Todd
Hollenbach, one of those who
helped write the bill.
Both supporters and opponents of the law have said
they were surprised to learn tha(
it does not apply to the capital
murder cases that prompted it.
Hollenbach said the bill was
actually three pieces of legislation rolled into one for passage.
One section requires violent
. offenders convicted of crimes
committed after July 15 to serve,
--• half their sentence before
becoming eligible for parole_
Before the law took effect, they
had to serve 20 percent.
The second Section, which
Hollenbach wrote, allows juries

in non-capital cases to be told of
defendants' criminal -records
and the parole requirements of
possible sentences.
"Section 3. which my officer
prepared. is a cfne-sentence
amendment to the death penalty
statute, and it permits jurors to
be told about a defendant's prior
convictions." Hollenbach said,
but not about parole
possibilities.

"The written press has never
informed the public that House
Bill 76 has three distinct pieces
of legislation and truth-in•
sentencing has no relationship to
the death penalty amendment or
the violent offenders legislation." he said.
In a memorandum to Jefferson County's 16 circuit judges
earlier this month. Hollenbach
confirmed that Jurors in (bath

penalty cases will not be told
about parole eligibilty.
"It's a sensitive law. and I
didn't want to move too far at
this time," Hollenbach said.
Out another assistant, Dave
Stengel. who worked on an early
draft of the bill, said he
deliberately did not apply the
provision to capita) cases for
fear it would be struck down

Percent of college students who
used drugs once or more
during year mot to survey

p

1980
III 1985
Manivana

1

,612,4
:151%

Cocaine
17%
17%
Amphetamines
12%
Tranquil!.

•

7%
Opiates'
5%
1-171%
LSD
6%
OthersII 10.4%

'Other than heroin
**Methaqualone,
barbituates. heroin

Alcohoi

Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Source Institute for Social Research,
University of Michigan

Kenlake...
(Cont'd from page 1)
company officials.
The company's stores in this
area - one in Murray. three in
Paducah. and one in Paris.
Tenn. - are not expected to be
affected by the cutback,officials
said.
The company's stock rose on
the New York Stock Exchange
as investors reacted positively
to the company's proposed
restructuring.
Kroger shares rose 33,8 points
Tuesday. to close at 6248 on
.trading volume of 924,400
shares. On Monday. following
the announcement of the
restructuring. Kroger_ stfares
rose 348 to Close at 59. The gains
of Monday and Tuesday
represented an increase of 12.6
percent in the market value of
__Kroger shares.
Meanwhile, Moody's In-vestors Service plans to review
Kroger's credit rating.
"The review was precipitated
by the company's announced
restructuring of its operations,
which Moody's views as
positive," Moody's said in a
prepared statement.
Moody's said its review would
cover approximately $696
million worth of debt and preferred stock.
"The review will focus on how
these actions will affect the company's competitive position and
earnings potential, as well as on
the application of proceeds from
the asset sale," Moody's said.
Moody's said "the extent to
which Krog_er _uses excess cash
to reduce debt, thereby
strengthening the balance sheet,
and repurchase common stock,
. which would reduce the equity
base, are key to review."
The debt issues being reviewed are rated either A2 or A3 by
Moody's, which is considergd
investment-grade.

Campaign
offer...
(Cont'd from page I)
"The longstanding tradition of
C/VITAN PRESENTATION - Murray Civitan Club president R.B. Barton presents a check to Jackie
Fancy Farm is enthusiastic
Robinson, supervising instructor at the Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped as Suzie
politics and we're going to go
England gets some pointers on using a time clock from job coach Tommy Workman. The Civitan grant
down there and support our can-,
will be used for job training and placement in the community.
didate. We will simply ignore
Julian's request." said Doug
Alexander, press secretary for
Wallace Wilkinson.
"If somebody wants to wear a
The Work Activitigs Training
In-house job contracts and
Joe Prather sticker or a button.
Williams was especially pleased
Center for the Handicapped
equipment will be sought, based
I'm not going to. tell them not
With the grant.
1W.A.T.C.H.1 has received a
•
on the individual abilities to perto," said John Cooper, a
"We are very happy that the
$5,000 grant from the Civitan Inform various -.work-related acspokesman f6r Prather.
Civitan International foundation.
ternational Foundation in Birmtivities. An additional staff
Former Gov. John Y. Brown
is giving u this opportunity to
ingham, Ala. The grant will be
Jr. was unavailable for Commember will be hired to train
enrich our program," she said.
used for job procurement, trainment and it is' not known if he
theses individuals for possible
"Work is a normal activity of, will even make an appearance
ing and 'placement for the 23
placement. The grant covers the
life - with the Civitan Internamentally andor physically hanat Fancy Farm.
time period for May 1 1986-May 1
tional grant money, we'll be able
dicapped adultS who attend
Fancy Farm is actually -the
1987.
to provide the best possible work
W.A.T.C.H each weekday from
Graves County community that
W.A.T.C.FI Director Peggy -opportunities at W.A.T.C.H."
8:30-2:30.
every year is host'a the picnic,
which has grown from its roots
as a parish picnic for the local
Catholic church into the annual
kickoff for the fall political
season.

W.A.T C.H. receives grant from Civitans

LONDON i AP - Prince Andrew married Sarah Ferguson
today at Westminster Abey in a
spectacle conjuring up the
pageantry of Britain's past.
from the first horse-drawn carriage out of
Palace
to the last
at of bells resounding throughourLondon.
Among Andrew's wedding
presents from his mother.
Queen Elizabeth II, was the title
of Duke of York. Although the title carries no powers or property. it is one of only five royal
dukedoms left to the 920-yearold monarchy.
Church bells pealed across
London as Andrew entered the

quckingham

abbey after riding the mile-long
route from the palace in an open
coach with his younger brother
Prince Edward. the best man.
Minutes later, Miss Ferguson,
dressed in a beaded ivory silk
satin gown. arrived in the black
and gold-trim Glass Coach built
in 1910.
Kilted Scottish nobles,
military men in red tunics, lords
and ladies in suits and blue
dresses and first lady Nancy
Reagan were among the .hUndreds who filed into the towering
abbey for the ceremony.
Crowds massed up to 10 deep
along the wedding party's route
from Buckingham Palace to

Westminster Abbey under overcast, chilly skies. But sunshine
broke through well before the
nuptials to light up the spectacular pageant.
The majestic 'strains of "God
Save the Queen," the national
anthem, sounded as the queen
rode in an open carriage to the
abbey. She wore delphinium
blue, sitting beside her husband
Prince Philip in full naval
uniform.
The crowds burst into
thunderous applause as the
,Queen Mother Elizabeth, Andrew's 85-year-old grandmother. drove to the abbey in a
black limousine.
The eight small bridesmaids
• and pages, including 4-year-old
Prince William. son of Prince
Charles and Princess Diana,
followed in a convoy of black
Rolls-Royces.
Royal escorts of bearskincapped guards and plumehelmeted, sword -bearing
cavalrymen lined up to escort
the horse-drawn carriages carrying the royal party.

Price appointed
Gov. Martha Layne Collins
has appointed Dr. William Price
of Murray as a member to the
Advisory Council for Gifted and
Talented Education. His term
will expire .July 15, 1988.
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COUPON

Breakfast
Platter

Beef &
Cheddar

includes egg,
any style,.
choice of meat
& potato cake

America's
Favorite
Roast But
Sandwich

Regular
Roast
Beef
Low Calories
High On
Taste

Best
Breast
Chicken
Sandwich
$ 1 49

(Conrd from page 1)
tickets to be sold at $50 each.
The state board responded by
sending Leiters to all
,iiperintendents criticizing
MrtYana
--ttrifd-raisiirg
etforts.
In commenting on that incide n t Monday, Parks said
McDonald should take steps to
make "anybody who is under
her contrOl in any way feel comfortable that, if they do not make
a contribution or show up at a
political rally,Ito one will think
'worse of them for it!o" •
•
Parks said he has received
many expressions of concern
about McDonald's actiilties
from people .involved With
education in the state and said
he hopes the state board will
continue to monitor her actions..
The board has no authority to
remove McDonald but it Could
aSk her to resign.

This year's edition on Aug.'2
will be the last before the May
1987 primary and the
speechmaking was expected to
get the sparks flying in what
promises to be a wild and woolly
campaign.
Conrad Elliott, who has run
the political part of the picnic for
many years, said he didn't think
much of Carroll's idea and
would prefer that the candidates
speak for themselves.
Besides. Elliott said. Ford
does not need the help.
"Sen. Ford can handle himself
very, very well," Elliott said.
Ann Gordon. who is running
Ford's campaign, said she did
not ask Carroll to initiate such a
move, although the Carroll
camp had called about it.
"We appreciate what he is trying to do with it. but on the other
hand we understand that
everybody has made their
plans." Gordon said.
But Cooper, who is heavily involved in Prather's campaign,
said a Carroll supporter told him
Ford asked for such a ban.
"We will honor any request
Sen. Ford has," Cooper said.
"Sen. Ford's campaign has
assured us that's not what they
want."'

(Coned from page 1)
No opponents were present at
the public hearing and the commission unanimously approved
recommending the change to the
Murray City Council.
The commission also approved a request from Dr. Sam and
Betty Duvall for subdivision of
property located on Coldwater
Road.
F.T. Seargent said there are
two buildings on the property,
one business and one residential, which is against present
zoning ordinances. He explained
this was a "pre-existing nonconforming situation" upon which
the commission had to decide
the best way to handle.
Seargent said the Duvalls
wanted to divide the property
and allow their daughter and
son-in-law to purchase the
house. The problem with the
subdivision Seargent said was
the divided plots would not have
the required frontage.
He added he would feel more
comfortable with the subdivision than with allowing two
buildings to exist on the same
lot.
Charlie Adams, member of
the commission, expressed concern that approval of the subdivision would set an
undesirable precedent for other
property owner with "preexisting nonconforming conditions" wanting to divide
property.
In other business Mac Fitts,
planner, said he was working on
preparing a recommendation
concerning the lighting on 12th
Street.
"I personally, am concerned
with the level of lighting. I don't
want it too light or too dark,••
Fitts said.
He added he was getting
several proposals from different
ompanies and hoped to.be able
to make recommendations Si
the next Planning Commission
meeting

(Cont'd from page 1),
"More and more South
Africans have come to recognize
that change is essential for survival," Reagan said. "The
realization has come hard and
late, but the realization has
finally come to Pretoria that
apartheid belongs to the past."
Stressing the strategic importance of the region he called one
of the world's "most vital,"
Reagan warned, "The Soviet
Union is not unaware of the
stakes" and pointed to Soviet
and Cuban support for Angola's
black liberation movement and
the Soviets' arming of guerrillas
fighting for the African National
Congress, which is battling
white rule in South Africa.
"If this rising hostility in
southern Africa between
Pretoria and the front-line
states explodes," Reagan said,
"the Soviet Union will be the
main beneficiary.
"Thus, it would be an historic
act of folly for the United States
and the West - out of anguish
and frustration and anger - to
write off South Africa."
Reagan told South African
blacks and other non-white
racial groups that the United
States is their friend and ally.
But he offered no specific program to win their freedom.
"Maintain your hopes for
peace and reconciliation." the
president urged,"and we will do
our part to keep that road open."
The United States, however,
cannot solve their problems,
Reagan said. "Solutions to South
Africa's political crisis must
come from South Africans
threTselves." he told his
audffnce.

Consumers likely to see low
heating oil prices this whiter
The drop in oil prices may mean American consumers will see
some of the lowest heating bills in recent years when it comes
time to put away their air conditioners in favor of sweaters and
blankets, energy experts predict.
"We will see some of the lowest prices, not only from oil but
from natural gas, too," Michael Smolinski, director of world oil
service for Data Resouces Inc. of Lexington, Mass., said
Tuesday.
A Department of Energy information specialist, who refused to
be identified, said the agency forecasts that the average price of
heating oil would be 79 cents per gallon in the fourth quarter of
this year and 85 cents in the first quarter of 1987, the peak of the
heating season.
Prices in 1985 averaged $1.05 per gallon. As recently as 1981,
the price was $1.19 per gallon, up from a low 70-cent-per-gallon
average in 1979.
Crude oil prices, which were nearly $32 per barrel in
November, are now hovering between $10 and $12 a barrel, and
some analysts predict they could go even lower in a volatile
mafket were frequent price swings often occur.
On the New York Mercantile Exchange, wholesale contracts
for August delivery of West Texas Intermediate, the beSt-known
U.S.crude, dropped $2 a barrel Tuesday to 311.07 per gallon.
Home heating oil closed at 3363 cents per gallon from the
35.59-cent closing Monday.
The 13-nation Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
will meet again July 28 to try to devise a system to limit production, estimated at between 19 million and 19.5 million barrels a
day, to prop uy prices
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PERSPECTIVE
Commentary:

Micrology can
be overwhelming
A few members of the Murray City Council have complained
about the Calloway County Fiscal Court not making a cash contribution to the construction at the Economic Development Corporation's industrial park.
From what I've been able to determine, the gripe apparently
stems from an agreement made in October, 1984, in which the
city and county each agreed to contribute $50,000 as matching
funds on a proposed grant to extend water, sewer and gas lines
to the site. The city also agreed to an additional $2.5K from
municipal utilities revenues.
That grant proposal subsequently was turned down, making
that agreement moot.
When the Scout Museum committee solicited for funds some
time later, Judge Weaks and the fiscal court diverted the
$50,000 no longer needed for the industrial park to the BSA project. And they let everyone know at the time that they did not
have another $50,000 laying around gathering dust.
When the proposal was later submitted, the city continued its
support at they same level and the EDC picked up the difference left by the fiscal court's withdrawing.
My point is, the city council has not contributed a penny
more than it originally committed in 1984.
The fiscal court, though it has not made a cash contribution,
Is building a road into the site and has participated with crews
and equipment helping in site preparation.
Including the fact that the EDC reimbursed the county some
$11,000 for labor and gasoline used at the site, it has been
estimated that the county's "in-kind" contribution has saved
the EDC at least $50,000 on the current project.
The county's contribution, I think, has as much good will attached as the city's. At least the city should eventually recoup
Its expenses through the sale of water, sewer services and
natural gas to the industries that locate in the park.
My point is ... sometimes it seems that a few of our elected
officials in the city and county are squabbling more about
who's best, or who does more, rather than saying ernestly,
"What can we do to make things better for Murray and
Calloway County?"
At times the micrology is overwhelming.
D
I awoke a little earlier than usual thti morning and switched
on the tv to catch some of the grandeur of the royal wedding at
Westminster- Abbey. '
• Most folks who have talked aboutitoday's wedding of Prince
Andrew and Sarah Ferguson have naturally been comparing it
to the most recent similar event within the British Monarchy,
Prince Charles and Lady Dl's betrothal five years ago.
For me, it stimulates much, much earlier memories of the
pomp that surrounds the royal family of England.
In early 1952, my mom coralled me and dragged me across
the street to a neighbor's house that contained a tv. I was just
five at the time and remember being pretty upset that she and
my friend, Ken's, mother were going to park us in front of the
television rather than let us stay outside for our regular football session, or cowboy and Indian shootout or whatever we had
in store that day.
I remember them saying that "history is in the making" and
"this is something you'll remember the rest of your life so you
can give up an afternoon of playing and sit down and pay
attention."
Well, Mom, I guess it worked. Even though I was only midway through the first grade, I do vividly remember sitting on
the floor in Ken's living room and staring at the small, almost
circular screen on their Philco black and white tv.
I also remember the procession at Queen Elizabeth II's coronation. But, mostly, I remember it seemed like it took such a
long, long time from start to finish.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Retired radical bombs out in life
I hope that if he reads this.
Ronald Kaufman's feelings
aren't hurt. But the fact is, his
name hasn't crossed my mind in
almost 15 years.
It was that long ago when
Kaufman sent me a letter announcing in a self-important
tone that he had planted time
bombs in safe deposit boxes of
banks.
He wasn't kidding. He had indeed planted bombs in banks all
over America and one of them
had exploded, although it injured no one.
The letter also gave Kaufman's reasons for planting the
bombs.
He fancied himself a revolutionary part of what was known
in those days as "The Movement" and he wanted to change
society, stir its social conscience, eliminate injustice, and
create some sort of utopia.
When the letter arrived. I
recall being pleased. Not that I
was in favor of putting bombs in
banks. But it was a slow news
day and it gave me something to
write about.

So I wrote a column telling
Kaufman that while I agreed
with his goals of eliminating injustice and spreading happiness. I didn't think that putting
bombs in banks was the ideal
way to stir America's social conscience. Or "Amerika." as he
spelled it.
I tried to explain to him that
most Americans were tired of
rich suburban youths playing at
being revolutionaries. They
were tired of the Yippies chanting the F-word and the
tantrum-prone Weathermen
breaking store windows. And I
suggested that if he wanted to
help the downtrodden, he si3ould
start at a more modestnevel,
such as clanging a Salvation Army bell at Christmas.
That was the last I heard from
Ronald Kaufman or he from me.
He went "underground," as the
well-born revolutionaries liked
to describe it. That simply
meant that _in a nation of 200
million, it's easy enough to blend
in, get a job, lead a normal life
and duck the FBI.
And in a few days. I forgot

HEY,I WATCH
WHAT I EAT:

Kirksey High Schobl reunion a success
Dear Editor:
The Kirksey High School reunion of July 5. 1986 was a big success. We had 265 in attendance
from as far away as Florida,
Colorado and California.
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I attribute much of the success
of the event to the fine publicity
your newskaper provided for us
I will alway be appreciative of
the splendid cooperation Jo
Burkeen and other members of
your staff showed in helping us
publicize our reunion. Murray
and Calloway County are certainly made better by the many
services your fine newspaper
provides.
Warmest regards.
Joe Pat James
Publicity Chairman, KI-IS
reunion

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Here is an interesting thought
on Hell, written by a French
Roman .
Catholic
theologian/historian:
The one big difficulty is not
why there is a Hell but why
God chooses a world in
which there should have to
be one.
Think abotit that — but not too
long.
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about Kaufman. That may have
hurt his feelings. He and the
others in the movements genuinely believed that their
silliness waSs • going to tause
masses of Americans to rise up
and follow them. They didn't
understand that if any masses
rose up, it would be,to hang them
from the nearest tree.
• The reason I mention Kaufman now is that he was finally
pinched the other day. After all
these years. somebody recognized him and tipped off the FBI
and they found him living in San
Francisco and working as a
janitor.
What struck me was that
Kaufman, the young revolutionary, is now 48 years old. He's
a middle-aged guy shoving a
broom around an office building.
Not that there is anything demeaning about being a janitor.
They're of greater value to
society than most disc jockeys
or politicians.
But consider Ronald's
background. Because his father
owned a successful business in
the Milwaukee area, Ronald

AREN'T IOU
AFRAID YOU'LL
wEAR YOUREYES OUT?

could afford to get a bachelor's
degree frOm the University of
Wisconsin, then move on to Stanford and get a master's and a
doctorate.
As any parent who has written
tuition checks knows, it costs a
small-fortune to finance a.kid to
'four years of college, much less
a Ph.D.
And Ronald wasn't the kind of
guy who would wait on tables or
dig a ditch to get walkingaround money. Not when he
could be out stirring our social
conscience.
So, when I read about Kaufman turning up after all these
years. my thoughts and sympathies immediately turned to
the senior Mr. Kaufman.
Ronald's father.
I don't know the man, and he
might not even be around
anymore, but as a tuition-paying.
parent myself, I had to feel for
him.
After all those years ofwriting
checks, financing all those
degrees — what's he got to brag
about?
A retired revolutionary who
has become a middle-aged
janitor.
And now Ronald is going to
have to stand trial and probably
spend some time — although not
too much. I imagine — in a.
pokey.
Kids, they can _break your
heart.
Ronald really should have
•tried ringing that bell like I told
him.

Looking Back

— GENE MeCUTCHEON

Letter To The Editor
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Washington Today

Ten years ago
A resolution establishing a
124nember board to oversee the
operation of, Murray-Calloway
County Park was adopted by
Murray Common Council last
night.
An open house will be at
Calloway Public Library on July
27 from 7 to 9 p.m. in honor of its
newly expanded library
facilities located at 710 Main St.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy West,
June 8.
Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team closed out its season
yesterday with a win over
Mayfield. The team record is
three wins and two losses.
A special feature story and
pictures about Ben Armstrong
of Lakev.ay Shores and his windsurfing is published in the Outdoor Section of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Twenty years ago
William E. Hendon, an
outstanding dairy farmer and
farm leader in Calloway County,
example, has had better relaWest Kentucky and Tennessee
tions with partly free Turkey
N,-alley, is a recipient of one of
than free Greece, and with partthree awards presented to perly free Pakistan than free India. sons who have made an outstanIn addition. the administrading contribution to develoption has promoted and financed
ment of agricultural resources
an insurgency to fight the
of Tennessee Valley. This
government of partly free
presentation was made at an,
Nicaragua. while selling arms
nual meeting of TVA of Testand cultivating improved relaDemonstration Farm Families
tions with not-free China and
at Corinth. Miss.
Saudi Arabia.
Navy Ensign John H.'Dunn,
BUt
stil said that after
son of Mr. and, Mrs..„George W.
earlterhesttating
promoting' Dunn. is attending Naval Prefreedom in some right-wing
Flight School at Naval Air Stagovernments with which it had
tion, Pensacola. Fla.
good relations, the administraMiss Jane Eickoff and Russell
tion seems to have concluded
Curd were married 'July 1 at
that "maybe , the crusade for
Seventh and Poplar Church of
democracy is the way to go."
Christ.
Gastil's classification
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Sprehe
measures a nation's perforand family of Tremoca. Ill..
mance against a long list of
have been the guests of Mr_ and
political rights and civil liberMrs. Lemon Nix.
•
ties. Political rights include
Thirty years ago
such criteria as whether elecThe Murray Drive-In Theatre
tions are fair and whether a
has been purchased from Sykes
government is free of military
Brothers by Joe Dill and
or foreign control.
Associates. H.P. 'Vinson Jr. and
Among civil liberties are the
Tommy Brown. The theatre will
degrees of press freedom.
be managed by Brown.
freedom.from_paliticaL terror_or__ Judge
imprisonment, freedom of
said an attempt is being made
speech and religious institutions
by local officials to have the
and freedom from corruption
25,mile per hour speed limit
and from "gross socioeconomte
observed on Sycamore Street.
inequality."
•
Murray and Lebanon opened
While Gastil says "no state, of
the Western District Babe Ruth
course, is absolutely free or un-Baseball Tournament being
free," the very top rank includes
played here in Murray.
those with a fully cOmpelltive
Recent births reported at
electoral processes, where those
Murray Hospital include 'a boy
elected 'clearly rule. ,tiS the
to Mr. and Mrs-. Edgar
Western _democracies.
Washburn. a girl to Mr. and
Having fair e)ections won't
Mrs. William Mac Tucker:a boy
put a country in the fully free
to Mr. and Mrs. Ernesteen Skincategory. however. "unless
ner, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bob
those elected • have the major
Hogan. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
power in the state." he said. El
James Max Puckett, a girl to
Salvador. Pakistan and -Mr. and Mrs. Glen T. Hale and a
Thailand stumble on this
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herman
measure.
Mitchuson..

By R. Gregory Nokes

An AP news analysis

Democracy on the march, but not everywhere
WASHINGTON tAPi — A
global "crusade for freedom" is
on the march, but it still hasn't
penetrated into many dark corners of the world where dictators of lefrand right rule, says
a specialist who is marking its
progress.
Raymond Gastil of Freedom
House in New York calculates
that 56 countries were fully free
in 1.985. an increase of three
from a year earlier. It's an alltime high, but it still reprelients
only a third of the nations of the
world.
He said 56 other countries are
partly free and 55 are classified
as not free. Gastil said 38 percent of the world's population
lives in fully free countries, 23
percent in partly free nations
and the remainder live in countries where there is no freedom.
Gastil is author of the annual
"Freedom in the World" study.
Although Freedom House is a
non-governmental independent
research organization, its rating
of nations is highly regarded at
theState Department, which attempts no compilation of its
own.
In an interview. Gastil said
there has been renewed interest
in democracy in the world, but
cautioned against becoming
"overconscious of the changes."
He said there have also been setbacks, particularly in Afnica.
which he called "a disaster
area" for democracy.
The biggest gains have been in
the Western Hemisphere( where
eight nations have become fully
free in six years. Including three
In 1985 — Brazil. Uruguay and
Grenada. The others are Argentina, Bolivia, Peru. Honduras
and Ecuador.
Gastil cited Spain. Portugal

and Greece as major recent successes in Europe
Gastil's list of free countries
includes most of the Western
Hemisphere, Western and
southern Europe, Japan,
Australia, New Zealand. India
and Israel and a host of island
nations. Only two African countries are classified as fully free.
Botswana and Mauritius. The
only Middle East nation is Israel
and it gets a partly free rating in
its administration of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip.
Partly free countrieS are an
odd mixture that include South
Africa, Nicaragua, El Salvador,
Hungary, Chile. Egypt, Iran,
Kenya. Uganda. Turkey,
Taiwan. Pakistan. Lebanon,
South Korea. Yugoslavia, Zimbabwe. Bangladesh and
Thailand.
Not free countries include the
Soviet Union. China, most of
Eastern Europe: North Korea,
Cuba. Saudi Arabia, Nigeria,
Ghana. Iraq. Ethiopia. Angola.
Algeria. Syria. 'tletnam. Tanzania and Zaire.
The Philippines, which has not
yet had fully free election
despite the ouster of stongman
Ferdinand Marcos. remains in
the partly free category.
Gastil said South Africa is on
the edge between partly free and
not free because although the
while population enjoys
freedom: the black majority
does not.
He .said Nicaragua has been
regressing and could be placed
in the not free, category in the
next study.
Although Gastil doesn't addreSs the issue, it is obvious that
being free doesn't guarantee
that a nation will enjoy good
relations with the United States.
The Reagan administration, for
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North Fork News

Many persons are guests in homes of area
SINS I( II. hi-.'.
Jul% II. Ifige

Church on Sunday.

The Rev. Malcolm
Norton has had as his
guest his mother from
Union City. Tenn. She
attended church at
North FOrk Baplist

Mildred Wynn. Nancy
Irby and Pauline Boyd
visited Naomi Orr
recently. Mrs. Orr is
now a patient at West
View, Nursing Home,

DATEBOOK

_

Singing on FridayNew Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church, located
off Highway 94 East, will have a gospel singing
on Friday, July 25, at 7 p.m. Featured singers
will be The Heritage Singers of Graves County.

Mt. Pleasant plans event
Calenchr presented school
The 1985-86 Student Council of Calloway Count) High School presented a new
Laker Calendar to the school. The calendar, encased in glass, features a red
felt background and changeable letters for posting current activities at the
school. Tim Weatherford, !lett, president of the Student Council the past
school year, is pictured with Jerry Ainley. principal of CCHS.

umLativ
MOVIES

Hicks event Saturday

VAMP

Annual meeting of Hicks Cemetery, located off
Highway 121 South, will be Saturday, July 26,
from 8 a.m. to noon at the cemetery. Any person
interested in the upkeep of the cemetery should
attend, a spokesman said.

A Frightening
Comedy
I

WI

I

15 7

I!.

VAccSauxu

Tennis play Friday

Rodney
Dangerfield

The Friday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Friday, July 25, at 8:30
a.m. at the club courts. Substitutes will be Annie
Knight, Frances Hulse and Jennifer Hewlett.
'The lineup is as follows: Court One — Martha
Andrus, Kathy Kopperud, Clad!,,Cohoon and
Carolyn Cunningham; Court T
— Norma
Frank. Joy Waldrop, Alice Rouse and Jaff
Seargent.

I 30. 7 - 15 0%Ili

Running

Staredilty
5.51. 9:11111‘I 1

Central Center 753-3310

Melton gets clegree
Tammy Janine Melton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwane Melton of Murray. has successfully
completed the requirements and earned a Ph.D
in chemistry at Texas A & M University, College
Station, Texas. Dr. Melton was a 1978 graduate
of Murray High School and graduated from Murray State Uniyersity in 1982 with a B.S. in
chemistry. This fall Dr. Melton will join the
teaching staff at St. Norbert College, Be Pere,

l I t.

i‘itt*ate li(11
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RUTHLESS
PEOPLE
Danny DeVito
_
Judge ReinhoJd
itJ
HI I 70 H; us,

NARFE to hear Alcott
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Friday, July 25, at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. Steve Alcott of Soil Conservation Service will speak about "Soil and Water Conservation." He also will show slides. All members and
any federal employees planning retirement are
invited and urged to attend, according to Lowell
Palmer, spokesman for the club.

Palestine plans revival
Arch Your
Eyebrows
Permanently by

Electrolysis

V. \KIM
SPIES UK! US
WHIT! NIGHTS
SACK TO TN! 'LITWIN
JEWEL Of THE NILE

Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856

MON SAT 11.,,,. 10 p.m.
SUN I 140L. 1 p.m 10 p.m

OVIES TO 60

By Appointment

Chestnyt Street 753-3314

Palestine United Methodist Church will begin
revival services starting Sunday, July 27. The
Rev. Calvin Clark will be the visiting evangelist.
Services will be at 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7:30
p.m., Monday through Friday. Stanley Duncan
will direct the song service. The Rev. Marvin L.
Napier, pastor, invites the public to attend the
services.

Club dinner Saturday
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club will
meet Saturday, July 26, at 7 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant. This will be the annual family
get-together.

Coldwater plans school

.41164W40‘'=;-

All Summer Mei('
.lianclise
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Town & Country
Dixieland Center

-13-836S

41:1/

Moving
Sale

One Week Only - July 24th-31st

40% to 756/0 off

The Green Door
Docielond

Center

Coldwater Baptist Church will begin Vacation
Bible School on Monday, July 28, and continue
through Friday, Aug. 1. Classes for all ages including adults will be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
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Sammie,
and friend.
Barker Ashley, visited
Mrs. Jewel Key
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones visited Mrs. Ruth
Holley at Puryear Nursing Home on Saturday.
North Fork Baptist
Church _dismissed
prayer service on
Wednesday to attend the
revival service at Oak
Grove Baptist - Church.
Special music was by
the Rev. and Mrs.
Malcolm Norton.
Mr. and Mrs. Hildred
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Hollin Jones. Mary
Paschall. Martha
Malray, Steve Heffner
and Kathleen Bell
visited Mrs. Reva
Paschall Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins and son. Kurk.
of Ohio, Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson, Mrs.
Louise Hopkins, Kay
Key and son, Jeremy.
visited Mr. and M rs.
Mabern Key on
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Smith and children.
Greg and Timothy. Mr.
and Mrs. Don Henning
and daughter; Jena. of
St. Louis, Mo.. visited
Mr. and Mrs:* Ludie
Mali- ay over the
weekend.
Mr. and, Mrs. Hoots
Stafford spent a • few
days with their children
in--Detroit. Mith
Mr. and Mrs. Ntahern
Key visited Mr. and
.Mrs. Hubert 1)eering
Sunday.

The Sharecropper Band will provide the music
for round and square dancing on Friday, July 25,
at Lynn Grove Roller Rink. The hours will be
from 7:30 toll p.m.

All Seats $2.00

-

Mrs. Joe Miller were
Sunday dinner guests of
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
Mrs. Jewel Key and
the Rev. and Mrs. Warren Sykes were Monday
supper guest3 of the
Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore and Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon H. Morris
took Mrs. Estelle Morris
to Baptist Hospital.
Memphis, on July 8 for
tests. She returned Friday to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Gallimore.
Mrs. Judy Orr is confined to her home with a
back problem.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee had lunch at
my home on June 29 and
attended the deacon ordination at Hazel Baptist Church that
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley of Memphis,
Tenn.. were the recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones.
Dorothy Sykes. • Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, Mrs.
Jewel Key. Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins. Louise
Holley, Bernice Rainey
and Wade Holley visited
Mrs. Estelle Morris at
the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralpfi Gallimore
on Sunday.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr •• and s)n,
Bryan. were Saturday
supper guests of the
Reatr.
,and Mrs. Jerry
Lee.
M Ts Lltuta G reer andchildren, Betsey and

Dancing at Lynn Grove

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY

% I l' II %I
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Annual Cemetery Day at Mt. Pleasant United
Methodist Church, located in Claytontown community, will be Friday, July 25, with a business
meeting at 10 a.m. The Rev. Elvis Clayton of
Paducah will speak at 11 a.m. The speaker grew
up in the community and after graduation from
Murray State returned to teach at Mt. Pleasant
School. He has been in the Methodist ministry for
many years. His wife is the former Mildred
Wilcox. Any persons having past pictures or information concerning the church are asked to bring them to share with others present. A basket
lunch will be served at noon.

Murray.
Sunday afternoon
guests of Jessie
Paschall were Mildred
Wynn and Nancy Irby.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr visited Mr_ a.rid Mrs.
Jack Wyatt in
Nashville. Tenn., the
weekend of June 21.
The Rev. and Mrs.,
Jerry Lee and daughter.
Tabitha, and Mr. and
Mrs.- Mitch Sykes were
Saturday guests of the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes.
The Rev. Malcolm
Norton visited Jessie
Paschall and Jewel Key
Monday. Others visiting
in my home that week
were the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter.
Tabitha, and Mr. and
Mrs. Mitch Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
H. Morris. Michelle
Morris. Mary Grace
Morris and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes on
Tuesday.
Mrs. Audie Bedwell
attended the Bedwell
reunion on Sunday. June
29.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludic.
Malray and Mrs. Reva
Paschall visited Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Smith in St.
Louis,. Mo. Mrs.
Paschall fell at her
home last week and injured her back. She was
hospitalized at Henry
County Medical Center
but returned homeSaturday.
Mr. and-Mrs. Morris
. Jenkins and Mr. and

753 7972
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/ 3-DAY
( SPECIAL
Thursday-Friday-Saturday
(July 24th-26th)

CENTERVILLE, MASS. — Newlyweds Caroline Kennedy and Edwin
Schlossberg pose just outside Our Lady of Victory Church in Centerville,
Mass., after their wedding on Saturday, July 20. She is the daughter of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis and the late President John F. Kennedy.
Schlossberg is a New York businessman and artist.
ph,,to

Southwest student reads
Peter O'Rourke read
more than 8,500 pages
and over 100 books in
Grade Three at
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School this
past school year.
He made a written
book report on every
book he read, according
to his teacher. Gwyn
Key

•A $4 34 Value! 126 processing 12 exposOre color prints. Limit 2
roH( t)r customer with this ad
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Snap Shot
Photo
1 HOUR
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Olympic Placa, Murray
759-9347
Open Mon.•Set. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
NMI NI MO III INN OM OM =I

Mrs. Key said "the
secret to Peter's
reading success was
that he reads becadte he
Wants to read and
comes from a home environment that encourages .and promotes
interest in reading. This
enthusiastic family support is a vital force
behind Peter's interest

in reading."
O'Rourke was
challenged with a
reading program in
third grade at
Southwest this past

..114:40.N

9

me I Imports
Bel Alr Center

We are pleased to announce
that Harriet Dupree, brideelect -of. Mark Overbey, has
made her selettions*from our
bridal registry- for decorative
accessories, Harriet and Mark
will be married August 16.
tS4-41i1V4-.49s •Ansts

NikNikto,s600.^
.
"

420

Peter O'Rourke
school year and he
responded to this
challenge.,
Southwest Librarian
Kay Greer says "Peter
has a wide range of
reading interest. He is
an avid reader in the
library and an excellent
student in library
skills."
1P—.1
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Coming community et7enN listed

Pfeffer named as top cookie salesman
Brownie Girl Scout Elisha Pfeffer was the top cookie salesman in
Calloway County for this year's Girl
Scout cdokie sales. She sold 546 boxes and earned the top prize
of a nylon tent which she is holding in
front of her troop 1340. Pictured, from left, Pfeffer in front, first
row, Andrea Bourne, Rachel Roberson,
Kimberly McNeely, Kristin Johnson, Rebecca Miller. Stephanie
Hill. Heather DeLancey, Valerie
Bourne, second row, Katie Bourne, Heather Aldridge, Mitzi Parrish,
Joanne Kind, Sara Williams, Lynda Harrington, Lindsay McNutt. Christine Griffiths and April
Green. Not pictured are Rachel Harris,
Angie Fitch, Danette Woods and Melissa Villa(lor. Leaders are Vicki
Miller, Lana Williams and Janet
Bourne. Troop 1340 attended Girl Scout Camp at Bear Creek along
with Troops 316, 683 and 3153 using
the money they earned from selling Girl Scout cookies.

Wedding vows to he said Saturday
I'lan.- have heen coin - W ill • })t F to I ill t iii
pilled tor the wedding
of M I,:
N1UsI( will be Providdaughter of Mr. and ed by 1 )avid 1-Vhaley and
NIrs Edit Ashridge. to Miss Stac y
Shane Boudreaux. Sim Scarhorough.
of Mr and NIrs Iton
The bride-elect has
Boudreaux
chosen her sisters. Mrs
'I' he double ring I 1ebbie Steiner and Miss
2:orettiony vvill lie si
Amy Ashridge as her
On Sattird.):. 'lmnized July inatriin. of honor and
26. at -2- p.m. at First
maid 441 honor resfweBaptist Cluirt
.-11. Min
Itebec.ca
.
IS
ray•.- Dr711reg Eaiviioil . Boudreau., sister of the
. 24.. •

gi.III)01-elect, xviIi servi
ie4 brific:-.01a01.
Kerry liotitireatix will
serve as hest man for
his brother.
(;1(“11)1s111(.11 Will he
Iii I
Ytirli and 1Vally
I 'shers,will II, Chuck
Baker. ..itevy Cole and
Iticky Steiner. brotherw of the bride-elect.
• l'resitiing at the guest
registet will be Miss

Marie Melton.
1 is Lanra Paschall
will direct the wedding.
A reception will follow
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
Serving will be Mrs.
Nancy I /avis. Miss Jennifer Cox and - Miss
Marie Melton.
All friend.s a n
relatives are 'invited to
attend the wedding and
the reeeptfon.

Down Concord.Way

^

II, I -111 I I- •14( 1 I%NI)

Thursday,July 2.1
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
---Junior Golj will heat 9
a.m. at Oaks Country
Cluh
---Board of Oaks Country Club is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m..

Events in Land Between,tbe Lakes include
Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
Great Experiment from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at The
Homeplace- 1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LEH.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Snake Tales at 2730 p.m
at Woodlands Nature
Center.
---Friday,July 25
Gospel singing tea tur
tug The Heritage
Singers will start at 7
p.m. at New JenriN
Ridge Pentecostal
Church. located oti
Highway 94 East
Thursd- ay,July-24
-- - CornI'
Annual Cenieti-4- I iay
Parent Support Group
will start at 10 a.m. at
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Mt. Pleasant United
Calloway County Health
Methodist Church.
Center.
---Practice round for
Chapter 50 of Disabled
Murray Cciuntry Club
American Veterans and
Invitational Golf TourAuxiliary are scheduled
nament will be at club
to meet at 7 p.m. at
No twilight golf will be
American Legion
held. Friday night social
Building.
will be at club.
------Golden Age Club is
Greater Paducah
scheduled to meet at
Area Chapter of Parents
11:30 a.m in social hall
Without Partners will
of First United
meet at 8. p.m. in Irvin
Methodist Church. , .
Cobb ballEoom.
•_ _
Paducah.
Senior citizen's' ac- -tivities will be from 10
Potluck supper will hoa.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
served at 6 _p.m. at
and Douglas Centers
Kirksey United
and.frOm 10 am. to '3
Methodist Church prior
p.m, at Ellis Center.,
to revival sevice at 7:30
p.m.

Mrs. Lovins visits soh and family
As I read reru9 -11y in
the Aforra.1- 'Ledger &
hoyc 1011;2, some
hail been
eluding 1.4)1:1 James at
Nhirray-Calloway ('IltillLv Hospital. it renew-oil
meitiories of another
waN- she and her husband. foe Pal .I.4!nes.
have served
.Nt a re vivaliong agt)
at Sulphil r Spring
Nlethodist
the
couple sang in a duet.
-Ttu• loive of I :0,1
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Grove United Methodist
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Freda Humphreys gives lesson
for members at Paschall home

---Games are scheduled
at 8 p.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
----

Frida). July 25

Friday. July 25

AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center. South 10th
Street Extended.
Mayfield.
---"Sing Out. Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.

meet at • 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public
Librat.y.
---Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.

Events in .Land Bet
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Hazel and -Douglas- 10:30 am. and 1 341 Jill)
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from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Skywalk at 11 a in and 2
for activities by senior
pin at Golden Pond
citizens.
_
4V-isitor- Center. L.BL
---Wildlife at 1
p.m. and
Kentucky Lake
Beaver's World at 2:30
Chapter of National
p.m _ at Woodlands
Association of Retired
Nature Center.
Enrinral Employees will
----

Saturday Morning Special
Oil Change,
Filter & Lube
13
95
• We will also check your car over

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

753-1750

44‘44147.

Gospel
Meeting

July 25-27, 1986

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ
Dalton Vaughn

Calvert City, Kentucky
Friday, Saturday - 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning -10:00 & 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night - 6:00 p.m.

It17111 HOT
PRICE MAST!
Whi1'lD6ol
CONDITIONERS
Model
ACP052XM
5 000 BTU
of power'

Tuesday dismissals
listed by the hospital

3-Speed Fan

Adjustable
Thermostat

Exhaust Control
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Gifts & Crafts
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math teacher.
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at Callow ay
,',lint High School. He
is the son 41f Michael and
Joan Morris; the grand •41`n of Ralph Morris of
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and the late
Mrs. Doris Morris and
of Mrs. Hazel Broach
and the ,late *Kenton
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Meet
„zr
The <_
Artists

JULY CLEARANCE
All Summer Merchandise
tip

Local artist, Joette Harlow and
Connie Attebery will display their
Works Thurs. July 24th, 2- 30-5:30.
at

FRAME VILLAGE'

Td50%

Downtown Murray

Sue's Discount Jeans
121 N. at Stella

753• 2493

eJoette's fantastic clown and teddy bear clowns and Con0 S COunt, Mints and wildi,fe prints will
be shown'

-

Speaker:

RUDOLPH GOODYEAREWHIRLPOOL
•,

ROOM AIR

.r

Model
AC1804XM

Comfort
Guard Control

18.000
17.700 BTU
of power'

Easy Pull
Out Chassis

Copper
Coils

RUDOLPH GOODYEARMIIIRLPOOL
721 So. 12th $t.
Murray, Ky.
75341595
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Heat wave claims 600,000
Georgia chickens in 12 days

Carry on (or maybe it's off)
A peace protestor is shown being carried away by military personnel after illegally entering the Oftutt
Air Force Base in Nebraska. which serves as the headquarters for the Strategic Air Command, recently. Some 241 protestors were detained by base security during the peace protest.

New rules limit disaster aid
WASHINGTON
AP-V" Eleven states which received
more than $67 million to make
public repairs after disasters in
the. past five. years would not
have collected any of it under
proposed new federal rules. the
General Accounting Office says.
The regulations, proposed in
April bv the Federal Emergency

Management'Agency.-ate -a ed at saving money while ensuring that the burden of repairing
public property after tornadoes.
hurricanes and other natural
calamities rests with state and
local governments.
But the rules have come under
attack in the House. where the
public works and transportation

investigations subcommittee
was holding a hearing today to
assess the impact of the changes
on states.
Of the 11 states. Pennsylvania
would have lost $20.6 million
earmarked for public repairs.
followed by Illinois' $15.4
million, according to GAO. the
investigative arm of Congress.

GAINESVILLE. Ga. AP The circles of wet grass, the flies
and the smell of decay are the
only signs that remain of the
piles of dead broilers that have
stood outside Carl Rogers' two
chickenhouses all week.
Surveying the scene Tuesday.
Rogers said the triple-digit heat
began killing his -broilers late
last week, uffocating 400 on
Thursday and 80 Friday. He and
his son found 1,200 more dead on
Saturday and another 1,000 on
Sunday.
But the real crisis hit Sunday
night when the pump in his well
burned out while he was watering down the broilers with a
hose. By the time he had it
replaced seven hours later. 6,000
had died froni dehydration.. By the time Rogers, his son
and several hired hands had
removed the 6,000 carcasses by
hand from among the living,
piles of dead birds stood five feet
high outside the six doors
leading into the chicken houses.
"These last five days have
just been a disaster." said
Rogers. 3s, whose flock of 33.000
was- reduced by one-third less
than a week'before the broilers
would have been old enough to
ship to market.
"My wife and I have decided
that God's putting me out of this
business. It's very.discouraging
with a drought and a heat wave.
I've worked my butt off for five
days and I've lost at least

cool his chickens, which have no
sweat glands.
His contract with Mar-Jac
Inc., one of four major poultry
companies in Gainesville, required him to grow the chicks
they had supplied for 48 days
before he turned them in for
processing.

$3,000.'' he said.
Rogers isn't alone.
The heat wave has claimed
about 610,000 broilers in Georgia
in the last 12 days. Abit Massey,
executive director of the
Georgia Poultry Federation,
said Tuesday. Overall,
Georgia's $8 billion poultry industry. one of the nation's
largest, is losing about $5 million
a week, he said.
Like most poultry growers,
Rogers had few options when
temperatures stayed-.above 95
degrees and the fans and
misting mechanism in the roof
of his chicken houses failed to

Stop-gap measures such as
spraying the hot tin roofs of the
chicken houses with a hose rarely work and besides, Rogers
said, most growers barely have
enough water in their wells to
supply the birds with drinking
water.

Americans and Libyans
indicted in plane scheme
ATLANTA (Al'i - Five
Americans and two Libyans
have been indicted in a $50
million . scheme to sell two
military transport planes to
Libya, a federal prosecutor said
Tuesday.
_

military cargo plane, built at
Lockheed-Georgia's plant in
suburban Marietta since 1953.
Cowen said the indictments to
be made public Wednesday
name two Libyan nationals and
five_Californians.
The document "alleges involvement by the Libyan
military," Cowen said.
NBC Nightly News, in a report
aired earlier Tuesday. said the
chief of the Libyan armed forces
weeamong these to be indicted.
ABC News said the two indicted
Libyans are not believed to be in
the United States.

"They bought the planes from
Lockheed. and they were flown
from Marietta to Newfoundland
to France to Benin and then to
Libya," said -acting U:S. Attorney Steve Cowen.
The four-engine propjet
planes are L-100 transports. the
civilian versons of the C-130

der a tremendous amount of stress
and am agoraphobic. My doctor started me on Ativan (1 milligram). Now I
find that I need 2 milligrams to get
the same effect. Is this a habit-forming drug? What alternatives do I
have?
DEAR READER - The stress of.
agoraphobia (the fear of being alone
in open, crowd&I or public places)can
be severe. Ativan is a mild tranquilizer that is used to. reduce anxiety. The
drug can be habit-forming and people
might have symptoms, like those of
alcohol withdrawal, when it is suddenly stopped.
Ask your doctor if psychological
counseling might be an option to consider. Tranquilizers are really only
useful for the short-term management of stress and an'xiety You might
be helped more by dealing with your
fears than by covering them up with
medicine. You also might be able to
get more information on your condition from The Phobia Society. 5820
Hubbard St., Rockville. MD 10852
DEAR DR. GOTT - I have a
twitch on one side of my face from my
eye to my chin. It seems to be getting
worse. A neurologist gave me Tegreto). but didn't tell me what the problem was.
DEAR READER - I believe you
are describing a tic - undesired,
spasmodic movements of facial muscles. Most tics are the result of anxiety and stress. However, some neurological diseases first appear as
muscle twitching, so I advise you to
check with your neurologist to verify
that your problem is temporary and
not serious.
Dr. Gott's new Health Report.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
NURSING HOMES, offers a step-bystep guide to rating facilities and finding the best care available. For your
copy. send $1 and your name and address to P.O. Box 2591 Cincinnati. OH
45201. Be sure to mention the title.

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Hay fever by
littlepler name
By Peter H. Gott; M.D.

'NEW rollers, springs, washer

•NEW copper held coils
•NEW window and gasket
•NEW self lube bushings
•NEW contacts and points
•NEW brushes and springs

and cap on starter drive

•NEW copper battery post.
insulators, washers, nuts

Duralast Starters
Remanufactured for

most domestic vehicles
Price with exchange
Store stock only

FULL 3-YEAR
WARRANTY

44.95 with solenoid.

3995

without
solenoid

How good is the new Duralast starter?
Just compare it to the NAPA Rayloc.
To begin with, the NAPA Rayloc is
rebuilt using mostly the same old parts.
The Duralast is remanutactured using
mostly brand new parts.

But we're not through yet.
The NAPA warranty only lasts a year.
The Duralast warranty lasts a full
three years.
And the finishing touch?
The unbeatable Auto Shack price.

Frances Drake

--
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Gunk
Engine Brite
'CH7 'f 4

Krylon Spray
Enamel
interior 3nd

Exterior 12 oz

AFTER REBATE

SAE 30

654

:75

929

Prestone II
gatir,r.

irr,t

Remanutoctured for most
domestic vehicles Price
with exchange
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411111
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times more
sunscreer
Mon Armor All

STP Son of
a Gun
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Permatex
Gasket
Sealant
99 7 El9 3 oz

.95

.

Modine Radiators
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Greaseable
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Murray
753-8971

South 12th Street in Southside Center
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ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Pit (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Work goes best from behind the
Creative types enjoy a productive
scenes. A difference in personalities day. Leisure activities are happily
could be at the root of a problem with accented now, but you may have to
a co-worker. Try to relax tonight.
deal with a friend's touchiness.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Planning activities with friends is
Morning hours are best for shopOK, so long as you don't hurt the ping, housework and domestic interfeelings of a loved one. Schedules ests. Handle a higher-up with
may be mixed up towards nightfall.
diplomacy. Tonight you may be
GEMINI
somewhat restless.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
Morning hours are best for career (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
progress. Mixing business and-plea-'*Though you're direct and articusure may not go as plFined. Someone late, others may not be as forthright
at home may be extra sensitive now. with you. Individual efforts are
CANCER
favored over partnership activities.
(June 21 to July 22)
.• 46 AQUARIUS
Make sure your remarks are appro- (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
priate to the social occasion. Couples
You'll be clearing up a lot of loose
make travel plans. Moodiness and ends this morning. but there is a need
temperament should be avoided to watch expenditures today. Vanity
tonight.
could prove costly.

for

Valucraft Starters

$21.99 with
solenoid.

WirI EACH

El7Aes
V4,5\k'

What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 24, 1986

r
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Pennzoil
10W-40
Motor Oil
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Mill NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Your Individual
Horoscope

NAME BRANDS, QUALITY PARTS AT TRUE DISCOUNT PRICES
WI:IL

DEAR DR. GOTT - I thought I
was suffering from allergies, but it
was vasomotor rhinitis. Once I got off
the antihistimines and nasal sprays
and started to take Beconase, my
problems cleared up. Why don't allergists consider this condition when
evaluating a patient?
DEAR READER - Vasomotor rhinitis is a scientific-sounding phrase
that really means "hay fever" or one
of its variants. Beconase is a nasal inhaler that contains cortisone. It is an
appropriate treatment for runny nose
and sinus congestion caused by a variety of agents. Beconase is widely prescribed. Most allergists will consider
vasomotor rhinitis in patients with
symptoms of nasal irritation.
DEAR DR. GOTT - I'm 29 and
have been on birth-control pills for 12
years. I get a yellowish-to-brownish
discharge when I squeeze directly behind my nipples. Is this something to
be concerned about?
DEAR READER - Contraceptive
pills are made up of hormones that
"fool" the body into thinking it is
pregnant. Therefore, occasional nipple discharge is common in women on
the Pill, as it is in pregnant women.
Check with your gynecologist to see if
you could be given a lower-dose birthcontrol pill.
DEAR DR. Gorr - I've been un-

RatO
For People Who Don't Have Time To Waste.Money.

LEO

PISCES

(July 23 to Aug.22)
Extra drive means extra work
progress this morning. Either you or a
partner tends to extravagant spending. A nighttime engagement may be
changed.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You should take the initiative in
romance, but try not to be so touchy
You're quick to feel slighted now and
shouldn't take matters so personally.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23to 0.1.22)
Work efforts may be sporadic. Your
best hours are in the morning. Later,
interruptions with routine can mar
efficiency and performance.

(Feb. 14 to Mar. 20)
sow
You're captain of your own ship
this morning, when dealings With
friends are happily accented. Later,
cooperation is needed, especially
with close ties.
YOU IVIIN TODAY enjoy prominence and the limelight. You are
smart enough to get by on your wits,
but you should take the time and
effort to develop your talents. Don't
allow yourself to become la
or
self-satisfied. You're at your' best
when your heart is in your wdrk. You
can succeed in theater and usually
are creatively talented. You're a
person who needs to keep busy to be
truly happy
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THE MURRAY LEDGER 4 TIMES

Correspondent expelled from China
PEKING (API— New
York Times correspondent John Burns was expelled from China today,
after being accused by
the government of illegitlly entering a
military zone and taking
pictures. He dismissed
the accusations against
him as "nonsense."
Burns, -IL was taken
this morning from the
barred, padded cell
where he had been held
for six days without
charge, and. put aboard
a CAAC Chinese state

airlines flight for Hong
Kong. Times Executive
Editor A.M. Rosenthal
said.
Upon arrival in Hong
Kong, Burns said accusations he had engaged in espionage while on
a motorcycle trip
through a closed area of
central China earlier
this month were
baseless.
"It was nonsense
from the start," he told
reporters at Hong Kong
airport. "I engaged in a
quite legitimate jour-

nalistic activity."
Burns. a British national, had been. detained by police since
Thursday. when police
at Peking Airport stopped him as he and his
family prepared to
leave for a vacation
abroad.
Police questioned
Burns about a trip he
took in early July with
an American attorney
who has since left China
and a Chinese man
whose wherebouts are
unknown.

The three had been
detained for two days by,
police in remote
Shaanxi province for
entering a rural Chinese
military zone off limits
to foreigners. They were
released only after
writing lengthy letters
of "self-criticism."
The official Xinhua
news agency today
quoted an unidentified
official of the Peking
State Security Bureau
as saying Burns
"engaged in activities
incompatible with his
status as a journalist by
deliberately breaking
into Chinese areas closed to aliens, thereby

violating the law governing aliens' entry into
and exit from the People's Republic of
China."
The agency said that
"after investigation of
the case ... the Peking
State Security Bureau
ion Tuesday i decided to
expel Burns from the
territory of China."
Burns said'. in Hong
Kong that he had
"traveled to the countryside of China to see
for myself spontaneously what differences have
been brought by the
reforms of the last few
years."
According to Times

Store Hrs. 7 a.m.-8 p.m.

Foreign Editor %%arreti
Hoge. who also came to
Peking to seek Burns'
release, the Chinese told
grosenthal they acted
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with
great leniency"
by expelling Burns
before the investigation
was complete, saying
they were "taking into

consideration their
desire to maintain the
friendly relations between the United States
and China."

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
We do all types of muffler
repair & installation

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair 84 Service Center,
514 S. 12th St.
753-1750

Tip
c
t
i

Prices Good
Noon 07-23-86
Thru
Noon 07-30-86
We Accept

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities!

Food Stamps

SUPER MARKET
mem
iu ek
-A1(
Blue Bonnet
Yellow Qtrs.

1410Pw"-voll•P'2‘41...--1111P.r-

Lynn Grove
Grade A Med.

NO!
Coupons,
Bonus Stamps
or
Required
Purchase!

Margarine

Eggs
$

00

49°

Lb.

Bama Apple or Grape
Prairie Farms 16 oz.

Jelly

FROM FOODS

Cottage Cheese-,
RC Cola, Diet Rite
Sundrop,
Gingerale 3 Liter

16 oz. 8 Btl.

Pepsi Cola,
Diet Pepsi, 7-Up,
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew

Friskies Buffet Assorted Flavors

Cat Food

49'

Crust

Meat Pouches...2/89°
Pizza

Hidden Valley Original

Large Family Pack Size Save 40°

8

oz 99'
Fresh Tender

$
2
39

Pole Beans'
Broccoli

50 oz

Flav-O-Rich /
1
2 Gal.

Onions

42 oz $189

Carrots

Kitchen Ba•s

69' Grapes

Pure Fresh Lean
Family Pack 3 Lb. or More

Ground
Beef

Arter_Nk..

•

A -C ke„..
i;'

•. )•,r,.

k

,

9

c

lb

1,.

$

13 Pork Chops

Sliced Bacon

lb

Ribeye
Steak
Lb

$269

Bologna...

Lean Tender

Lean Tender
Lb

$ 1 79

Pork Stea

U.S.D.A. Choice

99
.Lb.

149

Emge Sliced

12 oz. pkq

T-Bone
Steak

Bag

Thompson White Seedless

SUPER

Reelfoot
Houser Valley

Minute Steak

Lb

9 Tender Tasty Smoked

Jumbo Franks
;

•

U.S.D.A. Choice

Mr Emge

•

Med. Size Lb.

Fresh Crisp

Hyde Park Tall 15 Ct.

89°
29°
3/$100
89°
Bunch

Yellow

Laundry Detergent

Cheer

lb

Fresh Green

99'

Buttermilk

12 oz

59

PRODUCE

Dishwashing Detergent

Cascade

9 oz.
$ 1

9" Size

3/$1 Dressing

61
/
2 oz.

Charles Chips

20 oz

Freezer Queen 5 oz.

Pillsbury Microwave

Hyde Park Squeeze Bottle
16 oz.

Potatoes

Keebler Graham Cracker

With Bottles or Deposit

Mustard

Hyde Park Shoestring
•

Reelfoot
Smoked

Picnics

1 Lb Pkg

BUYS!

Hickory Smoked

Bar-B-Q Ham
Pickle Loaf
Cheese Loaf
Cole Slaw
Chicken Salad
Cheese Salad

Lb

Kahn's

Field Ham and

Lb. $ 1 59

DELI

Fresh Made

Pimento

* atiiminalnewall&
411.111116

Lb

$
2
59

$289
89°
g, $ 179
Lb.
L

Lb

Lb.
L
$ 199

,
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Cardinals win brawl game;
Coleman's thefts irk Giants

ar,

iref.

.
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---rniornmar
Junior 011npian
,

the 13-v ear-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Nlichael Ruccio Of Miff- T 1
Junior Olympics in Pomona. Calif., Aug.4-3. Ruccio clea •
.4:IA I:f)ing meet in Indianapolis. Ind.. last neekend. winning lb)
)) ) 1)--.11) was 7)-6. Athletes from Kentucky, Indiana, Slichiglio, (
ltidianapiolis. The Ruccios are tryink to raise $1.100 for the trip 111( ;
41,tflit tatinn to help pay for the trip should mntaet the Rio
) 1

,`i))(1 for the finals
ii jump in the
--,is• )11%ision. The
‘' •
% irgnia corn, %Fly one interested
1*.

NFL battle winditt

!own
callittle•:-.s tor
aSe - a
prodlo.e'r

•

ST. LOUIS (AP) "If he (Craig I wants
The San Francisco to send me a note that
Giants, after earning a he'll stop trying to hit
draw at home plate only home runs, we'll stop
to lose on the field, want running," Herzog said.
a rematch with the St. "That's one of the worst
Louis Cardinals.
things I've ever seen.
"Something like this They expect us to stop
is not going to happen to running when we're
my ballclub. We don't ahead."
need to be embarrassA pitch from Giants
ed." Manager Roger reliever Frank Williams
Craig said following San that struck Coleman in
Francisco's 10-7 loss in the seventh inning
Tuesday- night's brawl- touched off the bench.
marred contest. "It clearing melee.
woke my ballclub up.
"Somebody suckerWe'll whip their tails punched Vince," St.
tomorrow."
Louis shortstop Ozzie
Giants tempers stir- Smith said. "They
red. perhaps rightly, seemed to feel that
when speedster Vince because we were ahead,
Coleman stole two bases we couldn't run. But
at completion of St. that's not baseball
Louis eight-run rally in anymore."
the fifth.
Five minutes were re"I'm from the old quired to stop the
school. I've been in this fighting, which involved
game 17 years," San both managers and the
Francisco utility player coaches of both teams,
Joel Youngblood said. with calm restored after
"You don't humiliate about 10 more minutes.
Umpire John
your opponent. What
McSherry
ejected both
was he doing, setting his
own stolen -base Craig and Williams
under terms of a warnrecord?"
ing he issued one pitch
In reference to earlier to San Franbaserunning, Cards cisco's pitcher. Also
Manager Whitey Herzog ejected was Giants third
had his own profanity- baseman Chris Brown.
filled observations.
The only apparent

11(1
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GOT THE BEST FOR YOUR TOYOTA:C,E NHINE

FILTER
4.35

I

1

OIL FILTErk.
$3•7Q
....

Deubie-stntge tiltent c_ clement •
anti drairit,,,

FTERIES

$29.95
•
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r

4
t, •
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HATCHER
TOYOTA
515 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-4961

TOYOTA
GENUINE PARTS

C000.
Monroe
Y
4 Matic
t?‘ Aw..
Heavy Duty
.4tti3
Or
Shocks

O

Our Lowest Price Ever!!

."

s 1 99

WE'VE

'S'O'r\tobt TOYOTA

'Most Americgri'Cars
4
monroe...for•the best ride ever.
1

PARTS AND SERVICE
1417

"If I'd got hold of
Roger, I'd have broken
his neck," St. Louis'
manager said of his
Giants counterpart.
"He's my friend, but
he's wrong. I've never
seen anything like this.
He told his pitcher to
throw at my man, and
that's wrong."
From his standpoint,
Coleman conceded that

the brawl may have
been inevitable.
"When I got on base
(in the fifth), I could
hear them yelling," he
said of the Giants.
"They said maybe I
should be wearing
headgear. I wasn't trying to show them up.
Whitey gave me the
green light."
Andy Van Slyke began
and ended the Cards'
rally ahead of Coleman's thefts with a triple and a home run. giving St. Louis a 10-2 lead.
"I felt it was uncalled
for. That's my personal
opinion," Van Slyke
said of the melee. "It's
the fifth inning. It would
have been different if it
were the seventh or
eighth."
Right-handers Mike
LaCoss. 9-4, of San
Francisco and Danny
Cox, 3-8, of the Cards
are .scheduled to pitch
when hostilities resume
tonight.
"What he did was
bush, (bleeping) bush,
and I hope he loses 20
games in a row," said
Herzog, still bristling at
Craig. "I like Roger
Craig; he's my friend,
but I'm mad as hell at
him and he knows it."

Howser receives had news

_KANSAS CITY, NI°.
(AP) - Dick Howser's
brain tumor is malignant, doctors have
lestriiirmy
learned, and cannot be
, y
entirely removed.
ritent ',rum
The 50-year -old
it h
manager of the World
cool ti tie
Series champion Kan1-1:td lit- sas City Royals under' I. r as a went a three-hour
• 'Li.
o.140.ration----T-u*%4ay. in
which parts of the tumor
)i)•ttierit.
were taken out, officials
uh•ti in said.
Wiring
"A portion was sent to
I Iie
pathology for their
th, ()wrier
diagnosis," said Dr.
14.1(1 hy
'
Charles Clough! the
ot
neurologist who per•..1., [hits. of
formed the operation.
anti
"Our therapy as to
Pete
where we go from here
I ‘%ttli A.
will depend on that
•
ti.. owner
pathology report."
\to hil.tan
Dough said the report
,
t) partshould be ready in two
' )akland
or three days. Royals'
team physician Dr. Paul
Meyer said the tumor,
• •t
.the
on the left frontal lobe,
• .oly talkcould not be completely
I7,m,m, by
removed for fear of
net. in
damaging healthy
Pete.
tissue.
said.
Howser was admitted
• I) that he
to St. Luke's Hospital
.ntortned
):i• -a ).011d last Thursday night.
just 48 hours after
,t1 the
managing the American
League to a -3-2 victory
SVI.'s over the National
League in the All-Star
1:-;
Game at Houston. He
Jr Wit (0
had-been complaining of
tue IA
- is outlin- hea-da-ches- and a stiff
neck and was showing
signs of mental
rri r1 \Iverson confusion.
Doctors said he was
the older
mister- plan for awake following
iii.dg•iing surgery and was able to
move his limbs.
-1-te was very alert
its and he knew this wife)
the VI. Nancy," Joe Burke,
president of the Royals,
.))ito.iltitilo
g said.
Clough declined to
pia( •• answer questions, but
• !,ta hero said in a statement he
read to newsmen that
the tumor "appeared to

'•

casualty was Cards second baseman Tommy
Herr.
"Someone stepped on
my head, I guess," said
Herr, who suffered a
laceration to the left
cheekbone that required
eight stitches to close.
"I knew that they
were upset. Vince is going to run regardless of
what point of the game
we're in. That's his
game," Herr said. "But
what difference does it
make? You're always
trying to get hits. Why
should you shut down
the running game? If
that (fight) is what happens, so be it."
Herzog, who at one
point was tossed to the
turf by San Francisco
rookie Randy Kutcher,
appeared little worse
for the wear.

WEST MAIN CHEVRON
hill Service & Self Service Gas
West. Main
753-2593

be a type of tumor called a glioma."
A glioma tumor, also
called a primary tumor.
is commonly treated
with radiation therapy.
Dr. Robert Morantz, a
Kansas City
neurologist, said in an
interview last week that
primary tumors are the
most lethal and the most
difficult to remove.
Dough told the Kansas City Times that he
was able to see all of the
tumor without the use of
the ultrasound imaging
devices often used to
detect the exact location
of tumors.
"I removed all I
could, using a suction
and cauterizing
device," Clough said.
"The operation went
well."
The news stunned the
team, currently in
Baltimore for a series
against the Orioles.
"We were all obviously hopeful and •optimistic that the biopsy
would indicate the
tumor was benign."
said General Manager
John Schuerholz, who
met with team
members behind closed
doors. "That was the
worst news of all that we
could have gotten out of
this. We're just going to
have to remain
positive."
The Royals are under
the direction of interin
manager Mike Ferraro,

Howser's close friend history. Only five times
and third base coach - in the history of the bestwho lost a kidney to of-seven World Series
cancer surgery in 1983.
format had a team
,"I can't say anything. recovered from a 3-to-1
It's been enough trying deficit to take the title.
to control myself for Yet, the Royals did it
five days," Ferraro, 41, against Toronto in the
said as he wiped tears best-of-7 American
from his eyes.
League playoffs and
Howser guided the repeated the trick
1985 Royals to one of the' against the St. Louis
greatest post-season Cardinals in the World
comebacks in baseball Series.

Childers named
to NCAA group
Murray State University Lady Racer head
basketball coach Bud Childers has been appointed to the NCAA Division I women's basketball Mideast advisory committee.
Ohio Valley Conference commissioner Jim
Delany nominated Childers for the position.
"I am delighted to serve on the committee,"
Childers said. "I will work very hard for the
OVC."
Childers replaces Larry Joe Inman of Middle
Tennessee State University.
The NCAA has four regional advisory committees on women's basketball.
As a member of the the Mideast committee,
Childers will make recommendations regarding
the selection and seeding of NCAA tournament
teams. He also will recommend and select tournament sites.
Childers joins Susie Pembroke-Jones of Northern Illinois, Mary DiStanislao of Notre Dame,
KIM Dunn of the University of Miami (Fla.),
Nora Finch of North Carolina State, Ellen Hanson of the University of Minnesota, Andy
Landers of the University of Georgia and Nancy
Wilson of the University of South Carolina on the
committee.

NY cuts Boston's lead
(API - The
American League East
is starting to look
creepy to the first-place
Boston Red Sox.
Boston continued to
struggle Tuesday, losing for the sixth time in
seven games with a 4-2
defeat to Oakland.
Later, the Red Sox saw
their lead shrink to four
games - their smallest
margin since June 24 when New York routed
Texas 9-1.
"The hitters are in a
slump, the pitchers are
in a slump. We're slumping as a group.' said
Boston's Tom Seaver,
who suffered his 200th
'career loss.

"We are creeping up
on them," said Dave
Winfield, one of four
Yankees to homer
against Texas. "We
knew they lost last night
and today, and we knew
we had the opportunity
to be four back."
Cleveland moved
within six games of the
lead with an 8-4 victory.
over Chicago.
Baltimore, seven games
behind, defeated Kansas City 5-4. Toronto, an
8-7 loser to Seattle in 12
innings. is in fourth
place, 7% back. Detroit,
which beat Minntsota
3-0, pulled within nine
games while Milwaukee
downed California 6-2

CA/ROLL PLASTERING
Residential & tomessiciel
'Patching
•Exclusive Eldorado Stone
'Veneer Plastering
•Brick Veneer
•Stucco
•Dryvit

739-4740

and is now 121/2 behind.
A's 4, Red Sox 2
Dave Kingman hit a
two-run single in the
first inning and Carney
Lansford followed with
an RBI double as Joaquin Andujar and host
Oakland beat Boston.
Yankees 9, Rahgers I
Winfield and Don Mattingly hit home runs in
the first inning, and
Rickey Henderson andClaucMII Washington
homered on consecutive
pitches in the sixth as
New York sent Texas to
its sixth straight loss.

Purcell falls
in first round
' Me4 Purcell fell to
Jimmy Brown 6-3, 6-3 in
the first round of
.the
U.S. Pro•TennIs Championships In Brookline,
Mass., Monday.
Purcell reached the
semifinals of the tournament in 1982.
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Sale prices drop at Keeneland's annual yearling sales
LEXINGTON, Ky. yearlings sold for
(API - The law of 148.995.000, for an
gravity is beginning to average of $385,787.
take effect at the That was down nearly 50
Keeneland Selected percent from last year's
Yearling Sales,
second -day total in
After 11 straight years which 128 head went for
of growth, the sale is ex- 179,605.000. for an
periencing its second average of $621,914.
straight year of decline.
Last year a total of 258
What keeps going up horses were sold for
must come down.
$138.645,000. for an
The 44th annual sale average of $537,383.
that ended Tuesday saw . "I think it's a reaction
the biggest decline, with to overpricing," said
a 24 percent drop in the Charles Taylor, owner
average sale price, and of Windfields Farms in
a 24.6 percent drop from
Maryland. which is
the total gross of the home to the great sire
1985 auction of the Northern Dancer. "We
breeding industry's best also got sucked up in the
yearlings.
spiral.
The prestigious twoI was spending,a lot
day sale, which attracts of money and I was earbuyers from all over the ning a lot of money tin
world, ended Tuesday previous years i. Comnight with 256 yearlings mon sense is reasserbeing sold for ting itself."
$104,489,000, an average
Keeneland's best year
of $408,160 each.
came in 1984 when 323
A separate yearling yearlings brought
sale will be conducted 1175.932,000, for an.__
today.
average of $544,681 per
On Tuesday. 127 horse.

Average prices made
W.T. Young Sr
a big jump from 1982 to Lexington, Ky..
1983. when sales busines
sman, paid the
skyrocketed from top
price Tuesday on the
$337,734 to $501.495 per bay
colt by Nijinsky 11
yearling.
out of Christmas Bonus.
William C. Greely, The colt was the
properpresident and general ty of Lane's
End Farm
manager of Keeneland. near Versaill
es. Ky.
said the sale is experienA
bay
colt
by Concing a 'Ileveling off"
quistador Cielo out of
period.
See You At The Top was
"We think some of the purchased for $1.6
foreign buyers are com- million by agent Harley
ing in and setting a price Clemons. The yearling
on what they're willing was consigned by
to pay for a horse." he Eaton -Williams. agent
said, adding that "a .for Eaton Farms Inc..
good stallion still corn: Red Bull Stable and
!minds a good price."
Keenelot Stables Ltd.
Nijinksy II was the
Only 11 horses of the
leading stallion.. with 11 153
led' into the sales
yearlings going for ring Tuesday
brought
$11.01 million, while its more than
$
.
1 million
sire, Northern Dancer. bids. bringi
ng - the
had eight sell for $8.9 number to
17 for the
million.
sale.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

MSU's Ferguson
going to Festival
For the second consecutive year, Murray State
University head volleyball coach Bob Ferguson
has been selected to the United States Olympic
Festival, July 25-Aug. 3 in Houston, Tex.
Ferguson, who took over the Lady Racer program last August as the first full-time, intercollegiate coach, will serve as the south-zone
volleyball coordinator. His duties will include
scheduling and liason work between the coaches
and the Olympic committee.
A native of San Antonio, Tex., and a graduate
of Texas A & I University, Ferguson is an
associate vice-presklent for tlw communications
division of the United States Volleyball
Association.
He also is one of only 125 officials in the U.S
qualified to referee national matches.
The- WU Lai:ly Racer volleyball season begins
on Sept. 9 at Kentucky Wesleyan. The Lady
Racers first home match is seheduled for Sept.
11 against the University of Evansville Lady
Aces.

Mets beat Reds in
fight-marred game
AP - They were
brawling in Cincinnati
and • St. Louis-. • Nolan
Ryan was holding a
strikeout clinic in
Houston and Ken Graffey was hitting three
home runs in at losing
cause in Atlanta.
Welcome to the National League. where
three-time . Gold Glove
winner Dave Parker
drops a fly ball with two
outs in the ninth inning
to set the stage for. a
rumble, Ryan pitches a
one-hitter, strikes out a
league-high l4 batter's
and settles for a no.
decision. managers
Whitey Herzog and
Roger Craig shove and
call each other names
and the Atlanta Braves
can't find a baserunner
•for Griffey to drive in.
"I'm only human,"
Cincinnati's Parker said
in explaining how he
dropped Keith Her-

nandez fly ball to send
the Reds- Mets game into extra inning .Howard Johnson won
the five-hour, 14-inning
marathon 6-3 for the
Mets with a three-run
homer off Ted Power.
But Johnson's homer
was almost an afterthought to the previotH
fireworks.
The fun really started
in Cincinnati in the 10th,
when the Reds' Eric
Davis stole third base
and exchanged shoves
with New York's Ray.
Knight.
Players from both
benches piled onto the
field for a series of
fights that delayed the
game about 15 minutes.
Knight. Davis. Mets outfielder Kevin Mitchell
and Reds pitcher Mario
Soto were ejected for
fighting.

All-Stars playing in Benton
The nine-year-old
members of the Kentucky League A-Team
and B-Team All-Stars
are competing in a tournament In Benton this
week.
Monday night, the AllStars lost 9-6 to
Mayfield.

They beat Calvert City 15-12 Tuesday,setting
up a rematch with
Mayfield at 7 p.m.
Thursday at Benton's
Fairground's Park.
The double elimination tourney contains
teams from Murray.
Mayfield, Calvert City
and Benton.

All-steal team

Last year 25 wet e
-million-dollar babies."
including a record 513.1
million paid for Seattle
Dancer, a Nijinsky II
colt out Of My Charmer.
There were 33 in the upper echelon in 1984.
The top price of this
sale came Monday night
when Sheik Mohammed
Al Maktoum of the
United Arab Emirate
state of Dubai paid $3.1;
million for a bay Nor.
therm Dancer colt out ofSouth Ocean.
The stud manager for
the sheik's farms in Vi•rsailles, Ky.. and in
England e01/1111edled
that the anticipated
return has to seem
worth the bid.
"To buy a yearling for
10 or 13 million
idollarsi, it's got to win
some pretty good racf;

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
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who sp•
million on 17 N.
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the top consign.
13 horses going
million. Wart
Jones of Gosh.
had 11 yearlinr
$5.9 million.
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observers were
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High power and low
weight-the Stihl
FS-51 AVE Trimmer/
Edger is perfect for
the homeowner! With
easy-starting electronic ignition. Goes
almost anywhere with
gasoline-powered
versatility. Try one
today.

'!!
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed

FS-61 AVE

$219
. 5*

199

$29.95*

*Original equipment type 'Double wrapped
*Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks

$8.88*

Installation available at an additional cost.
'Most American cars and pickups
Clamps if needed 51 75 extra

_.
•••
Most stolen bases by position in one season
16-Frank Cheticii, 1903 Cubs
28-Eddie Collins, 10 Athletics
3S-Fritz Maisel, 14 Yapkees
SS-Maury WiNs, 62 ()Odgers
OF-Rickey Henderson, '82 As
OF-Lou Brock, 74 Cardlnais
OF-Vince Celestes, '85 Cardinals
C7-John Walken, 82 Royals
Chicago Tribune Graphic

SOurce MacMilian

Bout,. Encyclopedia

67
81
74
104
130
118
110
36

Many foreign cars

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER Goodcenice.
(1 Block North Gm& aims!
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th,St.

753-6001

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING CHAIN SAW

205 N. 4th Murray

•
-711,.04,1111X
.
9
4 2

•--;
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;1,1
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•

•
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753-0414 or 753-39 1 •

•11

Our Lowest Price Ever

'I:'
1.1

Murray's ONLY Home Owned
Pest Control Company
Murray's ONLY Pest Control Co.
with an Entomologist on staff

11

Premium Muffler

•.,,

In:
•Home Pest Control
•Tree Pest Control •Moisture Barrier Installation
'Lawn Pest Control 'Farm and Garden Rodent Control
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•Quiet Sound
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Call the Trained Professionals Today
We Also Offer Complete Service
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These pests are o source of Aggravation.
Discomfort, and Embarassment. You don't
have to own a pet to be infested

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Div1510f1
I.

stud tees are going to
have to come down."
said Seth Hancock,
president of Claiborne
Farm.
The sale continued a
trend that started last
Friday in the two-day
Fasig-Tipton sale,
where the average
yearling price of $50,087
was about 12 percent
down from 1985.
Darley Stud Management. headed. by Sheik
Mohammed. was the big
purchaser, acquiring 29
horses for $20.4 million.
His brothers, Sheik
Maktoum and Sheik
Harridan, ranked second
and third, respectively.
Sheik Maktoum paid
$11.5 million for 15
yearlings and Sheik
Hamdan bought 13
horses for $8.7 million.
The top American

THE FLEA & TICK SEASON IS HEW

MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS

IL
1!
1

1

753-8355

to get the money back
again." stud manager
Michael Goodbody said.
Vincent O'Brien. who
trains horses for British
sportsman Robert
Sangster, said the
reason there were no
$13.1 million horses sold
this week is merely that
no $13.1 million horses
were offered.
"The industry's in
good shape," O'Brien
said.
-•• Several consigno'fs
bought back their offerings - 47 in all - when
the price bid seemed too
low for a yearling
Those yearlings a re
likely to. be.sold privately later.
''Any realistic consigner felt this would be
about the way it was going to be. You're seeing
;I lot of buyhael:,, The

1•11.111
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WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE

Storey
s
'

FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

PRICES GOOD WED. JULY 23RD THRU TUES. JULY 29TH
$15.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED
NO COUPON OR STAMPS NECESSARY

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

COTTONELLE

99

BATHROOM
TISSUE

FOLGERS

8 PK. 16 OZ.

COFFEE
PLUS DEP.
1 LB. BAG

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY

$299

4 ROLL PKG.

WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

KRAFT

ORANGE
JUICE

REG. $2.69

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7-UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER, •
OR CRUSH FLAVORS
6 PK. 12 OZ. CANS

$
1
69
KRAFT GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

1/2

GAL. $1.89

SCOT FARMS

LYNN GROVE
GRADE "A" LARGE

MARGARINE

EGGS

1 LB. QUARTERS

4LT

3

FOR

AUNT JANE'S

PARAMOUNT

RELISH

HAMBURGER
SLICED PICKLES

100z.59
SWEET, DILL, HOT DOG, HAMBURGER

NEW!!

KOOL-AID KOOLERS

99(

32 OZ.

KRAFT

79

3 CT. PKG.

BUgLES

GRAPE JELLY
320Z.

591.

$1 19

CORN SNACKS

99

HUNT'S SQUEEZE BOTTLE
L\
if

KETCHUP

Hunt's
kIR III V'
7
77-

320Z.

$1 39

_i0

RS CASH SPECIALS

FROZEN FOODS

HYDE PARK

SHOWBOAT

PAPER TOWELS

PORK & BEANS

SINGLE ROLL

141 2 OZ.

1

BUDGET GOURMET

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

3/29c

10 COUNT BAG

LEMONS
(led

69`A.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

ENTREES...11 OZ. $ 169
BANQUET

FRIED
CHICKEN. .2 LB. $219

paw

I
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WEDNESDAY. JULY 23,

CIIIIIT II1ERT
OPEN 8 A.M. TO
11 P.M. D ILY

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

WE ACCEPT U.S. G

VERNMENT
FOOD STAM

OIN

FAMILY PACK

SHANK PORTION

PORK
CHOPS

•

GROUND
BEEF

I t.

HAM

if;:.+
"*"
••••;-4„
.. -

(WATER ADDED)

•

99LB.

98!
iter•
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS SIRLOIN

•

TIP
STEAK

•
'•
•

%••• •

A
a

•

I
••••

FROZEN FRESH

BONELESS
HAM

SPARE
RIBS

'.4t
X

•
4.

.4

169
•

4r

1 39
LB

4.1.0
V.

WILSON
CORN KING

• •
•
..••••—•

..•••

$219
LB

N..
t

"",
•

LB

f •

129
LB

40
1
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

FAMILY PACK
HYDE PARK

FRYER
BREAST

CUBE
STEAK
$219

'
*4 $

k

LB.

1?-

12 OZ.

99

1 49
LB.

.,

,';'"&
_.,
,
BUTT PORTION

CENTER-CUT

FAMILY PACK

FIELD

PORK CHOPS....LB. $1 89

GROUND CHUCK.LB. $ 1 49

WIENERS

LB. $ 1 59

FIELD FRESH

FAMILY PACK

PORK ROAST....

BACON

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

11111111111111111

LOIN END

'Aar

HAM .(WATER

ADDED) LB. $

1 19

CENTER SLICED

FRYER THIGHS...LB.89' HAM SAUSAGE.. LB. $219 HAM SLICES

LB. $239
•

FAMILY PACK

COUNTRY-STYLE RIBS OR

BACKBONE

FIELD BY THE PIECE

FRYER LEGS

LB $ 1 49

LB.

89c

BRYAN REG. OR BEEF

BRAUNSCHWEIGERLB.99c CORN DOGS

LB. $

'189

V

PRODUCE
GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS

3

LBS.

TREE-RIPENED
FREESTONE

SANTA ROSA

PLUMS

1°°

LB

PEACHES

594

FRESH
3/

LIMES
FRESH BELL
7

NECTARINES

10 COUNT BAG

•

$1000°

69.A

FRESH BUNCH GREEN
3/

SLAW MIX

1 00

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

EA

994

DELI DEPARTMENT

BAKERY

711
.

HEAT & EAT

CHICKEN NUGGETS

$220
2

LB.

HEAT & EAT

. MAC. & CHEESE
LAST WEEK'S NAME
GARY OLIVER
WINNER $400.00

LEMONS

1 LB. BAG

LB.

THIS WEEK

3/$ 100

CARROTS
ONIONS

59'

CASH POT

.-

Qr•

3/$ 100

PEPPERS
1 LB. BAG

CALIFORNIA

00

2

LB.

$

1 50

ITALIAN BREAD

69
5/$1
94Y

16 OZ.

CINNAMON _ROLLS
OLD CHICAGO

COLE SLAW

LB. $ 1 09

•-••••••••••-.......wrI••••••-•••.-

•••-•••••

••••• 1••• ••••••....•

RYE BREAD

"7T

..‘
•-•

•••

16 OZ

AP-

•
-01

..•
•

•
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Investigators unmask
'Captain Midnight'

By Abigail

Deatzil

Van Buren

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (API
— Investigators using a complicated process of elimination
have unmasked "Captain Midnight," who admitted in court he
overrode HBO's satellite
delivery system to transmit a
message.
John R. MacDougall, owner of
a home satellite dish business in
Ocala that officials said was
hurt by cable companies' decisions to scramble their signals,
agreed to plead guilty to illegal
transmission of a satellite signal
in exchange for a $5,000 fine and
one year probation.
He could have faced a maximum $10,000 fine and a year
imprisonment.
MacDougall. who was released on a $5,000 bond, and his attorney, John M. Green Jr.,
refused to comment as they left
the federal court building Tilesday after entering the plea
before a U.S. magistrate.
Sentencing is set for Aug. 26
and MacDougall can retract his
plea If the judge will not accept
the arrangement.
• Early on April 27, MacDougall
was the only one working at a
satellite transmission center
called Central Florida Teleport
with the kind of equipment needed to disrupt the HBO signal, officials said.
Although the video sneak attack was only a minor an-

Soldier's Marriage Views
Give Wife Battle Fatigue
.. DEAR ABBY: I got martied seven
months ago to a soldier in the U.S.
Army. When it came time for me to
get my I.1). card, I found out that I
married a man who already had a
wife in Germany!
Now he tells me that the marriage
that took place in Germany is not
considered a legal marriage.in the
United States. Is this a line of bull
or what? He lies so much I don't
know where I stand with him. We've
had some serious arguments over it.
I'm not sure if I'm married or not.
He says he doesn't love me
anymore and is bored. I would leave
him, but I think I'm pregnant. Holy
cow, what a mess'
Please tell me where I can get
,me straight' answers. He's a
.•.- eeaot and draws good pay.
I WSPERATE ARMY WIFE

•

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 1988

•

DEAR ABBY: I am fuming over
your "advice" to "Unappreciated in
Ohio": "Do what you can for your
parents without thoughts of being
repaid."
This is the most disgustingly
hypocritical, sanctimonious, holierthan-thou nonsense I have ever
come across in your or any other
advice column! What utopian planet
do you live on? Old people can be
selfish, greedy and ungrateful —
just like young ones. This ungrateful old mom has lived off two of her
eight children and has amassed a
small fortune, which she is now
proposing to distribute equally
between all eight 'children, including the six who never did more than
send a plant for Mother's Day.
DEAR WIFE: See the Army Legally, this is her right, but
morally it is deplorable.
chaplain and tell him exactly
Abby, this was your golden
what you've told me. He will
.traighten out the mess, and opportunity to read a lecture on
itir husband's commanding gratitude to ungrateful parents who
officer will straighten out the take advantage of the good-natured
child who takes them in while
..ergeant.
doting on the ones who ignore them.
If I were "Unappreciated," I
it •
would tell Mom to either start
paying for her room and board or
DEAR ABBY. I have a "gripe" divide the pleasure of her company
I've never seen in your column. between all eight of the beneficiaWhat do you think of a teen-ager ries of her "share-and-share-alike"
sending a graduation announce- will. And to please let me know
In what one grower described
ment addressed to simply "Mary which of the other six plant-senders
as
a cominunity effort. KenBrown." when Mary Brown is in her she'd like to "visit" starting next
tucky farmers are collecting
sOs?
month.
One such girl just missed getting
Old people deserve no special their surpliWiay.and sending it
.nice graduation gift from me. treatment just because they are old. to drought-stricken areas of the
Where has 'respect for the elderly They should take note of how their SoutheaSt.
•
gone.
'
Farmers spent the hot and
children treat them, and reciprocate
B B. IN V4 accordingly in their wills.
humid Kentucky weekend
Harsh advice? Yes, but fair. harvesting hay so their rainDEAR B.B.: In this case it Anything else is garbage!
starved colleagues can feed
hasn't "gone" anywhere. It
- DISGUSTED IN BOSTON their livestdck.
never existed.'Children cannot
"The. way they are. stacking,
be expected to know what they
DEAR DISGUSTED: Thus far they'll get about 120 bails on the
haven't been taught. You the score: "Unappreciated in
truck," said Bob Cope.a farmer
missed an opportunity to give Ohio," 133; Abby, 27.
in the Hopkins County communithat young lady a valuable gift
ty
of Nebo who is participating
that would serve her for a
lifetime: a book on etiquette.

Every day
in the
U.S.A.

noyance to HBO and its viewers.
the Federal Communications
Commission launched a big investigation because of the potential problems a less selective
video hacker might cause.
"The potential fo damage to
critical satellite frequencies
cannot be underestimated."
said Richard Smith, chief of the
FCC's field operations bureau.
He noted that critical telephone
calls, air traffic control,
military data and medical information are sent by satellite and
that even an accidental interruption of one of these messages
could cause dire consequences.
On. April 27, HBO viewers saw
a message replace the movie
"The Falcon .and the
Snowman." The message said .
"Goodevening HBO
"From Captain Midnight
"$12.95 month
"No way!
"(Showtime Movie Channel
beware. i"
The wording was an apparent
reference to HBO's decision to
scramble its satellite-delivered
signal so it could not be watched
by those not paying for HBO,officials said.
On Jan. 15, HBO became the
first cable TV network to scramble its signal full time. Showtime
and The Movie Channel
scrambled their programming
full time on May 27,.

10,300 . . . . babies are born
5,700
people die
13,300. .people get married
6,500
people divorce
28,000. people are arrested
14,000 . . . .teens drop out
of high school
100,000 . . people become
hospital patients
Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Source: "In One Day," by Tom Parker

State farmers sending hay to the Southeast

-••••••.-

we will be going." Lynn said. "I
in the harvest. The truck
understand the dairy associatransportating the hay is also
tion down there is particularly
being loaned by a Nebo man.
hurting for hay."
Another farmer, Glen
. Lynn
Daviess County farmers are
said, "We expect to have' betalso sending hay to the South usween 450 and 500 bails.
ing three boxcars provided by
"This isn't the effort of -one
CSX Transportation inc.
group of people," he said. "It's
the effort of the - whtifir'."' • -VOltinteers will be needed to
load the hay:" said Ed Frazier.
••ommunity."
•
• On Monday, Kentucky
local manager for CSX, whkh
operates the- Seaboard and
Agriculture Commissioner
Chessie System railroads.
David Boswell visited the group
Hay from the Daviess County
to observe the operation.
area probably will be .taken to
"At this point, we don't even
Henderson or Evansville, Ind.,
know where in South Carolina
and combined with carloads
from other places, said R.L.
Leckie, CSX spokesman.
CSX is shipping the first loads
of hay without cost and subsequent loads at reduced cost. It
also has been moving surplus
hay without cost from Illinois to
the Sunflower Group • 10895 Lowell. Overland Park, Kansas 66210
Georgia and from Indiana to
•

Gyag
000
ODS,

MONEY SAVING COUPONS

NS*
OOtM
AS

South Carolina,
John Beyke of Whitesville said
he and his sons would donate 600
bales of hay to help fellow
farmers in the drOught-stricken
areas.
"If they're going to go under,
somebody's'got to help them.'
he saift,
And Mike Edge, who raises
tobacco and cattle near
Whitesville. agreed to donate 50
bales of hay.
Edge said he waned to help
farmers in the South because
"we might need some help
around here one of these days."
Hay is plentiful in Daviess
County because the weather this
spring was favorable, farmers
are raising fewer beef cattle and
three dairies are selling their
herds as part of a federal buyout
program, said county Extension
Agent Tom Curtsinger.

&AEA&

Kids love it. And
you'll approve 'cause
Kix is still low in sugar
with no added colors
or flavors.
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MFR COUPON 1 NO EXPIRATION DATE

Save 2..5
when you buy any size

era

Gower Lyng one coupon per purchase no
other coupon may be used in conjunction *nth
this coupon MOW You are authorized to act
as our agent and redeem Mis coupon at face
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redemption policy copies available upon
reOuest Send coupons to WI COUPON
REDEMPTION P 0 Bo. 900 MKS MN
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SAVE
ON
TRIX®
Now with real fruit juice added!

Field
Lunch
Meats
Great sandwiches begin
with delicious
lunch meats
from Field.
Stack up sliced
ham, bologna,
salami or your
own favorite—
Field Fresh and
ready to serve.

Field
A T 27
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PRESTO
PRESSURE
COOKER/CANNER

LESS AT PAY LESS•PAY LESS

SALE GOOD THRU TUESDAY, JULY 29th

MING
SR;,NE
1

Polished Aluminum Construction
15 Qt. Liquid Capacity

AITRES PRESSURE COOKER
High Quality, Safety
Fusible Seal.
One Year Guarantee

HOME CANNING
JARS WITH CAPS
AND LIDS
Box of 12
Regular Mouth
Quarts
Wide Mouth
Quarts
Regular Mouth
Pints
Wide Mouth
Pints

$377

$459
$319
$366

4 QUART
No. 80401

SALE

$1297
$1 688

6 QUART
No. 80601

CANNING
FUNNEL
No.

111
/
2-QUART
CORN POT
WITH COVER

STEAMER
BASKET

913`

SALE
Regular Lids

Stainless Steel,
Fits All Saucepans
#994

Steel Core
Porcelain Surface
No. 2507

269

BANDS AND LIDS
Regular Box of 12

Box of 12
$100

SALE

CHROME TONGS

Boxes

No. 238

WOODEN MIXING SPOONS
Set of 3 No. 3036

10-Speed
"Cycle Blend

OAYOY:0)/:
DEEP FRY
CANDY AND
JELLY
THERMOMETER

• Controlled pulse blending in
3 speeds .no overblending

Durable, Easy To Use
Times Up To
60 Minutes
Beige Or White

SHARPENING
STONE

• 7 continuous speeds tor
smoothly-blended recipes

GRANITE WARE
COVERED COOKER CANNER
With Lift Out Wire Rack
For Hot Water Bath Canning

12 $
21 /
Quart
7

No. 896-16
SAVE $5.00

With Finger
Guard

#0707

Graniteware

PRESERVING KETTLE
16 Quart With Wire Handle
$697
#0704

No. 452

PRESTO HOT TOPPER
MELTER/DISPENSER
Melts Butter Or Margarine

PLASTIC FOOD
FREEZER CONTAINERS

$11
No. 03000

•5-Pints
• 4-1 2 Pints
• 3-Quarts
YOUR
CHOICE

STEEL MESH
STRAINER

For Canning, Freezing
And Fresh
Cut Fruit
Prevents
Browning,
Spoiling,
Flavor Loss

• 30-Pints
• 20-Quarts
• 12-1
/
2 Gallon

Low-Calorie
Granulater
Sweetener

No. 1095

OR
1 4"Diameter
6/
No. 1096
YOUR CHOICE

00

VI

0$229
LOVING
CARE

41

CORN SKEWERS
Package of 6

2

,
b

100 Packets

5" Diameter

YOUR CHOICE

Packs

EQUAL

SALE

FRUIT-FRESH
FREEZER BAGS

588

GILLETTE
MICRO TRAC
Disposable
Razor

COLOR LOTION

PACKS
77C

By Clairol

.FREE!

Assorted
Shades To
Choose From

STAINLESS STEEL
PEELER

Gillette

Mict.olt-ac

SALE

• Regular
• Menthol
• Sensitive
• Aloe

Package
Of
5 + 1 FREE
6 Razors

With Swivel Blade
No. 785

JERGENS
ALOE &
LANOLIN
LOTION

PAY LESS
,CENTRA-VIT
High Potency
Multivitamin
100 Toblets

Pwy Lass

HAWAI
IAN TROPIC
• Dark Tanning
Lotion
• Dark Tanning Oil

• Pro Light Tanning Oil
• Dark Tanning Oil
With Sunscreen

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

• Royal Tanning
Blend

2.7 Oz. Aerosol

1.5 Oz.

$439

80Z Bottle

re
)

MURINE OR MURINE PLUS

FOR ATHELETE FOOT CARE

Powder

$359

8 Or Bottle - Your Choice

Super Size
9 Oz. Paste Or 8.2 Oz. Gel
YOUR CHOICE

$259

Spray
Powder

31 9

$

8 Oz. Bottle - Your Choice

CENTRA-VIT

DESENEX

-44

Eye Drops

Murine

Plus

A ntif u rig Ii
Powder

VISA'
SINCE 1934

.05 Oz. Bottle

tor

vowed
eyes

toe faster
redness
removal

YOUR
CHOICE

1

$

Pay LesS
STAINLESS STEEL

MIXING BOWL
SET
5 Piece Set
/
2 Qt., 3 Qt., afri Qt., 11
S Qt. IL 8 Qt. Bowls

MURRAY
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY.
753-2547

BOWL FRESH
Toilet Bowl Am)
Household
Deodorant

tzdt
WOVEN WOOD
SALAD BOWL
SET
'1 Cr...Fork & Simon
10" Bowl, 4-6" Bowls
No. 1229-7*

SALE

CHOPPING
BLOCK
Natural Mehongeny
• 11" -Round
4

No. 291

Or
12" X 8" Roc:angle
No. 292

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE, Ky. •I AP ) — Gov. Martha
Layne Collins promoted to school administrators
the constitutional amendment that would provide for an appointed superintendent of public
instruction.
"No other single action will do more to move
education ahead in Kentucky, yet it will not cost
the taxpayers one dollar," Collins told the Kentucky Association of School Administrators on
Tuesday:Collins said passage of the amendment will ensure that public schools will be run by a professional educator who will not have to become involved in "fund-raising and the other necessities
of running for elective office.
"Most important, the amendment will ensure
continuity of programs and policies," Collins
said.
The amendment, which will appear on the
November ballot, would provide for the State
Board of Education to hire the superintendent of
public instruction.
Collins also told the school administrators her
administration has made great strides in educa-

C‘a*rida

M3 7737

Toning Tables
Shape Up & Lose Inches Effortlessly!
*Wolff Suntan Bed
Linnie Hooks, Owner
Di ineiand Shopping Center

next to

the Green Door

tion, which has translated into increased job
opportunities.
————
EVANSVILLE. In
( AP )
A 13-year-old
Henderson, Ky., boy who caused a fatal traffic
accident was sent to a boys' school in Terre
Haute.
David Lee Wiley was ordered placed at the
Father Gibault's School for Boys by Juvenile
Court Judge Robert Lensing on Tuesday.
Wiley had been held in the juvenile section of
the Vanderburgh County Jail since May 28, when
he was charged with leading police from two
states on a 20-minute chase. The chase ended in a
crash that killed Urban L. Clement. 42, of
Winslow.
•
Lensing said such court-ordered placements
generally last a year. The judge set Wiley's first
review for Nov. 17.
————
PRINCETON, Ky. ( AP ) — The lawyer for a
man charged with the murder of an Indianapolis
restaurant manager contends the case should be
thrown out because Indiana officials failed to
show up at last week's extradition _hearing.
.
Because the Indiana officials did not testify,
the only evidence given against Harmon Gray
was secondhand and failed to prove a crime had
been committed, attorney ROI) Embry said Monday, when he filed for a writ of habeas corpus to
have his client released.
The motion should be heard later this week or
early nerit week, Embry said.
Gray, 54, was arrested June 22 in Princeton in
the Nov. 17 robbery of McDonald's restaurant
and the slaying of its manager, DeWayne F.-Bible, 24.
Caldwell District Court Judge William McCaslin issued an extradition warrant after a July

14 hearing. It charges Gray with murder, robbery, conspiracy to commit robbery, confinement and carrying a handgun without a license.
Marion County, Ind., authorities admittedly
forgot to attend the hearing last week."The warrant section just let it slip," said Marion County
detective Lt. Jerry Cooper.
Bible was killed by a gunshot wound in the
head after he urged the _holdup men to exchange
him for a female employee who had been taken
hostage. Another defendant in the case,
Lawrence C. Gregory, 35, is being held in the
Marion County jail.
Gray is being held here.
————
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) — A western Kentucky man who was convicted in a December
shooting spree here has been sentenced to 146
years in prison.
Earl Lee Russelburg, 35, of Morganfield, Ky.,
was sentenced by Vanderburgh Master Circuit
Court Commissioner Robert Matthews on
Tuesday.
A jury in June found Russelburg guilty of three
counts of attempted murder, one count of armed
robbery, and one count of criminal recklessness
in the Dec. 28 shooting of an Evansville police officer and a liquor store clerk.
After the shootings, Russelburg told police he
was inspired by an episode of the television
series "Miami Vice."
According to court records, Russelburg
wanted to kill himself, but didn't have the nerve
to pull the trigger. Instead, he went on a crime
spree hoping police would do the job.
Russelburg entered the liquor store on
Evansville's northside, shot clerk Susan Fisher,
robbed the cash register and fled, police said.
Russelburg was stopped by Sgt. John Haller,

ROPER TRUCKLOAD SALE
Limited to Current Inventory because of Special Price

$100" to $700" Off
ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Rear Engine Rider
with Grass Catcher

Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
•Durable I i
synchro
balanced Briggs 6 Stratton
Industrial Commercial
engine
•Depe-dable 5 speed,in-tine
tranc,x0e
•38-inch

mower deck
standard equipment
•Rugged channel frame
construct.
•2-year limited warrant)

and bullets were exchanged, hitting both men.
Russelburg was later apprehended after a highspeed chase and another shootout, police said.
All but 50 years of the sentence will be served
consecutively.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — A former Kentucky State
Police detective pleaded innocent before a U.S.
magistrate to charges of extortion and attempting to possess marijuana.
Joseph A. "Jody" Greenwell, 41, of Loretto
was indicted by a federal grand jury Monday. A
jury trial was set for Sept. 22 before U.S. District
Judge Ronald E. Meredith.
The grand jury charged that he asked a
Marion County man to grow a field of marijuana,
then extorted $5,000 from him for protection. If
convicted, Greenwell could face fines totaling
$115,000 and up to 35 years in prison.
Greenwell was arrested June 20 after a twomonth investigation by state police and the FBI.
A criminal complaint filed in U.S. District
Court said Greenwell allegedly approached the
Marion County man in April with a scheme to
grow a field of marijuana and Greenwell was to
receive 25 percent of the proceeds as payment
for protection.
State police suspended Greenwell without pay.
He retired from the force June 25.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former Jefferson
County Patrolman Alex Young has filed a
federal suit seeking reinstatement to the job he
said he lost because of involvement in the Ku
Klux Klan.
The suit, filed Monday, also asks for back pay
and benefits, no loss of seniority, and $3 million
in damages.
Former County Police Chief Russell
McDaniel, one of the defendants, fired Young
last Nov. 23, saying the officer continued to participate in Klan activities after he told his supervisors he had resigned from the organization.
Young, who denied the allegation in his
lawsuit, contends that police and county officials
conspired to violate his First Amendment right
to freedom of association and his 14th Amendment right to equal protection under the law.
——
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) — About four
dozen residents of the Sims Road community
protested in front of the Scott County courthouse
In a call for a new water line.
Attorney Mark Morgan said the 55 families
who live in the rural area have been unable to
persuade any government officials to come up
with ,the money necessary to run a water line
through the area.
The residents say they think an abandoned
landfill on Sims Road near their horhes is contaminating their springs and wells. Only a few
residents still rely on their wells; others began
carrying in water by truck or bringing it home in
gallon jugs three or four years ago.
Morgan said it would cost about $300,000 to run
a line from the current Kentucky-American
Water Co. main to the 55 residences along Sims
Road. Morgan said county and state officials
have said there is no money available.
Many of the protestors at the courthouse Tuesday, however, carried signs noting that the state
is paying for utility service to be extended to the
Toyota Motor Corp. plant located about threefourths of a mile from their homes.
Morgan said the families wanted to publicize
their plight before taking any legal action.
Lexington-Fayette County Health Department
reports of tests taken in 1984 found the area's
wells and springs unsafe for drinking. Nothing in
the report, however, points to the landfill as the
cause of the problem.
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Save $100.00
Plus FREE
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Save
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ALL SEASONS Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th

Consumer prices
down despite rise
in month of June
WASHINGTON (API
— Consumer prices,
half-way through 1986,
are down at an annual
rate of 0.2 percent, their
best performance in
more than three
decades, the government said today. The
good news came despite
a 0.5 percent increase in
June.
Last month's increase, the steepest
since November, followed a 0.2 percent May
gain.
Yet, due largely to
three months of falling
prices earlier in the
year, inflation at the
retail level for all of 1986
is now expected to be 2
percent or less.
Both gasoline and
food prices rose last
month, the Labor
Department said.
Gasoline prices. on
the heels of a 2.5 percent

May gain, picked up
even further, rising 3.1
percent in June.
Analysts note that,
however, by the end of
the month, pump‘prices
had once more turned
downward.
Food prices were up a
tiny 0.1 percent after a
0.4 percent increase in
the preceding month.
The year-to-date
reading was the best
since six-month showing
since a 0.4 percent drop
in 1955. s.
Despite the June
gasoline price increase,
overall energy costs this
year have fallen an at
annual rate of 40.2
percent.
Grocery store prices
declined at an annual
rate of 0.5 percent
through June while
restaurant meals increased 4.1 percent for
the same period.

UPFRONT IN DIXIELAND
AT OUR NEW LOCATION

Opened — Bigger
and Better
Welcome Specials
Just Fpr You
Betty Hinton s

FRAMER'S GALLERY
Murray
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Jimmy Dean

Sausage
$ 59

FOOD STORES

16 oz.

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps
.•
•
•••
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Houser Valley

• •
:1
,..46
1 ,• •

•

Bacon

St
•••

plcale

Boston
Butts

16 oz.

Pork Steak

Harper or Clifty Farm
Country

29

Hams

39

29
lb.
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liftel• tar Sliced

•49

lb.

lb.
Seitz Thick Bologna

Seitz Beef Wieners

'6 Or

Seitz Pickle Loaf

120:

Seitz Meat Bologna

Seitz Old Fashion Loaf

160z

Seitz Garlic Bologna

160z

$1 39
V

'1 39

160:

Seitz Jumbo Franks

$1 39

160z

Seitz Cheese Bologna

99.
$1119

160: $1 39

Kahns Sliced Ham

Blue Ridge Salami

Kahns Beef Wieners

TAV Sliced Ham

Kahns Cocktail Smokies E Oz $239

Hillshire Smoked Sausage $1 89

Blue Ridge Bologna

Seitz Ham & Cheese

t,

'1"
'2'9
$1 29

lItS

RC
Sundrop
Diet Rite

Cake and
Coke Products

3 liter
1

6 pk. cans.

49

1 79

Grapefruit Juice

19

Orange Juice

1 09

460:

Pineapple Juice

4,0, 99.

Tomato Juice

46.2 ca,69.

Worchestershire Sauce

o0,79.

VANILLA

1 111 '
io

Oz Cag

Plochman's Squeeze Mustard.90, 79.

Bon Ton Nachos

•

Chicken & Ribs

Fiddle Faddle

- Or Bo.

BBC) Sauce

260z

Peanut Butter

1502

89.

Corn Chips

...
, 1Eft1
"
1711,74".4.17;11::ii,. ' ,;i1:1111111

Yellow Popcorn

Oz Bag

6202

99*

59t
994
65.
55.

c'erc6 Cu!

Green Beans

31.

Stewed Tomatoes

49.
31.
49.

Sauerkraut
Pork & Beans

,11,!•••

Ice
Milk

Sunflower Self-Rising

Meal

tl;

5 lb. bag

II
1/2 Gal.

Lite Fluff

Brooks

Biscuits

Catsup

8 oz. can

44 oz. jar

1 9C

_woo

— 9
Rib Eye Steaks

$679

Banquet Fried Chicken

$289

Bonnie Maid Beef Patties,202 99.
Orange Juice
Morton Pot Pies

69.
B. 27.

Apple Pie Filling

20 zo can

79.

Cook & Fry

Vegetable Shortening

Vegetable Quarters
3

lb $1

Sunflower Oil

320:

Pecan Halves

60:

'2 oz can

Brownie Mix

American Cheese

,

$099

c, 35.

A-1 Steak Sauce
'mit. Bacon Bits

79.

Mayonnaise

$1 29

49

'129
'1 29

Mozzarella Cheese
Tastee Spread

$1 29

Hamburger Dill Slices

/
1
2 Moon Colby Cheese

'1 19

Sweet Relish

89.
89.
•

• Cabbage

19c

PAPER
TOWELS

lb.

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••••
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Questions raised about Reagan's grasp of South African problems
\.`;filNi;Ttr\

\

I 't esident Utc.t:.1,111.5
speech opposing South
African sanctions is
—

raising questions even
among Reagan's strong
supporters whether he
really knows what is at

THE ACES'

BOBBY WOLFF

7-23-A
NORTH
•A6
J7 5 4 2
•K 6 2
+874

-There are only two forces that
unite men — fear and interest."
— Napoleon I.

The two defenders always have a
vital common interest — to beat declarer's game. Unfortunately some
defenders fail to see the forest for
the trees.
West led the spade %queen and
East had an encouraging 10 ready
as soon as-he saw dummy.However.
South ducked instead of playing
dummy's ace, but East saw no need
to change course — he played his 10
on West's queen. West continued
with a spade to dummy's ace and
South was now safe. He drew
trumps in two rounds and played
three rounds of diamonds. East winning his jack. East led a club to
dummy's we?IrnPvi- but it was too
late. South inserted his nine to
West's 10 and West was out of safe
leads. A spade lead would offer a
ruff and discard, and- a club return
would surrender a free finesse.
East beats the game easily if he
overtakes the spade queen at trick
one He shifts to a club while West
has plenty of safe exits and instead
of scoring an easy game, South is
forced to concede one down.
-. Don't lose sight of the priorities.
It can't cost anything for East to
•*waste" his king of spades. It can be
very expensive to fail to make a
timely shift.

stake in the racial turmoil there.
Several predicted an
intensification of the

EAST
* K 108 5 2
V9
•QJ97
+532

WEST
•QJ94
11,Q6
•10 54
•K J 10 6

SOUTH
+73
IP AK 10 83
•A 8 3
•A Q 9
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1V
Pass
2V
Pass
Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Spade queen
BID WITH THE ACES
7-23-B
•K 10 8 5 2
IP 9
•Q J 9 7

+532
North
I
2•

South
1+

ANSWER: Pass. Since game should
be out of reach, settle for the partscore.
Send bridge questions to The ACeS, P.O. Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with sell-addresse,
stamped envelope for reply.
Copyright. 1955, United restore Syndicate

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(API — A supervisor in
the Jefferson County
prosecutor's office says
a new procedure should
prevent the recurrence
of a mistake that led to a
man's probation on a
sexual abuse charge
while he was on parole
from a rape conviction.
Jefferson Circuit
Judge Joe G. Leibson
revoked his order granting Willard C. Moore
probation on Monday
after he learned that

tion is losing credibility rested in the past, said
on its South African Reagan's speech was
policy even among its "nonsense and a grave
supporters. The spec- mistake." By not impostacle of Reagan and ing sanctions, he said
other conservative the United States and
white Republicans con- Britain are giving the
tradicting moderate Botha regime "an
black South Africans on escape route" so it can
what is best for them avoid ever giving
after 40 years of apar- justice to the black
theid always has seem- majority.
ed curious.
Even more significant
The reaction of was the criticism by key
moderate black leaders members of Reagan's
in South Africa was own party, especially
swift and negative.
Lugar, who has publicly
"I found the speech supported most of his
nauseating," said policies in the past.
Bishop Desmond Tutu,
"I had hoped the
the 1984 Nobel Peace president would take
Prize winner and black this occasion for an exclergyman who is head traordinary message to
of the Anglican,church: the world,",Lugar said.
Alan Boesak. another "He did not do so." He
prominent black said Reagan was showclergymen whom the ing "a lack of
government has ar- leadership."

on parole. supervisor at the. time,
Attorneys for a state
The judge also ordered said paralegals or union leader says the
him to serve three years record keepers will use permit is not in effect
in prison on the abuse computers to review now because it has been
conviction.
criminal records in the appealed to the cabinet.
Leibson and Assistant future. Park said the of- Further, said lawyer
Commonwealth's At- fice's ignorance of Kyle Hubbard, the actorney - Torn Nicholas Modre's background tual definition of consaid they did not know of was a huge mistake.
struction includes site
Moore's criminal record
At the time of the abto preparation work.
because he had waived halt construction work: which began at the
preparation of a at the Toyota Motor 1,500-acre site several
presentencing report, Corp. project. said he is weeks before the permit
which would have concerned about the was issued.
highlighted his technical aspects of
Hubbard contends
background,
-when a state air - that the state is
Linda Park, Nicholas' pollution permit violating its own rules
becomes'effective.
. by allowing construc-Art Williams. an at- tion to "continue.
- torney for the Cabinet.
Jerry Hammond. exfor Natural Resources, ecutive secretary said the' permit was treasurer of the Kenissued on July.19 and -tticky State Building
- Toyota could have legal- apd Construction
ly begin construction on Trades Council, and
that date. Williams said, Charles Hoffmaster, a
however, that no con-- Scott County sprinkler
strtiction-work,-as-defin-- -fitter, filed-the suit-and-ed by the state, has yet are seeking an order started.
from Knox to stop all

. N10011' WAS •
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"WHAT IS TRUTH?"
This is the question that Pilate put before
Jesus-Christ before He was ciucified on
the cross in John 18:38.
. 71 AM THE TRUTH"
These are the words of Jesus our'Lord
and Savior in John 14:6. In that same
verse Jesus said, "No man .cometh to the
Father, But by me."
"THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE"
These are the words of Jesus in John 8:32
Jesus and the Truth are One and the same
and, "If the Son therefore shall make you free,
ye shall be free indeed." John 8:36.
Come and let us share Jesus Christ and
Truth according to the Word of God with you
in the services at the
MURRAY BAPTIST MISSION
401 A MAPLE STREET BOX 1256
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Bible Study Sunday Afternoon. .2:00 pm
Preaching Service
2.45 P.M.
Thursday Evening
7.00 P.M.
PASTOR, PARVIN HALL
For more information call. . . .753-3591
OR . . . . . . 1-642-2302
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ported in South Africa.
but energized," he said.
Sanctions, he added, are
"utterly immoral and
repugnant" and would
hurt blacks most of all.
He seemed to claim
success for his muchmaligned policy of constructive engagement,
although a senior administration official
said word had gone out
it wasn't supposed to be
called that anymore.
He had only mild
criticism for-the Botha
gover'nmeiit while
strongly denouncing the
"calculated terror by
elements of the African
National Congress." the
outlawed black nationalist organization
supported by many
South African blacks. .
The 'initial reaction
showed the administra-

Probation revoked for convicted paroled man

South holds
•

violence if the white sanctions that would
government doesn't virtually end economic
quickly begin dismantl: ties with South Africa,
ing apartheid and they and the Senate appears
warned that Reagan's ready to vote sanctions
approach may lull the of its own, although prowhite regime into think- bably less severe. The
ing it can count on United States is South
American backing even Africa's largest trading
if they refuse any partner and second
changes.
largest investor. after
. .
Sen. Richard Lugar, Britain.
R-Ind., chairman of the
But Reagan, restating
Senate Foreign Rela- his strong opposition to
tions Committee. sanctions, said the ‘Zhite
predicted guerrilla war- government of P.W.
fare "within two or Botha, while it has
three months" unless made some - mistakes,
the Pretoria govern- has undertaken
ment makes major "dramatic change" to
changes.
end apartheid. He even
"The president may urged that American
see the future in a dif- businesses consider
ferent way_ than .1. do," stepping up their operaLugar said. "He may tions there.
see a quieter South
•'The international
,
Africa than I do."
business community
The House has voted needs not only to be sup-

Vo215
."
s5
.1512.15

work until the pollution
permit is properly
considered.
Hubbard told Knox
that federal rules
specify that a permit
becomes official 30 days
after it is issued, unless
it is appealed:
"They are refusing
deliberately and willfully to enforce regulations
they know about
because they want this
project to go forward,"
Hubbard said.
Knox said the question of when the permit
becomes final is the
most troubling issue in
._
the case.
Williams,also argued
that no court action
could be fiitd regarding
the permit because the
hearing requested by
Harnniond has not been
e t e (1
A
preliminary meeting on
the appeal will be conducted next week by an
administrative law
judge from the cabinet.
Even when such a
legal action can be filed,
Williams said it must be
filed in Franklin Circuit
Court.
_
Eric L. Ison, an attorney for Toyota, said the lawsuit was an effort
to halt construction of
the $800 million plant,
not an attempt to enforce environmental
laws.
"Mr. Hammonds
goal is to prevent construction of the Toyota
plant," Ison said.
Hammond said lson
"is a victim of paranoia.
If the project is stopped
or delayed, it will be the
law that does it."
Knox said he would
rule by Monday on the
injunction request.
Toyota officials have
said a construction
delay would upset a
careful timetable that
calls for production of
up to 200,000 cars per
year by 1988.

INDEPENDENT—BIBLE CENTERED—MISSIONARY

Rajneesh's
secretary
pleads guilty

You may also use these
other ways to buy:
•American Express
•MasterCard •Visa
•SIver Card

RUDOLPH'S •
GOODYEAR So. 12th & Cilendale •

Ozark Gold Apples. . $8.00 Bu.
Peaches
69' lb.
Bushel $12.00 and up
Watermelons
$1.99
Posey County Cantaloupes
99'
Red Potatoes
10 lb. $1.39
Bananas
3 lbs. $1.00
Lettuce
49' head
Homegrown Tomatoes
59' lb.
Homegrown Rhubarb
99' lb.
•We cal-rye
large selection
of Watkins
Flavorings
Alci
A,
408
N. 12th
753 8214

•

•Wii make & deliver
Fruit Simkins
year round.

6
C14

'Hillbilly'
Barn

Mon Sat
96
Sun
15

PORTLAND. Ore.
(API — Ma Anand
Sheets, former personal
secretary to Bhagwan
Shree Rajneesh, pleaded guilty today to
federal charges of immigration fraud,
wiretapping and conspiracy to tamper with
consumer products.
In pleas' before U.S.
District, Judge Edward
Leavy. Sheela.admitted
her role in a 1984 outbreak of salmonella
poisoning in The Dalles
and in an elaborate
telephone eavesdropping system set up at the
coin mune-eity of Rajneeshpu,ram in central
Oregon.
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Meeting tainted election, agency says

AWARD WINNING STUDENTS — Members of the Murray State University chapter of Phi Beta Lambda business fraternity competed in a variety of business-related categories at the organization's National Leadership Conference in Washington, D.C. The students won the right to compete on the national level by placing first at the state Leadership Conference in April. Attending the conference were
(from left, front row): Jackie Shroat, Dawn Gower, Yvonny Iliac, Monica Hobbs, Joan Brady; (back
row) Mike Revlett, Brian Gower, Jamie Klump, Jett Pitman, Stephen Duggan and Roger Mayes. Dr.
Virginia Richer-son, assistant professor in the Department of Office Administration and Business
Education, accompanied the students to the conference.

MSU students compete at conference
Ten members of the
Murray State University chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda business
fraternity and chapter
adviser Dr. Virginia
Richerson, assistant
professor in the Department of Office Administration and
Business Education, attended the Phi Beta
Lambda (PBL1 National Leadership Conference recently in
• Washington. D.C.
" The students, firstplace %inners at the
state PBL Leadership
Conference in April,

competed against
students from the U.S.,
Germany, Puerto Rico.
the Virgin Islands,
Guam and American
Samoa at the national
meeting.
Stephen Duggan of
Bardwell placed second
in the Mr. Future
Business Executive
category and Brian
Gower of Murray earned third place honors in
impromptu speaking.
The chapter's
parliamentary pxocedures team of Joan
Brady, Cumberland Q.-

ty, Tenn.; Yvonne Hise,
Calvert City; Monica
Hobbs, Cunningham;
Roger Mayes, Hanson;
and Jeff Pittman,
Owensboro, placed fifth
at the conference.

represented the chapter
in the accounting II
competition.
In addition to the contests, the Murray State
students attended
leadership development
Mike Revlett of workshops, toured
Calhoun was awarded business and corporhte
seventh place in the Mr. facilities and elected naFuture Business tional officers.
Keynote speaker for
Teacher contest and
Jackie Shroat of the conference was T.
Frankfort...W.0n ARth Boone Pickens, founder
place in the Ms. Future of Mesa- Petroleum:
Business' teacher America's largest independent petroleum
competition.
producer. Pickens was
Samie Klump'of Per- selected Giant of Inryville.
dustry at the organization's 1985 national
conference.

South Carolina officials visit Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS
AP — South Carolina
officials were scheduled
- to-meet with Lt. GoV.
John M. Mutz today to
work out details for the
planned "Hay Train,"
which will transport up
to 2.000 tons of donated
Indiana hay to the
drought -stricken
Southeast.
Mutz announced Tuesday that the train will
likely leave late this
week or early next week
after following a westto-east route across
Indiana.
Mutz, who also is Indiana's commissioner of
agriculture, was
scheduled to meet today
in Indianapolis with
South Carolina Lt. Gov.
Mike Daniel and South
Carolina Agriculture
Commissioner Les
Tindal.
Mutz said Tuesday
that more than 1.500
tons of hay has been
pledged from farmers in

30 Hoosier counties. The
hay is valued at S-80 per
ton, said Mutz.
- - “The -phones ronttriuP
to ring. We're hopeful
we will be able to fill up
the train," said Mutz.
Indiana already has
sent two 15-ton hay
shipments by truck.
The 100-car train,
donated by CSX
Transporation Inc.. will
leave Dana in Vermillion County and run
through Montezuma,
Russellville, Montclair,
Indianapolis, New
Palestine, Morristown,
Rushville, Connersville
and Liberty, Mutz said.
The train will probably be loaded at three
locations along the
route, said Mutz. Those
locations and the day of
the trains, departure
have not been determined, he said.
Officials hope that
loading the train can
begin by Thursday.
Mutz aide Stephen

ASHINGTON .Al' I
— The general counsel
of the Federal Labor
Relations Authority is
seeking to overturn a
union representation
election at an Oklahoma
Army base because of a
White House-arranged,
pre-election meeting
between top Army officials and Teamsters
representatives_
The Teamsters subsequently used the
meeting in its successful
campaign to oust a rival
union representing 2.500
civilian workers at Fort
Sill.
White House and Pen,
tagon spokesmen denied
Tu r
tha1Fhe
meeting was intended to
'influence thtion between
the Teamsters and the
National Ftaleration of
Federal Employees.
They said the only
purpose of the meeting
— held seven days
before the election —
and - the only topic_
discussed was an Armsplan to possibly contract

out to private companies some of the work
performed by the
civilian employees at
Fort Sill.
Those plans — and the
fear that the contracts
would produce layoffs
among the civilian
employees at the base —
was a major issue in the
union election.
While FLRA General
Counsel John C. Miller
formally dismissed a
charge made last
December by the NEFF:
that the Army
deliberately intended to
tilt the election in favor
of the Teamsters. he
S4itt the .White. House
meeting effectively
"breached the requirement of neutrality" by
the government.
However, documents
that surfaced last Month
during a FLRA hearing
in Lawton. Okla.. on
Miller's complaint indicate that at least some
Army officials were
aware before the Oct. 10

meeting that the
Teamsters intended to
use the White House session as a demonstration
of its clout.
In an Oct. 9 briefing
memo to Valeris 0.
Ewell, assistant
secretary of the Army,
one of Ewell's .aides,
Col. James M.
Schroeder, said, Your
meeting is a show-theflag meeting to impress
Fort Sill's workers that
the Teamsters can do
more for them than the
NE/4'E."
Present at the White
House meeting a day
later were five
Teamster officials:
Ewell: Andrew H. Card
Jr.. a special assistant
to Reagan: and Michael
%V. Owen. principal
deputy assistant
secretary of the Army.
Ewell said Tuesday
through a spokesman
that he had not seen
Schroeder's memo
before attending the
meeting and was not

aware of the pending
union representation
election until
afterwards.
And said Robert Sims.
a Pentagon spokesman:
-Certainly, the leadership of the Army and
the Defense Department itself had no intention to influence ally
election and wouldOt
have had a part in that
The Teamsters. which
already represented
another 600 employee,:
at Fort Sill, won the .
election over the incurn
bent NEVE on a 591-51i;
vote. The NEFE ha4l
represented
motor pool and missile
maintenance empleyee,at the base the past IS
years.
Until the 1:-:stif. itt
whether the
l.' Ii
was tainted by the White
House fleeting is decided by a federal law
judge. the FEE is continuing to represent the
2.500 civilian I•mployev,
at the base

Discrepancies found in SIBC documents
A '1"I' A '1.
Tenn. 4 AI'
—
Disc repa C I eS Were
found in copies of loan
documents taken Ii'..m
Sou t he rn Industrial
Banking Corp. during a
three-month perind in
1983 %%lien the company
was having financial
problems and then filed
fa brink rilpiCy.Th
official says.
The testimony' frinu
Edward Yager. chief
examiner in the state
Department of Ewancial Institutions' loan
ca
TtIcS4i.1y

in the U.S. I ostrict that praised Southern
Court trial of bankrupt Industrial's growth rate
financier C.H. Butcher and called the company
Jr. and assoriate James an "impr essive
E. Steiner.
organization."
Butcher. V., who was
Defense attorneys
5113C chairman and have said the uninsured
chief executive, and company's difficulties
Steiner. 13. the corn- stemmed from a run on
pany's president from the thrift caused %Olen
1979 to 19S3, face . _11
ake__Butattr.s,.._ United
fraud.. American Bank Of
that the differences in Knoxville crushed .in
the documents were not February 19s3 -in the
nane.cessarily unusual in tion's third worst bank
light of Southern Id-_,4,-0.1.kkret.e...ince the
rho:trial's problems.
Depression. comintOm"
Yager also said he . and st a rted_using
m.!lite a report in 19s2 Sonthern Industrial's

Carter said loading the
trainT -COUld last one .to
three days, depending
on -how many-- people
volunteer to help.
The loaded train probably* will not leave the
state until Saturday or
Monday. Carter said.
Mutz announced Tuesday that Superior Truck
Training Service of Indianapolis has offered
50 trucks and driver
trainees to move hay
front local collection
sites to the railroad
loading sites.
Power Train Service
of Indianapolis has
agreed to coordinate the
routes the trucks will
follow in 'picking up
farmer donations, Mutz
said.
South Carolina's "feed
crops have withered
under 100-degree heat
and rainless weather.
Indiana farmers may
call a toll-free number.
1-800-325-8757, to pledge
hay donations.

cotothet 4 htl
Iot,
loll° to hide had to.tit I
rn
11 t• Itut
brOttlerS. t1:11:
4
Assistant I
.11
Willey Laurens T1.110ci.,
said at least 5
had :350 huH II
southern
h e----Li .14_1.: 0 1. .1.1,
ban.krupt, v- .4,,uri 0- 4-7
ITIOrt' tiLi S'..7$
C.H. Buti tier .1r w
torct-ri info bank,r_dpti
in July..
entt•red hankrumc\ I.
August

Salmi on RCA polity la
a table amm remote
Get a hot deal on this 19" diagonal
XL-100 with remote control convenience and on-screen channel display
Includes auto programming. multiband broadcasticable tuning and
RCAs Hi-Con picture tube

Carson has items stolen from studio desk
BURBANK, Calif.
(AP) — Heeere's
Johnny!
But not his coffee cup,
cigarette lighter or
cigarette box, which
were lifted from his
studio desk sometime
during the talk show
host's three-week vacation, NBC-TV publicist
Charles Barrett said
Tuesday.
The items must have
been stolen between

June 27, when Carson
left, and July 14, when
comedian Gary Shandling took over as guest
host, Barrett said. "The
Best of Carson," was
shown during that week
and no ,one was on the
set.
Carson, who noticed
the items were Missing
upon his return, announced the theft Tuesday night on "The
Tonight Show." The au-

dience moaned, and
Carson, who said he
brought the items with
him to California from
his New York days,
said, "I know. It's
shtfeking."
He. told sidekick Ed
McMahon that he was
not a suspect because
there were alcoholic
beverages in the box
and they weren't
touched.

EMR339R

25 diagonal RCA color TV
at a very merry price!

Ex-wife can not account for jewelry
WHITE PLAINS,
N.Y. (API — Cristina
Ferrare ThOmopoulos,
John De Lorean's exwife, can't account for
thousands of dollars in
jewelry that belonged to
his auto company,an attorney for the now.
defunct company said.
Eugene Farber,

representing De Lorean
Motors Co.'s bankruptcy trustee, said the
jewelry was purchased
with company funds and
is needed to help pay off
Its $104 million in debts.
Farber said Tuesday
he learned of the missing jewelry when Mrs.
Thomopoulos. now a

FIARISIS

CR
1101TV
CLEARANCE

SPECIAL:

SAVE NOW AS
WE MAKE
ROOM FOR TiE
NEW 1987 RCA

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
$ 1 99 Burgers

--ir

-‘

LINE

•

WARD & ELKINS
DOWNTOWN ON THE SQUARE

Special Good My 21 26

- •

Take home a '3 diagona ,
XL-100 for summer fun in
any room 6-function remote
control provides chairside
access to channel scanning
volume control. sound mute
and power Broadcast cabie
RCAs 110 tube gives you 25 inches tuner with digital tuning
of picture in about the same space
as a 19" TV Save now on great
r
.
•
features like digital keyboard tuning with broadcastcable* access
automatic room light sensor and
Hi-Con dark screen for better
contrast

$499

talk show hostess, gave
three days of deposis
tions In California
earlier this month.
Her lawyer: David
Dean', insisted the
jewelry belonged to
Mrs. Thomopoulos
because it had been
received as gifts — from
De Lorean or others.

Hot or Cold
Ham Sandwich.
French Fries &
Medium Drink

Chestnut St. Murray

Our lowest
priced RCA remote!

753-0045

MURRAY

753-1713

•

•
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State Police face realistic shooting
situations in classroom in training
•

1

By MARK R.CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP ) — A police officer approaches a parked car in a wooded area where a
woman is being accosted. .
The couple tumbles from the car in a struggle
and the man begins hitting her with what appears to be a pipe. The officer shouts for the man
to quit, but he keeps hitting the woman.
The officer draws his weapon and fires.
While patrolling the halls of a government
building, an officer comes on an obviously
drunken individual verbally abusing a secretary.
The secretary shouts for the officer's assistance.
The drunken Man grabs a pair of scissors from
a desk and charges the officer, who draws a
nightstick but not his service revolver.
•
The officer is killed.
Neither of these situations actually took place.
except on a giant television screen in the basement.of the Kentucky State Police Academy.
Those two scenarios, along with 38 others, are
contained in a firearms training system recently
purchased by the state police to train troopers in
the use of deadly force.
The training system grades individuals on
judgment, timing and shooting accuracy.
,
The judgment question is not easily answered.
In both of the scenarios mentioned above,
there was a failing score.
In the first situation, an individual was shot
when the officer had no proper basis for the use
of deadly force. In the second, the officer should

have fired, did not and was killed.
Such are the quandaries that face officers
every day. said Lt. John Brenner, a 20-year state
police veteran and instructor at the academy.
The testing, done in a darkened room with only
the officer and an instructor present, is surprisingly realistic.
"I've had seasoned troopers in here that after
two or three of these things, they're like this,"
said Brenner, shaking his hands nervously.
Brenner said most officers score well on
shooting accuracy and judgment, but sometimes
react too slowly — waiting an extra moment to
act.
"Generally, you'll find that a police officer is
slow," Brenner said.
"He's actually placing himself in jeopardy to
make sure he doesn't make a mistake," Brenner
said. "This is detrimental to a lot of police
officers.
The additional training in the. proper use of
firearms was prompted, in part, by an August
1985 incident in which Lexington police officer
Roy Mardis was shot and killed.
Mardis was in a Mercer County field searching
for a murder suspect when shooting started.
Mardis was struck by a bullet fired by a state
police officer who was one of a group surrounding the field.
In addition to the training aid, troopers will
also receive extra classroom instruction on when
to use force and on the "New Orleans Syn-drome," a tendency for officers to begin firing
after another officer fires.

OBITUARIES
Billy Wells
hilly Wells, 47. of Rt.
s, Murray. North 16th
Street Extended, died
Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital. Paducah.
Mr. Wells was
employed by General
Tire and Rubber Co.,
Mayfield.
Born June 30. 1939, in
Calloway County, he
was the son of Ilene
Love Wells and the late
Alfred Wallis Wells.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs.-Barbara AnnWells; four sons. James
Anthony Wells, Atherton, Calif.. Michael Norman Wells, Sacramento, Calif.. Alfred Baron
Wells, serving with ti.S.

The Opening Of His
Office Surgery Suite

Services. for Mrs.
Lillian Modelle Thweatt
Reed are today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbegiec
and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton. The Rev.
Windel Lain and the
Rev. _Roger Joseph are
officiating_
Burial will follow in
Beech Grove Cemetery,

at

657 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, Kentucky
for
Eyelid Surgery
Face-Iift
Skin Tumors
Hcrnd Surgery

.

_ Augmentation
Mammopiasty
(Breast En(argement)

Scar Revisions
Hair Transplant
Foce Peel
Spider Veins
Face Sanding.
Collagen Implant
Ear Correction
Nosal Surgery • Chin Surgery .
-Breast. Lift
Suction Lipectomy

Stock Market
Industrial Average
+2.39
Previous Close
1795.13
Air Products
34 +%
American Telephone
23% -Vs
Briggs & Stratton
331/s -11/s
37% .1/4
Chrysler
CSX Corp
27% +
Dean Foods
32% +%
Dollar Gen. Store
19%B 19%A
Exxon
60 -1/
Ford
55% -1%
34% -%
G.A.F.
73% -1%
General Motors
GenCorp,
68% +ye
Goodrich
39/
/
4
1
4 -1
Goodyear
30 -%

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
Kmart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Coll For Appointment
(502) 442-0158

Navy on USS Missouri
homeported at Long
Beach. Calif.. and Corey
Lamont Wells, Murray.
Also surviving are his
mother. Mrs. Ilene
Wells, Rt. K. Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Vernon
(Norma) Mitchell. St.
Louis. Mo.; one grandson, Jared Wells.
- The funeral will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. John Dale will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 6
p.m. tonight
I Wednesday i.

Mrs. Geneva Dunbar,
49, of Milwaukee, Wis.,
died Monday at 7 p.m. at
Columbia Hospital
there. Her death followed a short illness.
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
Charles R. Dunbar.
/Mrs. Dunbar is survived by one daughter,
Miss Karen Dunbar,
and one son, Stevie Dunbar, both of Milwaukee;
her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd B. Arnold of
Murray.

Lucille Arnold.
Washington, D.C.
Four surviving
brothers are Joe
Russell. Murray.
Harold Arnold.
Milwaukee. Anthony Arnold, Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Ronnie Arnold,
Toledo. Ohio.
The funeral will be
Friday at 1 p.m. at St.
John Missionary Baptist
Church,- Murray.
Burial will follow in a
cemetery at Mayfield.
Visitation will be from
6 to 8 p.m. Thursday at
Four surviving sisters St. John's Church. Murare Marie Wilson and ray. Hamock Funeral
Georgetta Arnold, Home of Paducah is in
Milwaukee, Dianne chargeof
Ivory. Toledo, Ohio,•and . arrangements. _
_

Mrs. Lillian M. Reed

GERALD E. KAKASCIK,
M.D., P.S.C.
Diplomat American Board of Plastic Surgery
announces

Mrs. Geneva Dunbar

133% -1
/
4
52 -1
/
4
21/
1
2B 21%A
521/2 +1/4
61% -1
31% + 1/
8
77 +1%
47 unc
78%
42%
307
/
8
83%
42
47%
14/
1
4

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

Michael A. West

west of Lynn Grove.
,Mrs. Reed, 63. of
Mayfield. died Monday
at 3:45 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She is survived by her
husband, Bill Joe Reed:
two daughters, Mrs,
Glenda Dale Musser
and Mrs. Gena Sue Colley; four sons, Dariel.
Dennis and Danny
Miller and Dave
Thweatt; stepdaughter,
Mrs. Martha English;
two stepsons, Glen and
Billy Reed; three
sisters, Mrs. Verlene
Joseph, Mrs. Lydia
Woods and Mrs. Linda
Wilkerson; five
brothers, Willie B.. Raymond. Hafford. James
Harold and Glen Beane:
20 grandchildren; 10
great-grandchildren.

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24" Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Of

435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum Crypts,
Cemetery Lots and Marker Sale

Final rites for
Michael A. West are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Calvin
Wilkins is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida is organist
and soloist.
Serving as
pallbearers are Ronnie
Bourdeaux, Charles

Johnr Terry Hamm,.
Eric'Ramsey, Fred
Doughty and George
Maxwell.
Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens in McCracken
County.
Mr. West. 44, died
Saturday at 5:26 p.m. at
Brandy Weine Hospital,
Coatesville, Pa.

Singers named as finalists
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
(API — Singers Willie .
Nelson and George
Jones are among
finalists for induction
this year into the Country Music Hall of Fame.
Joining them are the
late humorist Rod
Brasfield, the late
yodeler Elton Britt, the
late humorist Whitey

"The Duke of Paducah"
Ford, the musicalcomedy team Homer
and Jethro and the singing duo the Louvin
Brothers.
The finalists were announced Tuesday at a
news conference at the
hall of fame on
Nashville's Music Rim

Senator gets speeding ticket
NIILINAL KEE
AI' r 25 mph zone in Waupun
— .Sen.•
Prox- on July 7.. has -posted
mire must appear in 'bond of. 867.50.
court next month for
Prax mire. whos
what he says is his first court- alipearance is
speeding ticket in 25 scheduled . for' Aug. II.
years.
said Tuesday he wasn't
The Wisconsin aware he was traveling
Democrat, accused of so fast. -but that's no
traveling at 41 mph in a excuSe."

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only
$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

We are offering the best savings ever on the outside arid inside Chapel crypts
we
Nye left. If you desire aboveground burial at a price about the same as average
ground
burial, now is the time to consider buying.
We are also offering a Special on two spaceiots.
We are also offering a special on markers.
For families who contact us or mail in, the coupon and do not own cemetery property, werwi.Il. provide information concerning the cost of the five major rtems
needed
at the timeof a death. We will also cover mistakes often made. Absolutely, no
obligation to purchase.
We will also provide free wills, one for husband and one ,for wife, plus a booklet
called the Family Emergency Guide. This booklet -is invaluable when . filled
out. It
removes the majority of problems one faces at.trie loss of a.loved one. You 'list all
of your insurance policies and fill out your death certificates. You also list your cemetery
preference, the minister and even the pall bearers_ It tells you how to claim social
security
and veteran's benefits. Also, you list your assets and liabilities and where all important
papers are located. A letter in it states that this was done fo[ loved ones, especially
children. This is good planning and should be done ahead of time. You now have the opportunity to really put your house in order. Why not do for
it
youi family. They deserve having as much done as possible ahead of time and by
you.

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Register to win a
FREE

RCA

igg°
Color Television

The first 1000 subscribers to
apply for Daily Delivery are eligiple
in a drawing to win a FREE 19"
RCA Color TV from Ward-Elkins.

.MAIL THIS COUPON IN TODAY.
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Township built for Chernobyl workers

Effort underway to house evacuees
MOSCOW ( AP
— A new
township is being built south of
the stricken Chernobyl power
station for 10,000 plant workers,
and a giant effort is under way
In the Ukraine to house evacuees
from the nuclear disaster, the
newspaper Pravda said today.
The report in the communist
Party daily indicated that most
of the 100,000 people evacuated
from an 18-mile radius Of the
plant after the April 26 reactor

Organ transplants
In number of operations
8 000
III Livers
Hearts
Kidneys
6 000

II

explosion and fire will not return
home.
Twenty-eight people died in
the accident and its aftermath.
the Soviets have said.
Pravda noted, however, that
two villages west of the plant in
the evacuated zone were
reinhabited last week after it
was determined that radiation
posed no danger there and the
settlements had been decontaminated by the military.
Decisions about whether to
return other evacuees to their
homes, including to the city of
Chernobyl about 10 miles from
the plant, have yet to be made,
Pravda said.
In a separate report from
southern Byelorussia. Pravda
quoted a local civil defense official identified only as I. Burov
as saying that radiation levels
are still above normal in Bragin,

OKAY CAPTAIN TUTOR
WNERE DO WE START?
-
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PON T CALL ME CAPTAIN
WHERE DO WE START'
TUTOR..MY NAME
a WHAT DO YOU THINK
15 MAYNARD
- YOUR WORST SUBJECT IS ?
i
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a town 26 miles north and
slightly east of the plant.
The report indicated that the
radiation cloud from the ruined
.!:••
reactor was carried direct
ly
41r--__.... 4.::,
north after the accident, and had
less effect on areas to the
OK.., FOR MY FIR6T
west
WOW! I DONT
and south of Chernobyl's ruined
DIVE ,
DO MY
TI-IINK ANYDOIN Wk.S
No. 4 reactor.
TRIPLE DOUetE GAINER
EVER DOME A
5CMERrackULT- LAYOUTPravda said the new settleDIVE_ LIKE TI-tAT
WI1i4 P, HALF 'TWIST
ment for plant workers, to
be
called Zelyeny Mys (Gree
n
Cape t. would be on the banks
of
the Kiev water reservoir about
26 miles south of the
plant.
Pravda said it would house
10,000- construction and opera
tions personnel. It was not clear
from the Pravda account
how
many of those who worked at the YOU'RE RIGHT,GARFiELP.
EVERY
I AA SURE IT'S JOST A MISPRINT.
T.
plant before the disaster would
PAY THIS WEEK IS MONPAY9 IT DOESN'T MEAN
ANYTHING
be working there once its No-.
1 and No. 2 reactors come back
on
line, which is planned by
October.
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Fast-food farms

„FOUNDED 300 YEARS ,i60 BY
AN EARLY PHANTOM,,LISING
PIRATE 84ND(THAT'S
ANOTHER STORY
.
).
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Back To
School With

PRESIDED OVER By A
COMMANDER M9NE HAS
EVER SEEN OR KNOWN—,

JINGLE PATROL,- AN ELITE
Fevre POLICING A THOUSAND'MILE %4DER OF TEN NATIONS,,,

Good reasons to
roll-over your money
to Republic:

1NOMENSVVEAR
Basic 5-Pocket Levi's Jeans

"411111.11ige;04;
,

5.00
Will Hold
Your
Layaway

Reg. 34.00

'ttN

Basic 5-pocket Levi's"'jeans with
a special Back-To-School price of
only 17.99. Always fashionable.
comfortable & durable with that
famous Levi's' fit. Junior & Misses
sizes.

Register to Win a remote
control Video Cassette
Recorder, "VCR". One
VCR to be given away
for each of our 34
stores. That makes
34 VCR's given away
r'*

r•—•
'1

-

Q9Qq,-- Er

1 year
certificate

VHS
-

7.00°/0

cn%
3 year
certificate "

• Rate is guaranteed for,Full Term
you
choose the term
1 year or 3 years
• Minimum Balance $5,000
• Federally Insured up to $100,000 by
the
'Federal SAvings and Loan Insurance
Corporation

••

"
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1141111
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Levi's® and Behr's VCR
Giveaway!!

I
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•• O.

neEe •.:::
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Free!

Paducah. Kentucky 42001

Just visit the Behr's store nearest you. & fill out the
registration slip to Win. this Free VCR. 34 Winners"."
*NO Purchase Necessary to Win!
"Must Be 18 Years OF Age To Register.

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

Murray. Kentucky 42071

(502) 442-9171

(502) 759-1630

Benton, Kentucky 42025

LaCenter. Keritucky 42056

,(502) 527-3193

(502) 665-5165

•Rates subject
to change
Substantial Penalty for *arty
withdrawals We reserve the right
to limit deposits to amounts less
than 8100.000
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, i9Ar,

CLASSIFIEDS
Legal

1

AS of July 23. 19R6. I am
no longer responsible
for any debts other than
my own Mason Crass
2

111191111
.
111NMINIOnwinew

Notice

Allison
Photography
has moved to
new location
607 S. 4th
Street
753-8809

2

Nut

, ,e

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

2

Notice

KOUNTRY
KURL
School Special
Wolff Bed
150 mjn. 16.50
GET 1 FREE
300 min. $34.99
GET 2 FREE
600 min. $64.99
GET 3 FREE
753-1701

6. Help

Wanted

AIRLINE jobs $17.8o0 to
$68.500 year, now hirCall J-ob Line
ing
1-518-459-3535 E4t. A-827
For info. 291-IRS.
CHRISTIAN babysitter
needed part time for
kindergarten child for
half-day. 7:15-12:00.
starting Aug. 18th.
Some light housekeeping. %lust have own
transportation. References required If
interested call 753-1490
CONSTRUCTION.
drivers. methane's.
welders, electricians.
s.
carpenters,
needed immediately.
Also airline jobs. Will
train some positions
'slip' to Sf1000 month
TransContinental Job
Search I 3081 3S2-3700
tee.
,DENTAL assistant. No
experience necessary.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F. Murray.

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
6. Help Wanted
NEED weekend care
giver, Friday p.m.
throug% Sunday p.m.
Some lifting involved.
Pay $90. Call 753-0251.
PHARMACY Technician.
Full time position
available for mature, responsible individual.
Prior experience necessary. Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-R. Murray. Ky.

24. Miscellaneous
4- FOI. R wheel drive
truck tires. $500. Call
753-0747.
ALMOST new regular
size bed spreads, pillow
shams and curtains in
light green. Call 759-1048.
DROWN leather ready
lift chair, reclines and
has hand belt operation.
approx 5 mo old, like new.
$600 or best offer. Call
489-3296.

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent

WE have a few new
push mowers left at
bargain prices includ
mg the new Hi Wheel
Push! Stokes Tractor
753 1319 Industrial Rd.
WE have good clean 55
gal drums, $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
753 4533.

MUR•Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-9984.
NICE 2 BR apt., central
heat & air. No pets. Call
492-8634.
1' dr 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
ONE bedroom Duplex
Apartment. near downtown. $140 per month. One
year lease. Deposit. No
pets. Call 753-3913.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
q ,u a 1 ,H o u s
g
Opportunity.
TI-IREE room furnished
Apartment in Murray.
Water paid. Air conditioned. Call 1-395-5285.
TWO. bedrooms, redecorated throughout,
garage. utility, stove.
refrigerator. Married
couples only. No pets.
Deposit. References.
Call 492-8594. See at 415
So. 11th.
WANTED: Female
roommate to share
furnished house. Reasonable expenses. References required. , Call
759-4011.

25. Business Services

38. Pets-Supplies
BIRD dogs. Brittanys.
Setters, Pointers. Puppies started and
finished. 100 dogs on
hand. Green Acre Kennels, Mt. Sterling 600498-0612.
41. Public Sales
AUCTION: Santa Gertrudis cattle. Prizes.
food, demonstrations.
family fun. July 26
Bowling Green, Ky.
Western Kentucky Exposition Center_ Information 15021
358-4820.

14 Brand Buildings. Inc.
CARPET, 8810 1 2. Metal Pole buildings
finished edge, foam and pre-engineered
BARRETT s service
back, multi color slate steel structures for
duty
Center ha,
blue, never been used. farm, residential and
Monnie shoes- !.
commercial needs.
Call 753-6197.
It \Kill:TT S S•cr, e
200 N 4th
Center has economy
bEEP freeze. 14.8 cubic Contact Keith 606-744Ky 753-6001
ft., $175. Garden plow 8967
PAM:
, Cake Hut- a hen mufflers for $21 95 in212. $100. Call 753-6459.
stalled 200 N 4th St..
you need a caliv tor all
Hwy. 641 S.
reason call Pam s Cake Murray Ky 753-6001
FLASHING arrow 26.TV
Radio
2
miles north of
plotsCEMETERY
cake
signs- from $285! • Non
for Hirt Their
4
3 Card of Thanks
arrow models lighting FISHER 19" color T.V.
sale at Murray Memo- always fluffy a: :‘..
Hazel.
with stereo. 2 months
optional • from $195
rial Gardens Call any- and iced with a bill:, •
Fri. 8-5
old. Call after 5p.m.
cream icing made tr •
Letters included
time 753-11471
We wish to thank
762-6105.
Sat,
8-1
decsr,.
Warranty. Order today.
THE Gold Nugget uest scratch Their
the people in MurReliable signs 1-800-531ing is superb Best 10
Self propelled lawn
side of syAare
5314.
their prices ala. great
ray and Calloway
Mayfield. Ky
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
mower, electric
Diamonds, hlaik hills So give us a call We
FOR sale- used furniCounty for the
dryer,
12850
shop &
CENTRAII
I,
glad
inbe
ture. Call 753-1412.
gold. iikt gold chains. promise
cards, calls and
sulated, pinning, more.
you dtit 759• 4 192 ot
you need a job and
-We sell tor less'
carpenter tools,
Excellent condition.
• .n4s
hope for the future? We
guarantee it • .limmV 437-4453
prayers received
GRASS is growing &
misc.
Reduced. Call 354-6717.
have
now
5
openings
Thomson Jeweler
Will
continue
to
grow
during the illness of
12860, 2 BR, in Fox
that include training
this summer! Swap for
Ralph Bogard.
and placement. You
a new wheel horse now. Meadows, excellent
MEDICARE
For
your may qualify if you don't
all
GOING OUT OF
Prices will never be condition. Moving must
41
,
have a GED or High
SUPPLEMENT
lower! Instant credit! sell. Call 759-9890 or
trucking needs you
BUSINESS SALE
School diploma and
90 days same as cash! 753-5944.
INSURANCE
can call Ralph at
have been out of school
1281.0, 2 BR mobile
Thweatt's Service
Stokes Tractor, Indust
No age limit
9 months or more and
home with 6 lots, in Ky.
753-2446.
rial Rd. 753 1319.
Station
to apply.
are between ages of 16 &
Lake Developement.
IT'S not to early to think
22. Call us at JTPA
7 miles north of
Phone 436-2532.
Our most popular
about your chain :saw
Fri. & Sat.
5 Lost and Found
753-9378 Monday-Friday
1975, 12865, ARBOR. 34. Houses for Rent
plan pays up to
needs for 'fall wood
Murray on 1824.
8a.m.-1p.m.
8:00-?
mobile
LOST
old
month
9
home,
excellent
tutting! ;See us at
100. of Medicare
3 BR brick home. Call
Selling tires at
condition, new carpet,
Basset Hound, brown. EASY ASSEMBLY
King Richard Dr.
Stokes Tractor,' Ilidust
Approved charges
759-15(13.
washer and dryer. Call
has collar with tag, WORK! $714.00 per 100. 9. Situation Wanted
cost. Discount on
rial Rd. 753 1319.
in the back part
3 BR house at Pan(many policies pay
name is "Pochie". Lost Guaranteed payment.
759-9430 after 5 pm.
golf carts, trailers,
arama Shores, $230 per
of Sherwood
only 20°0. We
Sat night. S. 10th St. No sales. Details-- send CARPENTER wants
1982
14870. 2 large
LARGE, large, large
month. Call 443-9960
area. Call 753-6054 or stamped envelope: work. Call Rick Brunner
lamps,
bedrooms, 2 full 'baths,
wicker,
even pay on office
Forest.
selection
of
storage
after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
Elan- 332, 3418 En- 436-2922. Reasonable
759-4141
calls and other out
buildings in stock for large kitchen and living 9- BR, 2 bath. $250 a 10 family involved and 4
plaster figurines,
LOST. female Calico terprise. Ft. Pierce. Fl. rates. References. Prices immediate
room. newly decorated.
delivery.
of hospital exmonth unfurnished, $325 that are moving
given for framing or trim.
33482.
tools,
yellow
cat gray
radio
Acree Portable Call 489-2813.
furnished, plus deposit.
MAINTENANC
E
penses. For free inE
XPERIENCED
•Inn
‘1,cmwhite.- Eagle •
1985
14870
Bucaneer.
2
speakers
Buildings,
Mayfield.
No indoor pets. Availaity• No claws on front tobacco cutters to begin foreman, 10 yr exp.. in Ky.
formation call:
BR, 2 full baths,
502-247 7831.
ble August. 247-3765.
Everything in store.
feet White •-underbody. Wed 23rd. Call- 492-8411 industrial maintenance,
Jacuzzi. dishwasher
Jerry McConnell
recent recipient of Ass. MED. green lined drapes central air, tiedowns, 5 ROOM house, 313
Tan spot on right after noon.
Insurance
Closing
nostril. If found please FEDERAL, state and Deg in electronics with fore patio door Also, double insulated, low Woodlawn. Avail.
753-4199
call _John or Vicky at civil jots now available GPA of 3.31. Responsi- matching drapes • for utilities, all gas. Want August lst. No pets. $2,50
August 5, 1986
"free local
752 1•19 stork or 901-495- in your area. $16.400 to ble, stable, mature short window. Green payoff. Call 527-8740
a month, $200 deposit.
$67.89-0. Immediate family, man, with carpet 12816. Call SEVERAL 10' & 12' $200 deposit. 753 2758.
claim service"
Thurs. & Fri
436
5503.
honorable
discharge:
openings. For updated
mobile homes. Ideal for 5 ROOM house, bath
vet.
vietnam
8-?
seeks
emMOVING
sale. House lake or rental, furnished utility. City water. Re
job list call 615-383-2627.
ployment with good full of furniture, electric
Ext. J500. Fee required.
or
aofurnished.
ferences.
Responsible
AC.
S. 12th
401
FULL time Secretarial .- company. Send' in- keyboard, 3 boats, Negotiable. 753-5209.
Male Alaskan
couples. No pets. Near
formation
P.O.
Box
to
Furniture, vacuum
stereos, school ring.
position- typing, filing. •
Murray. References
Malamute
' almost new wedding 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
°nice procedures a 1040-L. Murray. Ky.
$185. 753 7551.children &
cleaner,
with
WILL
elderly
sit
or
rings. 753-64387
must, short hand a plus.
from Kirksey
2 OR 3 BR. furnished or AVAILABLE 8/1. large 2
clothing
and
Send __recurnP to_ RD. convalescent in home or
adult
unfurnished. some new story,. 10 room!? bath
hospital, dayi- & nights
area.
Box 596. Murray., Ky.
NEW residential wood furniture. natural gas- older home. Fully car
items.
other
and
babysit
'will
chilraised panel overhead electric, air con- peted, central heat and
HELP wanted. Ladies it
Reward
you like people &money dren in my home.. door, 1687 at $289. Good ditioned. Shady Oaks air, 1 fireplace,
Offered.
you will like this job. References. 759-4697.
used wood residential 753-5209.
washer/dryer, double
Work your own hours. WILL sit with elderly
overhead door, 8x7 at NICE 2 BR trailer, near oven range, refrigerator,
Call Chuck
Free training. No in- nights. Call days 437-4580 $50. New heavy duty Murray. No pets.
Call dishwasher - disposal,
vestment. After 6p.m. or after 5- PM 753-4590. commercial -wood 489-2611.
753-8850 or
fenced in backyard with
Good references._
753-737-7..
overhead door, 8x8 at
patio and playset. in
489-2344
$289.
New commercial
HOL SEKEEPER 10. Business Opportunity
Sat. July 26th
Murray. References. No
30
Business
Rentals
needed 2 or 3 days a
fiberglass overhead
7.a.m.-4 p.m.
pets. $350 month plus deSUNBEDS.
1000
Wolffdoor
1288 at $500. New
Help Wanted
week. Must be de6
Behind Dees Bank
psoti. 753-7346 or 492.8145.
Sunal
clearance
sale
by
commercial aluminum
pendable & assume all
CREEKVIEW
EXECUTIVE. style Hal'
'olio -Go\ ERNMENT
h ousehold re- Manufacturer. Make storefront entrance
Lots
johslist.
house in nice neighbor
of
womens
offer.
Big
SELF
money
in . with _387 door at $300
sponsibilities. For inS16.040-559.230 yr. Now
hood, close to Univers- clothes. size 7-14. little
terview - call 753:5141 suntanning. Complete We can arrange in
STORAGE
Hiring Call sii.5.687.6000
ity. $495. Call 753 4109, girls size 2-6, little girls
start-up kit inlcuded. stallation for any of
after 7p.m.
Ext. R-7777.
762 6650 or 436 2844.
shoes 6-11 including
Hwy. 641 N.
The Murray Board of Education will
Commercial & re- these. 365 7940 days.
IMMEDIATE
opening.
3000 GOVERNMENT
EXTIZA nice large 4
Nike's, women's shoes.
sidential. Tanning 522 7739 evenings &
24 Hr. private entrance
accept bid proposals for Automotive.
station
watt
100.000
FM
jobslist.
bedroom house, to re
lamps 8r lotions. 1-800- weekends. Malcolm
pet cages, other misc.
is
account
seeking
ex.
753-6734
CoMpi•ehensive Automobile Fleet
516.040-$59,230 yr Now
sponsible family. Ap
228-6292.
•
items. Cancelled in case
ecutive for Murray
Figert.
Hiring Call 505-6a7-6000
Coverage for the insurance year beginCADIZ, Ky. 3 miles to POOL table, cue sticks & FOR rent- elean-up pliances, no pets, re
Mayfield
Benton
8z
of rain.
Ext. R-7777
ferences.
753
7457.
Call
•
areas. full-time. Sales Lake Barkley. Fast food
ning August 25, 1986.
S110 00 PER Hundred experience preferred. restaurant. Dairy Bar. balls. Nights & weekend shop on Story Ave. next FEMALE wanted to
436 2623.
to Boones Laundry. $200
remailing
paid
for
letshare nice fully furnished,
Psadio
Bids will be opened publicly on
rj
sales a_plus. Hwy. 68. Hill top at
as_is..753,3018_
ters -frorn---hanTr--Sent1 For confidential inter- caution light. 502.522Nouse located near -Uri
PROTEef your in
OFFICE-space in
Thursday, August 14, 1986, at 12:00
sett -addressed. stam- view phone 502-886-1100 7574vestment put a rubber Southsides Shopping iversity Inn. Call after
ped envelope for in- Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m.. ESTABLISHED needle
noon at the Board Office Building.
pm_ 7534101.
bed mat in your new Center. Call 753-4509
formation
applica- ask for sales manager. work business_i_gr_ sale
pick up truck. Stokes 753-6612.
FOR rent- you live in
Poplar at Ninth Streets, Murray,
Associates. Box EOE.
tion
Tractor 753-1319.
Serious inquiries only
house make payment
Kentucky.
95-B. Roselle, NJ 07203.
for 1/2 ownership. Why
SEARS Cyclone fence
LICENSED life and phone 753-8373 between
CAREER opportunity: health agents. Career 10a.m. & 5p.m.
COMMERCIAL
approximately 200 ft
rent. 753.0430.
_Spectfications.may.... rece.ived at the
tiarnp.ny looking position, financial hety -P0ft- sale try-owner-- --with gate. Couch. G.E
NICE 2 BR, 2 bath, near
BUILDING
Board Office Building at 9th and Poplar
for career minded in- while training. Vested Restaurant/ Mofel. in
electric stove, good
Thurs. & Fri.
hospital. For mature
dividuals to train. 50'. renewals. Major Medi- 'good location. Call 15021
Beautiful decorated
Streets.
conditio
Chest of
adult. No pets. Re
Profit, 20', manage- cal. Ulife. medsup, and 835-2060 after 4p.m
Hwy. 80 betOn
drawers. 75
10.
ferences. $275. Call 753
building, fully
ment 30 hours training. nursing home policies.
Robert G. Jeffrey
SMITH
after 2p.m.
ona
6429
portable
old & new
ween
Small investment. Call 1-800-255-2255 ext. 14. Want to Buy
carpeted, walls
el Inc typewriter,
Superintendent
.5112.726-2954 Call for 4277.
Hardin Fruit
641
at
For
Rent or Lease
36.
carpeted & mirror
SASSAFRASS logs or built in keyboard cor
interview
LONG distance truckrections,
return
power
Market.
TRAILER
space for
trees. 8' and up; 16" and
lined 30x90.
ing. northAmerican
rent 6 miles east of
bigger. High quality. pica type, excellent
Available
Van Lines needs
now.
condition.
Call
753
1602.
Murray.
Call 753-4549 or
Will pay cash. Box 99
owner.operators! If
STOP by & see the new
753-6612.
Bardwell, Ky. (502
Reasonable rent,
you need training, we
43
Real Estate
fall
tiller
your
BCS
for
628-3545.
College Campus.
will train you You will
37. Livestock-Supplies
tilling. Stokes tractor
KOPPER'.
D Realty
operate your own trac- 16. Home Furnishings
Industrial Rd. 753 1319.
SIMMENTAL and offers a complete range
Call 753-2967.
tor. If you don't have
Answer to
Simbrah bulls. Per- of .Real Estate services
one. northAmerican of- ROUND antique pedes- SUMMER "hot" sale'
ACROSS
39 Los Angeles
Previous Puzzle
Flashing arrow signs
f or man ce & semen with a wide selection of
fers a tractor purchase tal table and chairs;
abbr.
tested. Excellent qua]. quality home in the city
T -A
Sil program that can put mellon color velvet $269 complete! Were 32.Apts for Rent
40 Conducted
1 Specific
you in a new tractor for chaise lounge; 2 end $499. Lighted, non
42 Obscure
range of
1 BR furnished apt., ity. $650 & up. Cadiz: '& in the county. All
AN
I N D
R 1E
E M
price-ranges. Phone
$2500 down. If you are 21 tables and one coffe arrow $259! Nonlighted near hospital, $145. No Ky. 522-8794
_wavelengths
44 Small sink
i53-1222 for courteous,
LEVEL
NJ.- )
NO TA
or over and think-- you table, french with $229! Free box letters! pets please. Call 7535 Frame of
46 Latin
38 Pets-Supplies
competent Real Estate
D Ri
AERO
AB
may qualify, we'd like marble tops. Call 753- Warranty. Can see 3949.
mind
conjunction
service We make buylocally. Factory: (502)._
to send you a complete 7388 after 4:30p.m.
48 Audacity
upstairs, fur- AKCGerman ing & selling Real
FT
AT T
ST S
, • 9 Brim
Shepherds, adult and
OM
information package. WHIRLP - OOL 842 3332, collect
50 Refuse
12 Sandarac nished
apt.
$170
per
A
EE L
L A ME
py-p pjele....1Trelr.lytr?'"'FAI41141P
Call any, weekday-. Toll MICROWAVE owns as
53.0vd.injury ..
tree
month.
- , ii,
furlow as $4 per week: 25'
training with LAKE WAY Shores
edience
free
1-800-348-2191
Ask
13-Ey• - - ,--- -- --- -64- Female-deer--. --L-1-4-1-•
nished
Close
to
cam_
C
.
_purchase of ARC area, Hwy 2110. Lake
Ma_grfavbx
p us,--No
--amorous*
55 Made-from- -- ----ZIT
R
E A
Cri,
Australian cattle dogs. -0.1tryr.
-TM tiouse:--MUR AY firm taking low- is $7 p,r
sIren ,53-5980.
14 Washington
57 Stage
94 U-IJ
FA4 A
189.4300 616;3894066.
applications for sales W1'iIrlp001 automatic
bill
whispers
2 BR apt , 2 baths, ao a rim'g avairstrt P
LAKEWAY Shores.
E G 10
Call 436-2858.
position. Salary plus washer as low as $6 per
15 Esteem
61 Defeated
central heat & air
commission. Apply in week; Whirlpool reT
17 Prefix for
/M
1
IE N
amendment
water furnished. No bOG boarding. Ob- lake view cottage, 2 BR.
At
Rates
As
Low
As
615-331-6066
person between frigerator as low as $8
down
62 Gentle
pets please. Call 753- edience training. ARC $21.000.
.1
A
1
ILO M A
T 0
9a.m.-5p.m. at 843 S. per week. Goodyear
German Shepherds.
18 Goddess of
64 Ibsen
3949.
month,
45
for Sale
Farms
Ilk! T E R
S S
DE
12th suite 10, Southside 753-0595.
discord
character
2 BR duplex, appliances ARC Australian Cattle
Bennett
&
Manor
Shopping
dogs.
936-2858.
some
Approx
ACRES.
30
19 Proceeds
65 Deposit
furnished. Quiet, nice
19 Farm Equipment
Center.
Associates
WRITE. small Pekinese timber, mostly tillable. 7
66 Oceans
21 Giver of gift
neighborhood.
No
pets.
305 N 4th
within
miles north of Murray.
NEEDED now! Truck 4-WHEEL trailer, exeffort
67 Stalk
23 Sparingly
Central heat & air. dog, male. Best offer
753-7213
Murray
Call 753-2861
11 Equal
drivers. Clear record tremely heavy duty
753-358A
5 Pattern
27 Exist
759-4406,
16 Bellowed
with 3 years flatbed Call 436-2879.
6 King of
DOWN
28 Exterior
trailer experienced re- POLE Buildings- 24'840'
20 Crafty
Bashan
29 Affirmative
quired. New equiprfient- completely erected $3.
22 River in
7 Ancient
1 Crossbar
31 Obstruct
benefjts. For informa- 750, entrance door and
Siberia
8 Act
34 Hebrew
2 Land
23 Young horse tion call Ken. Day 12',04' end slider in9 Granted use
month
measure
slang 1-800-462-8361.
24
of
35 Lair
3 Scold
cluded. Other size NEED help cutting available.
10 Toward and
25 Guido's low
4 Hauled with
37 Scottish cap
note
tobacco starting Wed. Builders. Inc. l-800-42.
10 11
9
8
6
3
7
5
4
2
1
August 23rd Call 492- 4009 KY I-R00-792-34926 Still
8790.
30 Swords
IN.
14
32 Landed
12
RESPONSIALE person POLE builders, far
33 Indefinite
to watch 3 preschoolers, mers. -contractors
13UUU
number
near Build with 1)-Rill metal
17
16•
36 Insect egg - campus, appi o irlIotety roofing and siding froin
'UU
38 Small
20 hours per week.. Call Davis Metal Sales. Inil
19
21 22
European
753 7351 10a
..
m 5p.m
formation --free
swallows
Referencestrequired.
brochure. 1-800-442-0135.
Overcome
41
RN or LPN position is 1-1100-222-7003
27•
43 Encountered available for 11 to 7
31
45 Yes, in Spain shift. Employee would 20 Sports Equipment
29•
47 Tantalum
be scheduled Monday CAMOI FLAGE army
38
39
symb01
through Friday with pants. '.100 cotton. for
49 ProteCtive
every Weekend off
warm weather wear.
ditches
Excellent salary & be
Jerry's Sporting Goods. _.
Poems
50
-Wits. Apply in person Mayfield. Ky. 247-4704
ill
Ell
il
Golf cry..at.ca
52
1 oe
arw
e ionn,
or Cu
non' Mayfield, LARGE tent Winchester - Win
-xffotgun .
.
Enemy
56
SPOUSE A.B..USE Leaf mulcher.• Sears
58 Speck
PROGRAM is in need' of mower trailer Taylor
59 Bef(re
.1 female staff -persons burner -plus driver: Pelz
60 Everybody 9 who- are willing
to work putter. 753-7410.
uncle
directly with victims & SILK screening at
63 Note of scale to provide up to
24 hr
Faye's• T's, sweats.
support Call SPOUSE caps. .polos.
, uniforms.
ABUSE HOTLINE 759
pickets. 514 Main. 7534050.
7743
"RUCK drivers! Drive
with pride! Excellent
equiPment and benefits.
Apply Poole Truck
Line, Cresline Dr.,
Henderson, KY. or 1408
Lebanon Rd., Nashville,
TN. EOE.
WANTED: guitar
player fgr top 40 ,rock
band. Experience
necessary. Call 901 642
3559 days, 901 642 6060
nights.
WE are presently seek
ing t qualified applicants
for an accounting posi
lion. Applicant must
have a BS in either
Business Administra
tion or Accounting and a
minimum of 3 years
working experience, in
related field. We offer
an excellent compensa
lion package which
includes salary and our
fringe benefit package.
Send resume to:
Paschall Truck Lines,
Inc., Route 4, Murray,
KY 42071 Attn.• Linda
Waugh.

Moving Sale

MOVING
SALE

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

MISSING

Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is now scheduling
for Robertson Kindergarten. If
your child needs transportation for morning or afternoon
kindergarten call Sue Morris at
the Transit Office 753-9725
for information.

YARD SALE

REQUEST FOR BIDS

Giant
Yard Sale
5 Family

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-,

I

GIL.P'ETE'N

IN

_

_4,4..:..._

i

T:

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced-

$21 a

UUU
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illUU dUil ill
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id

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.

. ,Apply in person at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071

Folks!
You should shop and compare on
Pioneer Car Stereos and speakers
unless you
want someone
to laugh all the
way to the bank
with your money.
The "World of Sound
Is The Oldest
And Only Store
With An Expert
Service Man.
Super Sayings On Pionee

World of Sourid
222 So 12th
753-5865

•••-

CLASSIFIEDS
45. Farms for Sale

46. Homes for Sale

81 ACRE farmwith
house, 2 tobacco barns,
smoke house, garage,
open animal shelter,
stream, woods. Has 1.8
acre tobacco base. 50
acres presently in corn.
Immediate possession.
Call 502-458-0852 or
write P.G. Bryant, 2100
Edgeland Ave.,
Louisville, Ky. 40204.

REDUCED for quick
sale- 2 bedroom brick
house, newly decorated.
629 S. 4th St. Priced in
the low 30's. Call 7536612 or 753-5200.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
2 bath, brick home on 15
acres, 8 miles east of
Murray. $84,500. Phone
436-5574.

49.

Used Cars
GOODLOOKING 1977
Thunderbird, red with
white pin stripe, white
interior. True-spoke
wheels. Call 489-2462.

50. Used

Trucks
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53. t
r
ervices Offered
53. Services Offered
FENCE sales at Sears
JOINER'S complete
now. Call Sears 753.2310
tree service, 32 yrs
for free estiniate for
experience
Also,
your needs
stumps mechanically
GENERAL HOME remove
d 10" below
REPAIR. 15 years ex- surface.
Call 753 0366.
perience Carpentry.
LEE'S
CARPET
concrete. . plumbing,
roofing. siding NO JOB CLEANING. For all
TO SMALL. Free es- your carpet & upholst
timates. Days 753-6973. ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
niets 474-2276.
Satisfied references
GENERAL Building
Repair. 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting. indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs No job
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutWe Specialize in
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
•Never rust plastic
Sears 753-2310 for free
wells.
estimate
'Install.water lines &
HAMILTON Cultured
water Systems
Marble. tops- sinks.
panels, custom made
Royster &McAlpin
vanities Free Est. 7539-100
Well Drilling

53

Services Offered
Irrigation Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenna, Tn
Call Collect
901 362 3671 or
901-362 5704
Frets Estimates

53. Services Offered
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
Work completely
dry
guaranteed. Call or
write , Morgan Con
structiop Co -Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.

53. Services Offered

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Fro* Estimates
Phone 436-2562
753-0769
Experienced

53

Services Offered

WILL CIO bushhogging
and order gardens Call
753 8590.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, air cond ,
painting, carpentry &
roofing. Also, haul stuff
& clean up Free est.
753-9600.

1973 CHEVROLET
pickup, 307 automatic,
ps, new paint & new
Interior. Good condi47.Motorcycles
tion. $2450. 753-8124.
1. REDUCED to $10,000.00 with owner finance at
1984 YAMAHA 3 1075 CHEVROLET
46 Homes for Sale
29. Expand that lot-on above mentioned
property
no interest! Double wide mobile home on beautiful
wheeler, excellent con- Silverado pickup, extra
with the purchase of the lot next door. All city
shaded lot. An exceptional beginning for the young
2 LIR house with separ- dition, low mileage. Call clean, 1 owner. Call
utilities.
Multi
use!
$15,000.0
436-2427.
0.
couple.
ate efficiency apt. at 403 753-7413.
S. 8th, both partly 1986 HONDA 250R 3- 1975 CHEVROLET
furnished. Rental in- wheeler, like new. Call pickup truck, 6 cyl. step
2. Quality built home in excellent condition. Heat
side bed. good condition.
30. 66 acres with 40 acres tendable and rented.
come. $245. Absentee after 4p.m. 753-5624.
pump, range, refrigerator, dishwasher, fireplace
owner says sell at SHARP, 1985 Honda $1800 or best offer. Call
Large pond stocked with fish.Less than ki mile to
with
heatolat
or,
and
many,
many
more features.
bargain price, $16.500. Rebel. Call 753-8850 or 492-8775.
main lake. $39,500.00.
Owner would consider lease-optton Offers
1977 CHEVY 4x4; short
Call BOndurant 'Realty 489-2344, ask for Chuck.
welcome
.
$69,900.0
0.
wheel base Silverado
753-3460.
31. Nine room home wired for two apartments
truck. $2950 as is. Stop
2 LARGE bedrooms, 4 9 . Used Cars
New roof Lri 1984. Gas heat, drapes, carpet, in ciLarge
3.
mobile
by
home
and
five
on
make
lots
offer,
near
the
801
lake.
new carpet, re - 1967 GTO, new paint,
ty.
*29.000.00.
S.
17th
Carpet,
St.
range,
refrigera
tor,
wood
stove
and other
.decorated. 403 S. 10th rebuilt original. 400 big
furnishings. All this for only $14,-000.00.
St. Call 759-4620. Moving block. 602 Main, 1985 4 WHEEL drive
32: Owner wants to sell! Seven room home with
Chevrolet Scottsdale.
must sell. ,
753-7307.
•
cane/ at back door. Central heat and air. Beautiful
Call 753-0747. Best offer.
4. Just listed! Eight room home near schools,
1971 NOLKSWAGON
901-364-3476
kitchen; all tastefully decorated; large glass or
1986 FORD Ranger,
church,
shopping
and
hospital.
Central
Super
gas
heat,
Beetle,
39.500. THREE bedvery good 5000
screen porch overlooking lake. $32,500.00.
miles, sharp. 602
fireplac
drapes,
e,
Conditio
range,
dishwash
n. Call after
room brick with carer. Must be
Main. Call 753-7307.
seen to appreciate. *35,900.00.
port. Two bath, 1 112 4p.m. 753-5624.
ODD lob specialist,
'71
DODGE
33. Eight room home in quiet neighborhood Two
van.
318
acre lot, garden, fruit 1973 750 TRIUMPH
ceiling fans, electrical,
baths; fireplace; carpet; range. Good home for
trees, outside storage. 3 Bonneville. Call be- motor. 4 barrel car5. Owner transferred and property must sell!
plumbing
,
fencing. You
growing family. $32,500.00.
miles from town. 121 tween 7:30a.m.-4p.m. buretor. 3 speed, $700.
Seven
rooms
and
two
baths
name
on
fifteen
it,
wooded
I do it. You
Installing
city
South on right. Look for Carroll Volkswagen 753- '73 LTD. 400 motor,
acres. Appliances. Garage. $49,000.00.
buy, I install. You
good fishing car. $300
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 8850, ask for Marty.
sewer,
34. 45 acres with owner financing for only
water
lines
break,
I fix Call 436
firm.
See
at
309
Apt-E,
Realtors sign or call 1973 PONTIAC Bon$16,000.00. Good property for cattle farm. Nice
2868 evenings.
6. Always wanted a home with a pool? This is it!
&
septic
tanks.
corner
All
of
S.
5th
&
Elm.
James Hart at 753-1492.
neville, 82,000 miles.
building sites on land.
PAINTER will do spray
Six room home in-good condition with 18' x 33' pool.
'72 BLAZER, $2000. Call
types
backhoe
3 BEDROOM house easf Call 753-5233 after 6p.m.
painting, brush or roll
753-0834.
Pool
surround
ed
by
nice
deck
and fence. T.V. dish,
of Murray. Owner 1974 LTD Ford. Call
work.
35. Lease/option or offers considered on this newly
Reasonable Call 753
WEST Ky. Allied Serrange, refrigerator. $33,000.00.
transferred. Must sell. 753-2691.
7701
decorated two bedroom frame with large garageor
753
4565
vice
Inc.
has for sale of
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960 1977 PONTIAC
Grand 1977 Ford Econoli
worlishop. Lot 235' feet deep. In city. *30.000.00.
ne
7. New listing! Well-kept brick home west of Murafter 6p.m.
30 Years Experience
Prix. fully equipped. Van. The
van has been
ray.
Applianc
es,
carpet,
ALUM
T.V.A.
INUM
standard
insulaCall 762-6105 after 5p.m.
painted last year, inside HOUSE building
36. Large wooded lot in nice subdivision is the settion, outside storage. 535,000.00.
, re
3 BR. 2 bath, ' central 1978 CUTLASS Supreme & out,
SERVICE CO.
a rebuilt engine modeling, storag
ting for the four bedroom, three bath home for only
e
heat & air, brick house Brougham, Am/FM and
Aluminum and vinyl
transmission with buildings, drivewa
$67,900.00. Central gas heat, woodstove at
8. Four bedroom,24 bath, brick on beautiful shady
on a well shaded 3/4 stereo, air. tilt. $1800. approxi
siding. Custom trim
mately 50,000 sealing. For all
fireplace, range, dishwasher, carpet.
your
acre lot. Close to North Call 753-0567
ed lot. Heat pump, appliances, deck with gas grill,
miles on them. The var building
work. Roforoncos.
& home repairs
Elementary $43,000_ 1979 GRAND Prix,
fireplac
e,
new
roof.
A
lovely
V-8 has 124,641 miles on it, call
family home.
Call Will Ed Bailey
Duncan's Con
Call 753-7870 for an with air. 1 owner. Good good
37. Approximately 1/51 mile from lake and com$72,000.00.
tires, no air or struction
753-0669
474 8000
appointment.
pletely furnished. Neat & clean two bedroom cotcondition. Call 753-2235.
power. The van runs
INSULATION blown in
401 S. 10th. 2 BED- 1980 BONNEVILLE. good. It may be seen
tage with fireplace. $21,500.00. Two extra lots could
PAINTING= Paper
9. Approximately 24 acres with two outside
on
by Sears. TVA ap
ROOM, new carpet, loaded. Bought new
be bought. Central Ridge area.
in 8th & James St.,
hanging, commerical or
buildings Ione with bath), two septic tanks, good
drapes, stove, ref., Murray. Call 753-6430.
Mayfield, KY. We have proved. Save on those residential. Free es
well.
Ready
for
building
or
mobile
home.
Good
high heating and cool
carport, attached bldg., 1980
volkswagon on file a minimum
timates, References. 25
38. A thriving business and all equipment. All outlocation. $15,000.00.
large lot, fenced in. Call rabbit.
acceptable bid. Mail ing bills. Call Sears years experience,
side lighting and marquees stay. Building. approxCall 759-4488.
753
759-4620. Moving must
2310
for
free
your
bid to • West Ky.
Tremon Farris 759 1987
1981 FORD Grenada,
imately 6,500 feet, could be used for three'separate
10.
Well
cared
sell
estimate.
for
two
bedroom
home
on
corner
Allied
Services Inc.,
ps, pb, factory air.
ROOF I N-G, Siding,
businesses. Some owner finance. For more inforlot for only $24,500.00. Large shop with concrete
excellent condition. P.O. Box 736, Mayfield, J.L. McKnight & Sons Concrete work, Ad
mation eall ROBERTS REALTY. Owner has new
floor.
.Sawmill
14
baths,
on
Poor
City
KY.
water,
Farm
agoso
sewer and gas
Atten. Jerry
ATTRACTIVE 3 bed- Phone 753-4417.,
ditions, Painting,
interest
and would like to sell!
R
.d.
Buyer
standing
of
Wells
-or call 247-4046 if
room, quiet residential 1982 CADILLAC Seville
General Carptntry.
11. Some owner finance available for this 9 room,
street, well kept Elegante. 4 -door. you seek additional timber Call 753 7528.
P.A. Molony
753 8628.
39. Neat-as-a-pen inside! Three bedroom with
neighborhood. TVA AM/FM stereo cass- information. Final date
2 bath home on large lot. Two car garage. Range,
Free Estimates..
for bid is July 25.
fireplace, range, refrigerator, dishwasher, carpet.
approved insulation. re- ette, 50.000 actual miles
dishwash
er,
carpet.
$49,500.00
f.
SEWING Machine Re
ceiling fan. Close to schools and shopping.
decor at e d . carpet Call 753-9240.
pair. All makes and
5 1
throughout, new roof. 1984 BUICK
$31,500.00.
Campers
12'.
At
mouth
of Blood River ancNentucky Lake
Regal Sport
models. Home & In
large yard. Mid $30's. Grand National
you will find this 3 or 4 bedroom home with full
dustrial. Bag closing
Edition, 16 KLASSTC camper.
753-4643 or 492-8465.
40. *10,000.00 down with 10
14,000 miles. Loaded. Call good condition, sleeps 4.
,
', interest on remainbasement. All appliances, stone fireplace, exmachines. Also scissor
13Y owner- 3 bdrm , 1 753-1224 before 3 pm.
ing will put you on this 98 acre farm With approxstove, sink. porta potty,
sharpening. 40 yrs.
cellent
fishing,
boating,
swimmin
g Would conbath. garage. 18' pool, 1984 CAMAR
imately 70 acres in timber. $40,000.00.
experience. All work
O Z28. air condition. Priced to
sider trading for home in city. $47,500.00.
large deck, wood stove, 32,000
miles. loaded. sell. 436-2858.
guaranteed. Kenneth
paneled bsmt. Reduced Nights
Barnhill, 753 2674,
& weekend 436- 24' TRAVEL trailer, full
41. Mini-farm featuring 3.4 acres and brick home
13. Just listed! A home to fall in love with! Three
to 36,000. Call 753.9553.
rear bath, twin beds, air
2623.
Stella, Ky,.
with carpet. range, refrigerator, T V. Tower,
or
four
bedroom
two
,
bath
brick
with full dry base1984 DATSUN 300ZX. and awnings, extra clean.
STUMP REMOVAL
T.V.A.
standard insulation, $49,900.00. '
ment.
Formal
dining,
fireplace
, beautifully landSE R V I - CE
CEDAR LOG HOMES. blue, ac, am/fm Call 436-2869.
scaped yard, double carport. $49,900.00.
stereo,
PICKU
14,000
P
actual
Mechanic
campe
Northern white cedar.
ally removed
r,
42. Wooded, waterfront lot with boat launching
stove, refrigerator,
10 inches below the
No rot, no bugs. You miles. Call 753-9240.
rights and subdivision water connection. Good
14.
Two
nice
building
lots
electri
near
county
c
element
monoma
1985
MONTE
ary
surface,
build or we build.
tic
Carlo SS,
no damage to
location for year-around home. *10.000.00.
school.
toilet.
Total
silver,
of
interco
252
feet
m.
Call
on black top road.
low mileage,
surrounding lawn.
901-644-9052 Brenda
$10,000.00.
'LICENSED Electrician Larry Wood 753 0211.
excellent condition. Call 436-2879.
Munson.
43. Seven room home with new roof, new field tile.
for
753-1462
residential and SUMMER is the time to
before 4p.m.
LOG home on Ky. Lake,
52 Boats-Motors
new carpet, newly decorated. Ideal home for
and 436-2237 after 4p.m.
commercial. Heating either deadwood; or
approximately 2625 sq
15. Five bedroom brick on approximately 14
newlyweds or retiree. $21,500.00.
ft.. 2 story with full '78 MONTE Carlo, all 1972 GLASSTRON ski and air condition, gas remove diseased an
acres in city. Two baths, fireplace, large
basement, large deck & power, tilt, cruise. Call boat with 100 h.p. installation and repair. 0. or unwanted trees.
garage/workshop plus two car carport. $37,500.00.
Phone 753 7203.
Johnson. Call 753-3108.
porch. Extra lot. Great 492-8826.
44. Owner wants offer on 55 acres and gorgeous
For all your needs- call
house for large family. 'S1 MERCURY Capri, 1977 HOWELL craft MITCHELL Paving. Bover's Tree Service
modular home! Ponds, outbuildings, fences, ex16. Five room home on one acre lot with nice Oak
Must sell. 436-2573 after auto. with air. low XR1, $800. Red with Commercial, re
the professionals at
tra rental mobile home. Every thing your heart
and Pine trees. Carpet, T.V. antenna, paved road.
Sp m or weekends.
mileage. Call 753-4023 white interior. 304 N. 4th sidential. Large or 753 0338.
desires! $79,500.00.
A good starter home for only $10,000.00.
can be seen.
after 4:30p m.
small. 30 years ex
TREE WORK. Corn
perience..Call 753 1537
82 REGAL Limited. 4
plete removal, topping, •
45. Only minutes from city limits! ApproximateWhy rent?
17. Make your offer today on this three bedroom,
door, all power. air. Call 53. Services Offered
MOBILE HOME trimming, stumps
ly four acres and four bedroom, two bath brick.
two bath home on two acres of land. Two car
Beautiful 2 BR home.
753-8464.
Specialist Repair and mechanically removed.
Central heat and air, appliances, carpet, fireplace,
garage
with
concrete
floor
and
welding
preventa
CAN
facilities
Experienced. Larry
tive mainten
May be cheaper than
you buy Jeeps
ROOFING
large shop, walkout basement. $79,900.00.
$22,000.00.
ance. Roofs, _0.os:ors.. Wood 753 0211.
'Cars '484's seized in
you think.
Metal & Shingles.
drug raids for under
plumbing. wiring,
46. Four bedroom, two bath brick in county. WalkCall Bobby at
Aluminum & Vinyl
hurricane straps. 759
$100" Call for facts
18. Would sell all or part! Approximately 650 feet
out basement that could be separate apartment
Murray
today! 16l5c 269-6701
4850.
of four lane road frontage with city water, sewer
Siding.
489.2633
Large garage; well kept buildings and grounds.
Ext. 259.
MOODY'S Mower
and gas available. A prime piece of property to
Paving Co. Inc.
Free estimates.
Reduced to $32,000.00.
Repair
pickup and
build
a
good
business
!
Specializing in asphalt
Call 759-1600
delivery. All work
paving. sealcoating and
47. Three bedroom cottage completely furnished
guaranteed. Call 753
19. Approximately 170 acres with 125 acres of
crack repairs. 7 yrs. ex2 MEN want to do yard 5668.
with nice view of lake. Large garage Share
choice
timber.
Offers
welcome
on
this
perience
exceptio
. Providing
nal
work. Tree trimming. MOWING, hauling,
floating dock and boat ramp. $27,000.00.
piece
property
of
.
*91,000.0
0.
quality
work
removal of unwanted bushes & trees pruned
at
trees & shrubbery, mow or removed, spray un
reasonable prices.
48. Factory building of brick and steel with 60,000
20. Investors take nottce! Across from M.S.U.
yards, light hauling & wanted weeds, etc Call
Free Estimate
plus square feet. Sprinkler system, freight
campus and zoned for multi-family dwelling.
wood for sale. Free 759 4808 or 759 9661 7
Call 753-0411
elevator, loading dock, separate 10,000 square feet
Eight room, two bath brick with new central gas
estimates. 753-0680 or evenings per week.
metal building. Must be Inspected to appreciate
759-1683.
heating and central air. Ideal location for fratervalue. Owner would trade for other property or
ALL type masonry
nity or sorority house. $45,000.00.
would consider some owner finance. More inforwork, block. brick,
mation available at ROBERTS REALTY.
concrete, driveways,
21. One of the nicest building lots on Kentucky
1617 Loch Lomond Dr.
sidewalks, patios, house
Lake! Approximately 121 feet of waterfront in nice
753-6120 or 435-4338
foundations, new
49. Grab a friend and share in the purchase of the
cove restricted for homes only. 515.500.00
chimneys or chimney
duplex with approximately 400 feet of waterfront.
Johnny Rickman
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
repair. 25 years exEach apartment furnished: boat slip in dock. Main
22. Excellent retirement home is the two or three
perience. Free es& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Lake! *36.900.00.
bedroom brick on one acre lot New hot water
timates. Call Charles
OVER
heater, T.V.A. standard insulation, carpet, range.
Barnett 753.5476_
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
20 YEARS
50. 170 acre farm with lots of potential,-Tool shed,
refrigerator $27,500.00.
APPLIANCE
•
EXPERIENCE
milking parlor with electric milking system.
Gold
Silver
SERVICE. Kenmore.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &•
tobacco barn, stick barn. silo with unloader and
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Closed
W estinghouse,
Closed
23. Located in subdivision close to town. Three
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
six room house. S125.000.00.
vr.trs
Yesterday 354,70 Yesterday
bedroom brick with central heat and air Carpet.
5.00
GUNCRSES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
etfitqltsfiZe. "Parts arid
range,
dishwash
Opened
er,
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
cablevLsion, $49,500.00 with one
Opened
service. Boll" Hopper, • CU TOM BUILT FURNITURE &
51 *23.900.00 will buy this five room frame on apFURNITURE REFINISHING
lot or buy extra lot at $4,000.00 more.
•
Today
353.20
Today
5.02
•
Bob's Appliance Ser
COMMT1TIVI PRICES Drop By IL See Our Display
proximately lts acres. Well, septic system and
•
Down
vice. 202 S. 5th St
1.50 Up
.02
water heater approximately three years old
•
409
Sunbur
Circle
y
24.
753-59
18
acres
•
40
fenced
on
three
sides
and seven room
Business 753-4672, 436•••••••••••••••••••••
Complim,,,,ts of
home close in to Murray. Two fireplaces, washer,
5848 (home I
52 55 wooded acres with good two bedroom frame
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
dryer,
range,
refrigera
tor. *38.000.00.
APPLIANCE repair,
house on main highway to lake. Approximately 550
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 4207'
washers- dryers,
feet of road frontage. Good campground
753 7113
25. Service station & equipment plus four extra
refrigerators- ranges•
Wi• boy Gold Solver • Diamonds
possibilities *42.500.00. Make an offer!
air cond. George Hodge
rental units, plus three bedroom brick home! All
100” money on anything of waitle
& Son, 10 Dixieland
located on main intersection corner to Lake. ExLIFE
Hours: 10 b Daily. Closed Sunday
Shopping Center 753 53. Double wide mobile home on large shaded lot
cellent investment property. $150,000.00.
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
4669.
Near elementary school with easy access to town
INTENSIVE CARE
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Central heat and air, appliances. drapes 8z carpet
26. Just listed! Eight room brick with full baseFactory authorized for
HEALTH
*22.500.00
•
ment in city. Lot 355 feet deep with lots of shade.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
115 South 13th Street
Near schools and shopping. Central gas heat,
Brown. Service on gas
Corner 13th & Poplar
Murray, Kentucky 4207
54.,ix room frame house with two good shops on
fireplace, double oven range & much more.
4*
and electric ranges.
502-753-3492'
115 South 13th
approximately 84 acres of land. Full basement
$57,000
microwaves. disIdeal shop-home arrangement. Owner transferred
Murray. Ky 42071
hwashers. re,
and offers welcome. $50,000
frigerators, etc
27
A
farm
that
must
be
Earl
seen
to appreciate' Quali(502) 753 6202
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753ty built brick home with over 4,(X10 square feet that
55. The "Grand
5341
of all properties! Year
includes walk.out basement apartment with good
around stone & cedar, four bedroom, two bath
CARPET installation.
income. 54 acres of land, two stocked fish ponds.
home
on
professional service.
approxi
mately 1 acres with near 375'
tractor and equipment; 32 heart of cattle: Some
Also repairs Satisfac•
Considering everything you go
of main lake waterfront. All appliances includin
owner finance possible *134.000 00
g
tion
guaranteed Glenn
separate ice-maker and central vacuum. Jen-Aire
through daily, who deserves a
Bebber 759-1247.
range, cathedral ceilings, private boat dock.
28. Corner commercial lot with good seven room
REGENCY SPA
CONTRACTOR- carOwner finance to qualified buyer. Call ROBERTS
house
on
new
four-lane
road.
House
now
rented
for
more than you?
pentry. painting Big or
REALTY today for your private showing'
good income while you wait to start thaf new
small we do it all
business. $37,000.00.
Quality work done for
less Free estimates
489.2663.
DAVE' 'W
dow
Cleaning Residential.
commercial, one & two
story. References 10',
TOMMY SANDERS
Senior Citizen discount
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
753.9873 or 436-5836.
_
Theresa Knight 753-7728
,BROWN & BIGELOW
Prentice Dunn 753-5725
ROOF
ING
Ray T. Broach-Bob Cornelison
South 12th at Sycamore
Vicki Todd 7534038
Specialty Advertising
Professional
Joe Kennon 4311-51711
(502) 753-3299;
Agents
TELEPHONE 753-1651
Quick, Neat & Clean
Max Dodd 753-3304
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons Free Estknates
Bob Haley 41111-211111
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
38 years Experience
Pens -- Matches - Yearly Dote Planners
Anna Regain's, Broker 435-5437
Work Guaranteed

Well
Drilling

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

SMALL
CARPENTRY
JOBS

53-9440

Brick Home
For Sale

4 BR, 2 baths, living room; kitchen,
utility, carport, fenced in backyard.
80x180 lot. Low $50's.

Otrurtf.s

Hopkins Insurance Agency

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

Farm Bureau
Insurance

310 South 4th St.

753-4703

All Types Insurance
City & County
"At" Rated Company

4000 Specialty items to choose from

753-2926

•

•
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Groups rethink male-only policies
Restaurateur Roni
Bauer was supposed to
be inducted as a
Kiwanis club member
this month but when she
showed up, the
members who had invited her had second
thoughts. They worried
that admitting a woman
could doom their
chapter.
"Our 60-year-old club
would be finished." said
Skip Ahalt, a longtime
member of the club in
Hollywood, Fla., voicing
others fears about defying a Kiwanis International rule excluding
women. -That to me is a
more important issue
than accepting a girl at
this time."
The Hollywood
group's quandary was
typical.
Around the nation.
men-only groups are feexamining their
policies, lawyers are
pressing women's
demands for admission
to the social and professional advancement network that they say the
groups represent. and
courts are being asked
to clarify where privacy
rights' end and
discrimination begins.
- The men-only Bohemian Club that claims
President Reagan as a
member is due in court
next month to defend its
claim that hiring female
employees would
detract from the spirit
of its gatherings in the
Northern California
woods.
- The Detroit City

•

Council last week passed an ordinance that
would tear down nowomen-allowed signs by
reclassifying now private groups as
public. It's modeled on a
New York City law
that's being challenged.
- The Union League
in Philadelphia recently
voted to drop its exclusion of women that had
stood since the club was
founded in the Civil
War. But the Kiwanis,
Rotary and Lions clubi
have voted to remain
all-male.
"Now we can put this
matter behind us." said
Union League president
Robert G. Wilder after
the vote which came as
Philadelphia's City
Council considered a bill
that would have prohibited the group from
keeping women out.
"I know that left
behind, too, will be any
rancor between
members who have had
opposing views on this
matter." he said.
But the debate is not
quieted easily.
At stake, according to
men's groups, is the
right to associate with
whom one pleases.
guaranteed by the First
Amendment, along with
privacy rights.

or all-female," he said.
"But we don't want the
government deciding"
membership.
In 1984, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled
that a Minnesota
Jaycees chapter could
not exclude women_
under a state statute
barring discrimination
in "public accommoda
tions." The court said
the Jaycee chapter - a
large, not highly selective group sometimes
involved in commercial
ventures - was not truly private.
The justices said Minnesota's broad definition of public accommodations "reflects a
recognition of the importance ... of removing
the barriers to economic
advancement and
political and social integration that have
historically plagued certain disadvantaged
groups, including
women."

Sunday
School Lesson

the city was one in
which there was
widespread violence
and great disregard of
the tremendous value
which God placed on
human life. Unfortunittery the public officials had discarded all
standards of
righteousness, and the
people were plunging
their city and country
into chaos and disaster.
In these two verses
God made two severe
charges against the people to whom Ezekiel was
writing. These two
related charges were:
first, the shedding of the
innocent blood, and second, the defiling of the
people through the making and worshiping of
idols. Their gross
: had caused "the
idolatry
people of Jersualem to
shed much blood
through the sacrifice of.
large numbers of their
children to idol-s, and to
commit numerous
murders in the name of
justice. Neither of these
terible sins was

OW- _

By H.C.
Many it the :1)1cndid
1 , 11 d
11 , 11,
in
his
citizens of the rutted homeland Were worse
States are terribly em- than those which prevail
barrassed and deeply in our nation today.
grieved because of the From Our study of
ties between corrupt Ezekiel's writings we
politicians, heartless can learn some imporcriminals and greedy tant lessons which
moneymaker's in should help us to be betvarious places in our ter citizens and render a
beloved nation. From better service for God
the writings at the pro- and others: phet Ezekiel. which conEzekiel 22:3-4
tain the scriptures in toIt is doubtful if many
day's lesson, we learn of the Jews said much
that he, too, was grieved that was highly critical
by the awful conditions about the Holy City. but
which prevailed in God enabled Ezekiel. to
Judah during his era. In see her true condition. It
various respects the was quite obvious that

_agott--11-1010.
der'
Our nation's first woman presidential candidate was Vic
toria Claflin Woodhull, who was named by the Nationa
Radical Reformers in 1872

justified.
Ezekiel 22:23-29
Prophets, priests,
Winces, and people had
failed God in numerous
ways, thereby dishonoring their creator and
preserver, and doing
themselves an irreparable injury. There
were prophets who exploited the people in a
shameless manner. The
priests were charged
with ignoring God's law
or with profaning it with
reckless and inexcusable disregard or
disobedience. They
were also accused of
profaning holy things:
that is, refusing to differentiate between the
holy and the unholy. The
princes, or the public officials, sought to increase their wealth by
every method they
could devise. From time
to time they ruthlessly
slew various citizens for
their own financial profit..Many of the people
readily followed the examples of their leaders
and indulged in oppres-

sion and robbery.
Ezekiel 22:30-31
God had Ezekiel to
reveal to his readers
that He was searching
for a capable, worthy
and godly man to stand
in the gap and turn the
tide in the midst of the
terrible wickedness
which prevailed in their
land. As an indication of
how tragic the situation
was, even God was not
able to find a bold,
courageous and godly
champion of
righteousness who could
fill the role of standing
in the gap for Him.
Likewise, in our day
God is looking for men
to stand in the gap of
home, church and country, whom He can use to
rebuild our doctrinal
bulwarks, spiritual
defenses and moral
standards which have
been breached so
seriously. Are you, as a
child of/God, willing to
stand in the gap for Him
and for others? What a
privilege it is to stand in
the gap for Him!
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"Why destroy that?"
said Aubrey C. King of
the Conference of
Private Organizations
in Washington. D.C.
"We're not here
defending any kind of
organization - all-male
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Man indicted for murder
charged with letting his
brother drive while drunk

S.

LEXINGTON. Ky.
'Al'' - The prosecutor
who sought a murder indictment against a man
charged with letting his
brother drive while
drunk, causing a fatal
accident, says he feels
such an act shows
disregard to human life.
- Both the driver: Raymond McCormick, and
his brother Glenn, were
indicted by a grand jury
Monday on murder
charges that stemmed
from a June 7 accident
on Interstate 75. Raymond was driving his
brother's car when he
lost control, crossed the
center line and collided
with another vehicle_
Jared Dillon.. a Berea
boy who was a
passenger in the other
vehicle. died.
Gile.nn McCormick
showed a "wanton
disregard for human
life" when he let his
brother get behind the
-wtre-M-of:a-car. Fayette
County prosecutor Joe
Bouvier said Monday.
when a grand jury indicted the McCormicks.
- The McCormicks also
were indicted on two'
counts of first-degree
assault stemming from
the injuries Jared's
father and stepmother
suffered in the accident.
Bouvier said he would
not always seek a
. _indictment _in
vehicIF hbffiiCide eases.
But this case, he said;
"involved actual wanton conduct and extreme indifference to
the value of human life.
which the statute requires for wanton

murder."
The brothers were not
arrested until the day
after the accident, so
their blood-alcohol level
at the time of the collision could not be
determined.
But in an interview
with the Lexington
Herald-Leader from the
Scott County jail, Glenn
McCorrhick said he and
his brother had drunk
first a pint, and later a
fifth, of vodka. He let
Raymond drive because
Raymond had had less
to drink, said Glenn, 28.
of Scott County.
Bouvier said Glenn
McCormick gave a
similar statement to investigators about the
brothers' drinking.
Raymond McCormick. 26, of Fayette
County. azso was indicted for hindering the
arrest of Glenn, who had
escaped from the Scott
County jail two days
before the accident
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A switch in time, to save yap he "9"
Enloy the value and quality of
everyday low prices and super savings'

JI
ADA

Savings in "9" Sale!
fl:ra \
sole)\

8 pk. Hamburger or
10 pk. Hot Dog
C IGA
Buns
Save: 59c

Golden Grain•7 oz.

Fresh Ormond Sevoral Thews Deily

Macaroni

100% Pure
Ground Beef

and

Cheddar
for
Limit 4

99c

•

3 Lbs. or more

Say.: 97c

..
-grimmosiiMacaroni i
'
4 1110rnmom.,.
Cheadar,
MaCaroni

99

Kraft

2 Lb. Grape
Jelly or Jain

24 ct. Lipton Tea
Family Size
C Too Bags

Cheddar I
Dawns,
rivece17

sem $1.00
Llatit 1

coupon
additional purchase. Limit one
740
With this coupon and $15.00
No.
NV
expires Tuesday, July 29, 1986.
per family. Coupon

Save: 80`
4

ON

IOW

NW

Oa

•

air+ •••

Pepsi &
$30 purchase to redeem both

24 ct. Lipton

Pepsi 8 pk. 16 oroz.

9

Diet
Plus bottks
or deposit
Save: $1.00

coupon
additional purchase. Limit one
$15.00
and
coupon
W4h this
NV No. 742
Tuesday, July 29, 1986.
per family. Coupon expires

Kool-Aid 2 Qt.
Unsweetened
I',

\
sem 97c

ECBRO

0ler
expires
coupon per family. Coupon.
With this coupon. Limit one
746
No.
7GF50
Tuesday, July 29, 1986.,

7 DAY SALE•Mess geed b4.01.Weemeedig,icily 23, 1196 IbreogiiTeeedur„
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Low Prices lk Valusavers Everyday!
Self-Rising
Sunflower 5 Lb.

Corn Meal
Pourable•8 oz.

Chef's Blend
c., $C49

79c

Wishbone Dressings

89c
One, two, FREE!
Save: 16'

Food

OFFICIAL MAIL-IN

CERTIFICATE
Enclosed we the •eotared proots-ot-purchase to,
the refund or coupon that I ye ,ndicated above
•
Please send .,"!, •etund,coupon to

one,t-svo,FREE

A

from Mazola Corn Oil

Kraft•18 oz.

To get your refund or tree coupon for
one 32 oz bottle of Mazola Oil, check the
approprtate box below and send'
argei
•
1811 81111 :C81t1 cam from a 32 ce
of arucoa Urn Orl for a SW REFUND
, 32 02 cv !r ge• t•ces o'
— 2 laa seals ••e
— Mama Co' 3 tot a $1 25 REFUND
• — 3 NM leas 4.y.!taw 32 a; or NO,(1-C
,
es e!!
•edeenatt '0, a
Man a Corn 5.
',re 32 a: cittle Mazoo Co•n
A•rq rett• thts otAba Tat., ^ .•// cate
'Mml the above items to: One. Two Free'
Po. Box 17097. Hauppauge, NV 11788

borpe

STATE
986

.
•T-

B-B-Q Sauce

ZIP
•A‘eil

o•Dnitstra

,
' WPC!

99c

°30-

3 .__.

,
•

-1

Save: 30'

FREE
POTATOES

Giant Size•42 oz.

°111111.

Alax Launch*
Detergent

FROM HELLMANWS,,
CASH REFUND
BY MAIL

vas

32 oz. bettio

"'WHEN YOU PURCHASE
HELLMANN'S
MAYONNAISE
AND
POTATOES

Mazola Oil
69

SEE DISPLAY
AT YOUR STORE
FOR DETAILS

Save: 306
NIA

6 pk.8 oz.
Biscuits

Save: 70c

Limit 1

$1 29

Savo: 36'

32 oz.

FrIto-Loy

A%cCorookk • 3.25 oz.

Bold 3
Liquid Detergent ...

71
/
2oz. bag
Doritos

Bacon Chips
and Bits

$1

09

IGA Granulated

10 lb. Bag
Sugar
Kraft• 1 Lb

$299

Squeeze Parkay
99C
Save. 18'

Valufrosh Dairy and Frozen!
Farmer's Choice

20 oz.Shoestring
Potatoes
•

•

Pat Ritz•2/9"

MA•/
1
2gallon

Pie Shells

lee Cream
149

89c

•

Of

99c
Save: 99e

Unit 4

Griitery Caniout Setvice!

• 0. ,,..,10,41

•

•

.^%

ftele~*.m•Vo•

••vo

garden fresh fruits and vegetables

JI

valufresh produce

ADArns

Plump juicy freshness
bursting with flavor!
4t11

Tennessee• Nesse Grew'

Ripe Tomatoes

9c

5
Lb.

Yellow or
Zuchini
Squash

U.S.1. 1
10 lb. bag
Red Potatoes

Lb.

SCALLOPED
FRESH PLUMS
.2 lis. fresh pleas
3 ceps Soft breed cremes I
/
3
4cep sew
I teaspoon greed knee peel
1/4 cep better, melted
Cut plums in half and remove .pits. There
should .be 3 cups. Combine bread crumbs,
sugar, lemon peel and butter. Fill o buttered 1 quart casserole with alternating layers of plums
and crumb mixture, with plums on bottom and
crumbs over top. Cover. Bake in a preheated
hot oven (400°F.) 30 minutes or until plums_are
tender. Remove cover and bake 10 minutes or
until crumbs are brown. Serve as dessert. Makes
4 to 5 servings.

Crisp •Icebert

Lettuce

Red Potatoes

4 69c
head

Finn•Crisp

Dole Bananas

Sne-White

Cauliflower
$1 39

Green Cabbage

c
9

Lb.

va ulresh bakery
-1

•
I

;`

,_4•2

fook.;,:iw 1101,4N

1

.
s
41

1

34 oz. Southern Style

Fresh Mink

Fresh limbed

Pecan Pie
$349

Cake Donuts
89

French Bread
969

dezen

Decor,ted Cakes for
all•of your
favorite occasionsi

1611 Me&

Cole Slaw or
Potato Salad .... Lb.
a

••••

•:•”••••••••.••

4•gpoet,p...

1"*. ••••,

•••••

•__.,

99c

2

Freslillede 12"

Pepperoni
Pizza

-2,.s599

*

valutresh
meats
10
Save
to 30%
everyday
the lowest
total meat prices
in town on
•U.S. CHOICE guaranteed
quality meats.
•
REALEAN
PORK

GRAIN FED BEEF

•GRADE A
FRESII CUT FRYERS

Double Your Money Bock
— Jim Adams Ilearantee Ts Yee —
We unconditionally guarantee all
meat bought at Jim Adams. If you
are not satisfied with your meat purchase, we will gladly refund DOUBLE
the PRICE of the meat when returned
to us.

— Va!afresh Meats —

USDA
CHOICE

Beef Tenderloin Filet
Filet Mignon
Beef Steaks

U.S. Choice
Grain Fed
Whole
In The Bag

— Valupack —

$
Lb.

A

Grade A •Freshcat Fryer

_
O.S. Choice•73% Loan

Leg Quarters

Ground Beef

c
9

Lb.

Sliced Free!

3 lbs. or
wore

99c

Lb.

Lb.

Field's "Pre-Sliced"

Zip Cut Ham
2 Lb.
Avg.

$
2
79
Lb.

Fischer "Recipe Ready" Boneless

Boneless Pork
Sirloin Steak
Taste O'Sea•3Oz.

Fischer Cheese Franks or

Fish Sticks

Jumbo Franks

i69

Pkg.

Recipe
Ready%
Oscar
Ma er

$299

ha Adams

BONELESS PORK

jim Ad"""v*""
ch"
$
Premium
Sliced
Li.
Slab Bacon

et Meats%

Lb.

Sliced
Bologna 1 Lb

69

1
8.
10 Adasessugar

No

69

359

Added"$
2lb. Sausage

& AIM

Quality!

Held's•Omsk

Braunschweiger

Oscar Mayer

9 oz. Ham
Variety Pak

Lunch Meats

19

99
Pk,Oscar Mayer

Ovee-Reasted Sr Smoked
Terkey Breast,6z.
Chicken Breast

Cooked
Ham 12 oz.

Louis Rich

$339 -

.5:1k, •
*

•

•

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••M
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COOK-OUT SPECIALS THAT ARE
. at

ZZ I
/

Alb

Co
Krogering!
Items and prices in this ad effective
Wed.,July 23rd thru Tues., July 29th,1986 in:

Murray, KY
None sold to dealers. Limit right reserved.
Copyright 1986. The Kroger Co.

Assorted Varieties

Pepsi Free,Diet or Reg.

Pepsi
Cola

cans

2 liter btl.

99C

Kroger
Buns
8 ct. pkg.

Royal Oak

Charcoal Briquets
20 lb.
bag

Double

1102. Hot Dog or 13oz.Hamburger

Big K Drinks
6
12 oz.

1

399
Whole Hickory

S
m
o
ked
MANUFACTURERS'
Picnics

Coupons
EVERYDAY j

0.048

•

pound

•

California 12 Size

Jumbo
Cantaloupes
each

711t

50,LIMIT-See Store For Details
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Cost-Cutter Prices

aa

1
•

PRIDE

OF ILLINOIS

Pepsi Free,Diet Pepsi or Reg.

Assorted Varieties

Pepsi
Cola

Big K
Drinks

•

Cream Style White,Golden or
Whole Kernel Pride of Illinois

2 Ply, 200 Ct., 148 Sq. Ft.
HI-Dri

Golden
Hi-Count
Corn
Towels
it5100 jumbo

99c

1
1

cans

roll

IM

98c

a

!ami
Helper

Ha m buruer
Helper
ZO101u3
IVIIRCER

,e

)
kr,

o

4,4,84:

J

dig
•
seism mein.. Mil% IS Venn

All Varieties

K

WI.Bi,
2 Kw

5BC,

FROZEN FOODS•

AM Varieties Betty Credo,

Hamburger
Helper
"41.
Pillsbury

All Varieties

Microwave

9
-Lives

Texas Gold
Ice Cream

Dawn

2201.

BAKING
SODA

6 oz.cans

at the regular price of 59C
and receive the 2nd 16 oz.
box absolutely

89t

$149

heel

1/2 oaL cbt

Kroger & Tide Celebrate
TIDE'S 40th ANNIVERSARY! YOU CAN WIN A NEW

Whirlpool WASHER!

ra•117 Pact law Style
17 la

Eggo Waffles
Nt Itth 2 Cast

03

Pie Shells

POO

831

Tara la Picas w Ilattw Wessel

Coffee Cake
PAGE MO Cg

AA

11,
p.,

$
2
4
9

MIMI HOW.
ifieth
,st rittele pntrv Mar* rr,
!KIM fOrrnt on Me T.Of CHOI",r1 our ctore
(XIV rtx entry bunko our coo( (NIP
(
hnr atcn at the 1r,(10 rIlsouv
wine tsw. Were farm to our
collectien bees.
enter so often 116 VOW OM YOU Hood tiot
he present te won.
ermine Me Ike IseN1 Set,
Aug5ti, 1110e. et 2700 ell.

32 Ct.Large Or 48 Ct Medium Regular

Pampers
Diapers

ENTER NC-iW!
;;PIPTOORIMZEPSTAKES!•

$139

PtS

I

NAME
ADDRESS

I CITY
I

ZIP

1

.
surf
TELE‘440NE

PLACE IN ENTRY PDX.

811C

Buy one 16 oz. box of
Arm & Hammer

Cat Mod

Popcorn
101/2 oz.ow

Assorted Mayan

OP Off LABEL) Grease Cuttleg

yOur

$839

choice
62 Ct large 411 Ct Sod w 64 Ct SaaN

Super Absorbent

ore. $939

PAGE TWO D-IAA
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makethe Differencet

-

ET
seaitest

41miTgr
All Vegetable or
Butter Flavor

Non Dairy Creamer

Kellogg's

Kroger
Carnation
Shortening Coffee-mate
31b.
can

5158

Peanut
Butter

5169

16 oz.
jar

Corn
Flakes

Homogenized
Milk

_
5
2
0
9
5119
Kroger 2%

18 oz.
box

gal
cts

Low-Fat Milk

994

1102.
laf

• BAKED FOODS •
1107. Hot Dog or
1307. Hamburger

Kraft Quarters

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A Kroger

Parkay
Margarine

Large
Eggs

*DAIRY FOODS*
"Our Dairy sew

dozen

1 lb. pkg.

--- Cottage

49C.T 6

Tomato Sauce

oz
215cans

Enriched

Ronco Spaghetti

; Cheese
2407. tub

MARKET BASKET GUDE IA
LARGE EGGS DO? 73c

Hunts

707
4 pkgs

ROncO

Elbow Macaroni •

pkgs

All varieties

Quaker Rice Cakes

4 307.
r

pkg

Kroger Fresh Pack

Strawberry Preserves

1807
lar

stro9er

89C
5100
5100
59C
si59

Frith Os Ti Settee

NC

a
Kroger Yogurt 3 8tos
$1"
IOW,Salf.34

1

Pimento Cheese "Tv%
nest ;Toe Wei TOO'. Pin I row(IOW

Orange Juice

99c
99c-

Kremer Individually Wrappen American

Cheese Food Slices It:; 5140
PAGE THREE D IAA
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COST -CUTTER MEAT PR
4
.

US.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Boneless Chuck
Pot Roast

1.

18

lb.

111 /
1
4"TRIM!
BONELESS!
-Nomminnin.MIONNIN
,

U.S.D.A.Choice Crain Fed Beef

Extra Lean,1,3,or 5 lb.Chub Pak

Boneless
Chuck Steak

Ground
Beef

The Kroger 1/
,
4
Standard... IQ
*10to 30% less Fat
•Fewer Calories

$118
b

PlII
119

NO
t
11*
WI
41=1111MMIll

_ _•

More Meat Values
Nothing But 100% Pure

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Chopped
Beef Patties

Boneless
Beef Stew

$169

John Norm leg.or

Beef
Bologna
$1129

$189
lb
MOMS Boneless

(UAL Choice Grain Fed DNA Boneless

_

Round Tip Roast

a
c lemb

Pre-Sliced
Henn

ic
n alZI
Bacon
$499

Si
1

!Ars. pours Light Bettered
14 oz.Fish Sticks or IS oz.

Fish
Mists

$199
ifilowsf

"J259
Kroger meat or

Bryan Hickory Crest

Beef
Wieners
12

Wings,Nock,Tails,or Drumsticks

Boiled
Ham

wsPauI's&Soz.FlIIIMUetsOr7.50L

Turkey
Parts

Fish
Sticks

oz. pko,

99c
PAGE FOUR A PAGE FOUR A

•

pound
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Pound

49c

your cito15E.

Louis Rich Uinc

vrI
• Pa
12 Oz,P

I3
9
2

•

•

-

-

-

'

7

*

•

•••••
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IRICES ALL WEEK LONG
B011111EAFFIDE

BOMIELES5

U.S.DA. Grade "A" Holly Farms
Family Pak of Mixea Parts \
tosi CUTT1-4,
okICES

Prying
Chicken

Whole Hickory

Smoked
Picnics
Pound

Pound

Great For Grilling!

•SEAFOOD SAVINGS
WE TWIN OUT....,- TO 1/4INCH FOR A
MEASURABLE CIWFWIENCE VALUE!
Now ow U.S.O.A.ChoiCe Grain Fed Netisan wen better value because
we trim every cut down to only 1/4Inch offat. Lessfat. Fewer calories_
Enjoy Kroger's measurable difference In the beef you buy.
%WS be glad to answer as question aboutKroger meat.

CALL TOLL.PRIII:11004324.00

MINIM

Any Site Pkg.
Pork
Steaks

*limy Dean Not,Mild or Special

Pork
Sausage
ma. $199
lh

Fresh Alaskan

Salmon
Steaks
pound

• ",

$399

;
4.

$169

eus-ett•Kash grown

Potato
8°L9Pat94ties

:

1pkg.

Rich Luncheon Meat

oriety
Pak
umpkg..

_

MESQUITE
WOOD
BRIQUETS

•

Bryan Beefy, Not Dinner Franks or

Juicy
Jumbos

Fresh

Aube*Only in Seafood Shones
SignatweShim

Whole
Salmon

Crabmeat
Salad

$299
Pond Raised Whole 1

Fresh .,
-eatfiss:Pound

5229

229

, 1

edged

•4
•1/iSalsios Steaks StealtS
•1
Alayossalse
Teaspoos
Como.Dgop Mimi Mustard
$4
99:
Fresh Gulf

Shark

7-datets
Pound

369

Ilistard aid
Alapodsalse, brink
*Mr
ver hot
isayosialse both sides
Race
diessmiteIgnore.
bet$=-7
coals. Grill
aboatrtildites
few per Side
servitor's.

•

_
• ..

'

4'1 -tsig:.
•
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• LEVER BROTHERS •

40,OFF LASKI Noon My Dstalleut

Wish Liquid

32.!:
Ott

5169

Dove Liquid

22:
Ott

$1119

FOr Astonatk Oldorashers

Dishwasher All

SO IR

Meta Oat Oath Stta
7 5 et
bat

Lux Soap

rifelloy Soap
lifts

4.75 et.
bar

$199

33c
3gc

4

4,Off USW tati Site

4750!.
Oat

Dove Soap
mtisataoia

Caress Soap

3.5 ot.
bat

79c
55C
,

•One Stop Shopping•
at its very best!
5 oz. Mousse,8 oz. Flex
Net Pump,or 15 oz.
Shampoo or Conditioner

fi4

Flex
Products
your choice

49

FLEX
- •-•

60 ct. Extra Strength or 100 ct. Regular

Tylenol Tablets
your
choice

339
White,Black or Brown
Liquid

SHOE
WHITE

00

$
3
99
each

41111.
,
SE !IR DR1
SOLID

Ban
Solid

Huggies
Diapers
your

2 oz. btl.

choice

$177.

otis.

888

2.5 OZ. ROLL-ON...51.97

• PHOTO DEPARTMENT •
4 oz. Sulfodene Medication or

Classic Image
film developing

11
1.% fllAS,
r Dag•all.
41.

$

Clear-Mg/1e"cassette protects your

02,Can

09

SCIATCNEX SNAMP00...11 tn. btl. S2.49

PAGE SIX D

48 ct. Medium,40 ct. Ex. Absorbent
Medium or 33 ct. large CONVENIENCE PACK

Kiwi
Scratchex
Polish !IR Spray
only
7
arch(

Sterlite Disposable Microwave

- Flavor-Savor

I

Regular,
Unscented,
or Powder Dry

I

31/2 or 4"professlCinal prints. Re-made .
•
at no charge If It doesn't meet our
stindards. C-41 process only for
•
'-11D, 126, disc or
35mm full frame •
COW film.

II

•

a.. •.....11•••Wan,

MIIIMOIMMIL••••••••••

114.-

--

FROZEN FOOD
SPECTACULAR
.
'7,1111/1
(RISVCRUSI

PartyPi.T,

114,

egil'4".10
k

Assorted Frozen Totino's Crisp Crust

100% Pure Fresh From Florida
Reg.or Homestyle Tropicana Frozen •

Birdseye

Party Pizza Orange Juice I I Cool Whip
10 oz.
pkg. 88C

12 oz.
can

sgc

Sara Lee Pecan or Butter Streusel

Assorted Banquet

Coffee Cake

MeatPot Pies
8 oz.
pkgs.

Regular Frozen

)

$01100

pkg.

89

Pillsbury Assorted

Toaster
Strudels
Tern Gold

Cream
Mute Maid Variety Pack

Fruit
Juicee

111/7 01
pkg

$129

74$299
4t.$219

12

gig
Green Giant

Cob Corn
$129

4 ear
pkg.

Original or Butter Flavor Pillsbury

(Banquet Dinners(
Microwave Popcorn
11 OZ.

12 oz.
tub

101/20z $11149
Pk9-

Pet Itttt 2 Count

Pie
SheHs

lootg

1:13
C

240z.
bag

•

99c

Purple Hull
Peas

16 01
• eke

t*

Farm Rick
120i
cas 79

Vegetable &
Cheese Sticks
Fee° Family Pack

PatIll

Beef/Bean
Burritos

Breaded Okra

Stillwell

$000C3

Apple
Juice

Stiliwell

2 $100
splies

Homestyle
Waffles

17 ot
eke

PAGE SEVEN

•

ROWAFTERROW
OFFRESHNESS!

FRESH TO YOU'
from the

Kroger Garden.

Californial2Size Jumbo Sweet

Cantaloupes
Neu Crop California

FLODAL 611OPPE I
Fresh Cut

Gladiolus
$199
bunch
•

California

California

California, Sweet

Seedless
Grapes

Red
Nectarines

Pascal
Celery

Red
Onions

pOund

large Stalk

pound

$399

vellOw or

CaNfornb

g Hanging
PothOs Plants
aakets
Cascadk

7 inch
Pot

Thompson White

I/9
c
99c
69c 49c

11111bIscuS
4inch
Pot

b 79C ,

Bartlett Pears

Red
Peaches
poww

Blue
Plums

Monterey Jumbo

U.S. 140.1
All Purpose Round

Fresh
Mushrooms

White
Potatoes

pound

4nOt

$599
99c

io lb. bag

$199
95% Lean

Ms ii

Boiled Ham

K

aiser Rolls64,

Coconut Cakes
Bologna
tattle* top

APPle
Pies

eitaway

Apple Strvoisel
Coffee Cakes

:_lpigOaarrmatormiewa••,i

$189

American or Mustard

Potato
Salad
mune

•1159
99c

I
I

$399

9CbEslatFiIv

$499
$229

lb.
NEW Honey 8 Maple

Baked Ham

It

$599

ifiruTs"
)
0221121111118161331
iii'(!lb•

HOT TO GO!

Fried Chicken
Dinner
... Includg: Breast I wipg or.
WO 1%WI07. Potatetit I Gravy
4 oz. Cole Starr and 1 Roll

Si kW$
1
9
9
MAI f117,
OWy
11.W

r
Old Fashioned c „....

1

5259

ur Salt Bologna or

Salami

lb. $2
49

IA Salt

Cooked Ham

PAGE EIGHT D-CS

lb. $
4
49
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